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LATHE WORK: MILLING ATTACHMENTS—Part IV

SIGMA

The writer feels that an apology is due

those readers who may have been inter

ested in my former articles, for the un

reasonably long wait for this installment,

but personal affairs have not the sooner

allowed me the time necessary to their

continuance.

It will be remembered that the former

installments on milling attachments which

appeared in the March and April issues

of Electrician and Mechanic, Vol. XXII,

described a simple milling spindle that

was intended to be bolted to the tool rest

and driven from an "overhead," such

as described in the April issue referred

to above; also reference was made to two

other types of milling attachments, viz.:

the vertical slide or elevating spindle and

the elevating milling slide rest. This

installment describes the construction

of the elevating spindle type.

The design submitted is original, so far

as the author is concerned or as far as

such things can be original, and embodies

all the features and ideas gained by a

couple years' experiment with several

different designs.

The great fault of many appliances of

this kind is their lack of material where

strength is essential; that is, they are

perhaps strong enough structurally, but

too often no provision in the way of excess

material is made to keep the deflections

within reasonable limits; as, for instance,

consider a boring bar that is required

to stand a tool pressure of 50 lbs. at 10 in.

from the point of support. The bar

would be sufficiently strong, considered

merely as a cantilever beam, if made

1^6 in. diameter, but if an accuracy in

its boring of ±.001 in. was required it

would have to be made 291b in. diameter,

because the smaller bar would have so

great a deflection at the assumed tool

pressure as to be unable to turn out work

with an accuracy greater than ± . 006 in.

I merely make this digression to answer

the criticisms of any who may object

to the apparently liberal use of material

in the design, and before leaving this

discussion I wish to point out that the

weak point in many small lathes is their

tool rest or saddle design, which are too

often poorly designed, thus limiting the

use of the lathe and any appliances that

may be attached thereto. Though this

attachment was originally designed for

my own 10 in. lathe, it is as strong rela

tively as the slide rest of many 13 to 15 in.

lathes; and while an attachment of smaller

dimensions would be advisable, neverthe

less it can be used in a limited way on

9 in. lathes.

SPECIFICATIONS

Spindle No. 1 Morse taper socket,

•"He in. hole clear through, is % in. by

5^2 in- in ball bearings and will take every

tool and cutter made with this taper,

while No. 1 taper shank arbors with

blank ends (H'le in. diameter by 1}^ in.

long) can be obtained and turned down

to fit the various small milling cutters

having holes to Y% in- diameter. Vertical

movement of spindle 4 in. The attach

ment is back-geared and .by the use of

eight gears a total speed ratio of 16 to 1

can be obtained relative to any one speed

of driving belt, which, together with the

various speeds that may be applied to the

back-gear shaft through the driving

belt, gives a wide range of available speeds

for the spindle. The gears required

are one 1 in., one 1% in., one 2 in., two

2l/i in., one 3 in., one iYi in.,andone4in.,

costing 30, 38, 60, 65, 70, 80 and 90 cents
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each, total $4.98. These gears are all 16

pitch with y& in. hole by Yi in. face and

give speed ratios of 1:4, 1:2^2. 1:1Hi 1:1

and in inverse ratio to 4:1.

CONSTRUCTION

The Knee.—Have the slide of the knee

casting planed or milled to the dimensions

given and also have the under side of the

holding-down foot planed exactly at right

angles to the face of the slide, leaving

only the hole for the holding-down bolt

to be drilled to suit the tool rest of your

lathe and the drilling of the hole for the

feed screw, which should be located

exactly half way between the two edges

of the slide and in. from the face of

the slide. To drill this hole correctly,

place blocking on the lathe bed until

its top surface is exactly Vis in. below

lathe centers, lay the slide on this, enter

ing a 5^8 hi- drill in the center hole of the

boss, line up the casting and feed to the

drill with the tail center, thus completing

this part.

Spindle Slide.—This is shown in Figs.

27 a, b, c. Secure this casting with the

slide planed to the given dimensions and

I might add that the hole for the bearings

and the spindle should be cored out.

Lay out and center drill the tap-hole for

the feed screw and block up on the lathe

bed just as was done for the knee, but

have the blocking fte in. above the lathe

centers; and after lining up carefully, drill

out the boss with a *%« in. drill, tapping

the hole Y% x 16 in. Nowmake a holding-

down bolt to fit your lathe and a capstan

nut, like Fig. 26, and bolt the knee to the

tool rest with the spindle slide assembled

and fit a piece of y% in. steel for a gib, as

shown in section in the assembled draw

ing. This done remove and drill the

holes for the gib screws with a No. 26

drill tapping x 32 in. , and it might be

explained here that the angular boss for

the bottom screw is provided in order to

clear the hub of the back-gear bracket.

Replace the slide on the knee put the gib

in place and spot through the holes in

the slide so the points .of the gib screws,

Fig. 28, will enter and hold it in place.

Feed Screw.—Put a centered piece of

% in. cold rolled or machinery steel in

the lathe and turn down all over with

the exception of the shoulder to % in.

diameter, after which the feed screw can

be threaded 3-8 in. x 16, and lastlv the

xyi in. end can be turned down and

threaded % x 20 in., and a standard

hexagon nut fitted. The ball handle can

either be made to the dimensions shown

in Fig. 32, or purchased from any ma

chinery supply house. It is prevented

from turning on the feed screw by a round

key, Fig. 25a, let half way into both the

feed screw and the handle, the key-way

being made with a Y% in. drill, the handle

being held in place.

You are now ready to bore out the

bosses to receive the roller bearings.

Provide a % in. boring bar for this job,

and one round nose tool and a square

nosed tool cranked to the right and one

cranked to the left.

Bolt the knee to the lathe, assemble

the feed screw run on a % hi. nut and

assemble the slide. Now get the knee

parallel to the axis of the lathe, and with

the feed screws of both the lathe and

milling slides, center the bearing hubs;

and with the boring bar in place, bore out

both hubs with the round nose tool, after

which bore out the fillet left by the round

nose tool and face off the bearing seats

with the right and left tools. For fear

the bearings might vary somewhat from

the dimensions given, it would be best

to check them up before taking the fin

ishing cuts. These bearings are called

the "Knipe" pat. ball bearing, and are

15^ in. diameter by %• in. thick, and are

fisted at SO cents each. In boring the

hubs, see that the lathe gibs are tight and

also tigthen up the milling slide gibs

securely and run down the nut on the

feed screw referred to in order to make

the job as stiff as possible and prevent

chattering. Assemble the bearings, and

a couple of y% in. pointed grub screws

should be put through each boss and

let into the soft steel outer casing of the

bearings to prevent them from turning.

Now drive a hard wood plug in each bear

ing hole and carefully center, place in

the lathe and driving with a stud from

the face-plate turn down the bearing

hub over which is slipped the back-gear

bracket, as shown in the assembled

drawings.

Spindle.—The spindle is made from a

No. 1 Morse taper socket, catalog No. 100.

These are regularly made with the socket

andknock-out slot finished, and the socket

end turned down to about % in. diameter,

for a distance of 3J^ in., the balance of
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the length (3^ in.) being left blank and

V/% in. diameter. The shoulder will

have to be brazed or shrunk on—I turned

down the end slightly and turned up a

ring about the right size for the shoulder

and bored it out for a shrink fit and when

it was shrunk on, it was turned up to

finished dimensions, making a good job.

I might add that a plug for the socket

end is furnished for turning up the socket,

both the plug and the blank end being

centered. Drill out this ring with a

1Vie in. drill and very slightly bevel off

the edge of one end of the hole to guide

the spindle in entering. Turn down

the end of the spindle for a distance of

Yi in., leaving a square shoulder, and to

such a diameter that it won't quite drive

into the ring, then heat the ring to a dull

red and try your fit. If the spindle won't

drive in put it back in the lathe and rub

down slightly with a file, and try again;

and when a fit is secured quench in water

at once. This cut and try method pre

sumes the absence of a micrometer

caliper, in which case a fit might be tried

with the spindle .01 in. larger than the

hole in the ring. The ring can also be

brazed on if care is used in doing it, but

in either case the ring must be trued up

after attaching.

The knock-out slot is hardly necessary,

but it is regularly furnished and might

be useful sometime in case a shank should

become stuck in the socket and could

not be removed by way of the regular

in. hole, provided for this purpose.

The other end of the spindle is threaded

% x 20 in., as shown in Fig. 30,

and two lock-nuts hi- thick fitted as

shown in the assembled drawings. These

are for the purpose of taking up any

slackness and maintaining a light pressure

on the bearings. The end of the stud

for the change gears is threaded Yz x 13 in.

threads, and a slot cut and a Ys in. diame
ter x Yi in. long key let in. The aAe in.

through hole will have to be drilled in from

each end, thus completing the spindle.

Back Gear Shaft Bracket Bearing.—

This is shown in detail in Figs. 24 a and b.

Hold the large ring in the chuck with the

short hub of the bearing next the face

plate and bore out to V/% in. Next lay

out and drill the three Y in. holes for the

cap screws, Fig. 29, and fit to the slide.

Spot the slide through these holes, run a

%b in. drill through and tap Y in. x 20

thread and put the screws home. Now

assemble on the lathe again and with

both feed screws center (at a radius of

2}/2 in. exactly from the center of the

spindle), the bearing and drill with a

Y% in. drill, following the work up with

the tail center. A Y in. oil hole com

pletes the part.

Back Gear Shaft.—Fig. 31 is made from

a piece of cold rolled shafting turned to

the dimensions shown. The stud for

the change gears is exactly similar to that

of the spindle.

Drive Wheel.—Fig. 33 is turned up from

a simple casting, and though easily made

one might be bought. This completes

the device with the exception of splining

the gear wheels for the Y hi- round keys.

This is best accomplished by drilling

a Y% in. hole in the end of a centered piece

of round steel, say % in. diameter, and

at a distance of exactly Y in. from the

center, then by turning this down so that

one-half the hole is exposed, or in other

words to Yl m- diameter, a counterpart

of the groove in the studs will be obtained.

Make this end dead hard if of steel tool,

or case harden if made of soft steel, by

bringing to a red heat and sprinkling

well with yellow prussiate of potash

(potassium ferrocyanide), when this has

fused, re-heat and sprinkle again, doing

this several times (only the groove need

be hardened), and after the last fusing,

heat and quench in water, when it ought

to resist a file. Now chip a nick in the

edge of the hole in the gears, slip them

on this stud so the nick is opposite the

groove and drill out the groove with a

Yi in. drill, letting the drill follow the

groove in the stud. You will get nice

straight holes in this way, and they will

register with those in the studs. Your

attachment is now complete and it is hoped

that it will prove most serviceable.

A small drill chuck fitted with a taper

shank makes a useful adjunct, and for

some operations a necessary one, and

when a full set of tools and cutters are

acquired you will be pleasurably sur

prised at the variety of operations that

are possible with it. I might add that

by replacing the spindle slide with a

milling vise slide you can also have an

elevating milling slide, thus making two

tools of one and thereby further increasing

its utility. I will describe the construc

tion of such a vise in the near future.
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THE BURGESS-WRIGHT BIPLANE AND HYDROPLANE

AUSTIN C. LESCARBOURA

Member of the Aeronautical Society

The pioneer experiments of the Wright

brothers, combined with the years of

technical experience possessed by the

famous yacht builder, Mr. W. Starling

Burgess, have produced America's most

successful aeroplane.

The Burgess-Wright biplane is built at

Marblehead, Mass., and differs from the

standard Wright biplane only in the

minor construction details It is licensed

under the Wright patents. For instance :

the spruce wood used for many of the

parts in the Wright biplane has been

replaced with ash; heavier control wires

replace those of smaller size and strength ;

turn-buckles are employed throughout

in place of wires of the exact length; and,

in short, many other details have been

improved, which render this type the

realization of a reliable and efficient

biplane.

The biplane is of the headless Wright

type, which made its debut at the Asbury

Park, N.J., aviation meet during the

middle part of 1910. Two seats are

arranged on the front edge of the lower

plane, while the motor is placed next to

the seats. The motor drives two wooden

propellers in opposite directions through

chain drives. Above the motor are

placed the radiator and gasoline tank.

From the two main planes, four main

beams are trussed so as to form a boxed

structure which extends to the elevating

plane and rudders, placed at several feet

to the rear of the main planes. The

elevating plane is connected with one of

the controlling levers by wires. Two

vertical planes are connected so as to

move in unison, and are controlled by

wires leading to another lever. These

rudders enable the steering of the machine

to the right or to the left. Heavy ash skids

extend from the rear edge of the main

planes to several feet in front of them,

and are joined by two wooden struts

extending to the leading edge of the upper

plane. A small surface has been placed

between the skid and the strut, in order

to eliminate the tendency of the biplane

to skid sideways when negotiating a sharp

turn. On the skids are mounted pairs

of heavy rubber-tired wheels with shock

absorbers. All the surfaces are double

coated, so that the ribs of the planes are

entirely covered. The rear edge of the

 

Howard W. Gill Driving a Burgess-Wright Hydro-aeroplane
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Phillips W. Page Driving a Burgess-Wright Hydro-aeroplane and Taking Motion Pictures

two main planes can be pulled down, or

warped, by means of control wires leading

to one of the control levers. This enables

the biplane to retain its stability when

turning curves or when assailed by brisk

winds.

The motor is of the standard Wright

type, 30-35 h.p., 4 cylinder, and weighs

180 lbs. The body of the motor is cast

aluminum, while the cylinders are indi

vidually cast of iron. The crank shaft

is nickel steel, cut and machined from a

block, as is likewise the cam shaft operat

ing the exhaust valves. The cylinders

are lubricated by a pump, and the intake

valves are automatic in action. Gasoline

is taken directly into a mixing chamber

without passing through a carburetor,

by means of a gear pump and injector.

A centrifugal pump circulates the water

through the aluminum water jackets of

the cylinders, and the ignition is furnished

by a high tension magneto. Many of

the Burgess-Wright biplanes are being

equipped with the Gnome rotary motor

and prove speedier and more reliable.

The control is effected by two levers;

but, by having an additional lever, which

is a duplicate of one of the two necessary

levers, it is possible for either passenger

or aviator to drive the biplane while in

flight. One of these levers controls the

rear elevating plane, so that the biplane

may be guided upwards or earthwards.

The other lever is arranged with a mov

able handle, so that the rudder planes

can be moved; either side of the main

planes warped, or both operations per

formed together by one movement. The

independent movement of the handle

and lever enables these separate opera

tions. The combined warping of the

planes and the turning of the vertical

rudders in one operation, is the basis of

an important Wright patent.

The principal dimensions of the Burgess-

Wright biplane are:

Spread over wings 39 ft. 6 in.

Length over all 30 ft. 0 in.

Height on wheels 8 ft. 0 in.

Depth of wings 6 ft. 3 in.

Elevator 15 x 3 ft.

Dimensions for transporting, 39 x 8 x 8 ft.

Of the many important flights made

with the Burgess-Wright type of biplane,

those made by Harry N. Atwood are the

most remarkable and noteworthy. His
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Standard Burgess-Wright Biplane

flights from Boston to Washington;

from St. Louis to New York; and from

Boston to the mountains of New Hamp

shire with a passenger, have placed Ameri

can aviation progress on par with the

accomplishments of the European avia

tors.

By replacing the skids and wheels with

two metal boat-shaped, air-tight pon

toons, the Burgess-Wright biplane has

been converted into a hydroplane of no

less a success. The hydroplane parts of

the machine have been designed by Mr.

Burgess, and may be seen in the accom

panying illustrations. By having the

wheels and pontoons on the biplane, it is

possible for the aviator to start and alight

on either the water or land.

Harry N. Atwood recently made a

126-mile flight along the New England

coast, while Phillips W. Page, and Howard

W. Gill are also making interesting hydro

plane flights in similar machines. Page

has made flights with a motion-picture

camera mounted on his hydroplane and

arranged so as to operate by the motor,

and thus require no attention for turning

the crank. Meanwhile New York city

has had another novelty in the witnessing

of the remarkable flights of Coffin, the

Wright pilot using a standard Wright

hydro-aeroplane. A motion-picture cam

era has also been mounted on his machine

for taking pictures of New York harbor.

From the recent activity in hydroplan

ing by several of the American aviators,

little doubt remains but that it will be

come the sport of yachtsmen. Many

sportsmen who would not risk aeroplan-

ing are turning their attention to the

hydroplane, which offers the same excite

ment and pleasure, but with the danger

practically eliminated.

TELEPHONE vs. TELEGRAPH

Some people entertain the erroneous

idea that the telephone will supplant

the telegraph. It is, however, evident

that the transmission of articulate

speech between two distant points by

any means whatsoever is a problem

involving difficulties far greater than

those of telegraphy, where transmis

sion of single waves or impulses

following each other in the proper suc

cession is all that is required. A tele

graph circuit only requires one wire, and

in quadruplex telegraphy four circuits

may be obtained from the one wire, two

operators sending and two receiving.

In order to obtain absolute quiet on a

telephone circuit, a metallic circuit of

two wires is required. In telephonic

transmission, not only must the con

stantly varying rate and amplitude of

vibration be faithfully reproduced at the

receiving end of the line, but the funda

mental tone and all overtones must be

reproduced, giving each its proper value

and without altering the phase relations

between them.
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PICTURES O

Three years ago the Smithsonian

Institution received a letter inquiring

for a publication. Framed in a foreign

hand upon a scrap of paper and expressed

in quaint English, it incidentally men

tioned some curious experiments which

the author had made in odd moments.

With a small camera which he held in

his hand and revolved from side to side,

he had taken some photographs of light

ning. He enclosed a print in his letter

and wanted to know if his results had any

scientific value. The idea of photo

graphing lightning with a moving camera

was a novel one to the Smithsonian ex

perts, and, after an investigation, these

officials decided that such experiments

were worthy of assistance. A grant was

therefore voluntarily made to enable the

continuance of this photographing with

more accurate apparatus.

In letters which followed it was learned

that Mr. Alex Larsen, for such was the

author's name, was a Danish immigrant,

educated in physics, chemistry and elec

trical engineering at a night school, and

that all his experiments were performed

for the pure enjoyment of doing some

thing new.

With the aid of the Smithsonian grant

Mr. Larsen constructed special apparatus

for his work. Upon a revolving table

turned by a timed motor were placed

cameras in such a position that they would

not miss a flash when one occurred. To

secure the photographs desired, the table-

top was then revolved at a certain speed.

The results are interesting. Where

the flash appeared perpendicular, the

negatives show naturally a broad sheet

for a mere streak of Ughtning. By cal

culating from the speed of the camera's

motion and measuring the width of the

sheet, the time of the flash is easily deter

minable. But the photographs showed

at the very start that a single flash is not

one big vibration. It is made up of very

many minor flashes, or rushes, following

usually in the same channel as the first,

and herein lies the special value of the

work. In the best of the negatives there

are easily counted as many as forty sepa

rate rushes which, as the whole flash

lasted little over half a second, followed

each other in marvelously rapid suc

cession. By measurements and by sub-

1 LIGHTNING

sequent calculations, Mr. Larsen deter

mined the actual time between each rush;

the figures, as may well be imagined, are

almost inconceivably small, varying from

the largest, three one-hundredths of a

second, to the smallest, as low as two

one-thousandths of a second.

There appear many peculiarities of

these separate rushes which might bear

scientific investigation, but the most

salient feature over which meteorologists

and electrical engineers may puzzle is

recorded on some of the plates among

all the bright oscillations, as a marked

black rush of lightning. The idea of

lightning producing the extreme of dark

ness is repugnant to the actual name of

"lightning." Yet the black rush is

plainly visible. Mr. Larsen, after refut

ing a number of suggestions that might

be made to account for it, ventures his

own theory to solve the puzzle. In dis

cussing the record of a particular flash

in which the mark of the black rush is

very distinct, he concludes: "The flash

must have given out light of a wave length

much shorter than the wave lengths of

visible light and with a power sufficient

to render the portion of the plate struck

by it non-sensitive to ordinary light."

"Such a flash," he says, "would appear

black on a partially illuminated back

ground, or be invisible."

Invisible lightning, therefore, seems to

be a term perfectly proper in view of the

results recorded in some of these photo

graphs. At the suggestion of the Insti

tution officials, and with their help, Mr.

Larsen carried his researches still further

into the actual makeup of lightning.

Photographs and studies of the light

spectrum of electric flashes in the air

were compared with sparks produced

by a static machine. The conclusions,

in line with the century-old observations

of Benjamin Franklin, show that there

is little perceptible difference.

The latest ideas outlined by Mr. Larsen

to the Smithsonian Institution are no

less remarkable than the first. He pro

poses to photograph electric sparks

reflected in a rapidly revolving mirror,

and thereby secure records, a study

of which may add materially to our

knowledge of electric action.—Boston

Transcript.
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NEW METALLIC FILAMENT LAMPS*

G. S. MERRILL

The author deals with the lamps them

selves rather than with their applications

in commercial service, and discusses the

following physical properties of the

materials: Electrical resistance, vapor

tension and melting point, emissivity,

selectivity, mechanical strength.

The following figures are given for

the effect of 1 percent increase in voltage

of lamps operating at normal efficiency:

Increases Wattage Increases c.p.

Percent Percent

Tungsten 1.59 3.73

Tantalum 1.72 4.27

Metallized carbon. 1.77 4 . 90

Treated carbon. . .2.07 5.69

Untreated carbon. 2. 32 7.10

The filament of an incandescent lamp

must not only meet certain requirements

of an electric conductor, but it must also

possess certain characteristics as a lumi

nous radiator. The latter condition

greatly limits the number of materials

which can be used as filaments of

incandescent lamps. The light of in

candescent lamps is produced by tem

perature radiation as distinguished from

luminescence or fluorescence. It is there

fore desirable to operate the incandescent

filament at as high a temperature as

possible in order that the proportion of

the energy radiated within the visible

spectrum, and hence the efficiency of

light production, may be high. The

maximum temperature at which it is

possible commercially to operate a cer

tain material in the high vacuum of an

incandescent lamp bulb is determined

by its rate of disintegration if the vapor

tension is high, and by its melting point

if the vapor tension is low. The high

vapor tension of the carbon filament,

which is shown by its tendency to evap

orate at temperatures far below its melt

ing point, makes it impossible commer

cially to operate carbon filaments at the

normal working temperature of the

tungsten filament.

Not only do the various filament

materials differ in their ability to with

stand high operating temperatures, but

they differ also in their radiating prop

erties. The emissivity or mere ability

to radiate energy does not affect the

* Abstract of a Paper read before'the Franklin Institute.

luminous efficiency, but it plays an im

portant part in determining the lengths

and diameters of filaments in commercial

lamps.

The metal osmium has been shown to

possess the property of selective radiation

in the visible spectrum to a high degree,

but the difficulty of working it and its

relatively low melting point have made

its commercial use impracticable. Tung

sten, while not quite as selective as

osmium, is more plentiful, and, moreover,

it can be operated commercially at a

higher temperature and efficiency, so that

it is a more desirable filament material

than osmium, in spite of the greater

selectivity of the latter substance.

The greatest problem in the production

of metal filament incandescent lamps has

been to produce the filament material in

a high state of purity and in the proper

physical form, and the ingenuity of the

manufacturer has been taxed to the ut

most in devising means by which this

can be accomplished. It is difficult to

secure a high degree of purity in tungsten

metal, principally because its atomic

weight is high and, in consequence thereof,

a very little carbon (which is the most

common impurity) is sufficient to form

a considerable amount of tungsten car

bide. The Paper contains a number of

micro-photographs which illustrate the

changes during the various processes of

manufacture and during the subsequent

burning. Microscopic inspection of the

longitudinal surface of tungsten filaments

after various periods of operation shows

that a gradual wrinkling or breaking up

of the surface takes place. Apparently

the effect is confined almost entirely to

the surface material, the filament itself

suffers no serious distortion and no

marked difference in appearance is pro

duced by burning on alternating current.

The appearance of the tantalum filament

after burning on direct current is not very

different from that of a tungsten filament,

but on alternating current a gradual

breaking up of the tantalum filament

takes place. This can hardly be ascribed

to vibration due to rapid heating and

cooling, because tungsten filaments,

operated under similar conditions, do not

show this tendency.
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Fio. 1 —Fjlamkht Testing Machinf.

The study of the change in appearance

of filaments throughout their life naturally

leads to a consideration of the effect of

burning on the strength of the filament.

In order to investigate the relative

strength of lamps of different types, vari

ous methods of testing them have been

devised. Strength tests are made with

the filaments cold, because when they

are heated it is practically impossible

to break them, the most serious damage

that can then result from shocks and

blows being a twisting together of one

or more loops. psft

One method of testing strength consists

of mounting the lamp rigidly on a block

which can be bumped by a second block

allowed to swing as a pendulum. The

impact is regulated by the arc through

which the pendulum is allowed to swing,

and is increased by small increments

until the filament is ruptured. The

method has been modified by one in

vestigator so that the impact is obtained

through a ball rolling down an inclined

plane. Another method requires the

lamp to be mounted on a block which can

be dropped from gradually increasing

heights, the apparatus resembling some

what a miniature pile-driver. Other

tests have been made by packing lamps

in boxes as for shipment, and dropping

the boxes from increasing heights, the

lamps being frequently inspected. These

methods have the advantage of breaking

the lamps under conditions at least ap

proximated in service, and, moreover, give

some indication as to the value of the

method used in supporting the filament.

The results obtained are at best somewhat

erratic, and a large number of lamps must

be averaged in order to obtain a proper

appreciation of relative strengths.

In order to obtain some idea as to the

strength of the filament itself, considered

apart^from^its supporting structure,

several methods of testing have been

commonly used. One method consists

in laying the filament on a pad of paper,

smooth but not rigid, and allowing a

small metal cylinder to roll lengthwise

along it. Rollers of increasing weights

are used until the filament breaks. In

another device the filament is drawn by

a hook at the center between two con

verging guides until it breaks; the dis

tance which it was drawn into the "V"

before breaking gives an arbitrary meas

ure of its elasticity. This method has

been varied in another device so as to

draw the filament through a spiral guide,

thus giving the sample a greater and

greater curvature until it breaks.

The number of ways in which filament

strengths can be measured with precision

is somewhat limited by the physical

nature of the filaments and by their

extremely small diameter. The filaments

readily lend themselves to cross-bending

tests, and in order to carry out certain

investigations a device for making such

tests with some degree of accuracy was

constructed. Short pieces of filaments

were supported at points 0.5 cm. apart

and a load slowly applied at the middle

until the filament broke, the load and

deflection both being measured. By

taking short pieces of filament it was

possible to test from 10 to 20 samples

from a given lamp, and the average load

and deflection shown by these 10 or 20

samples gives a very good measure of

the filament strength in that particular

lamp. In addition to determining the

breaking strength, the deflection under

various loads could be measured and

deflection load diagrams could thus be

obtained.

The machine, which it is believed

involves a new principle, consists essen

tially of a horizontal beam balanced on

a knife edge (see Fig. 1), supporting at

one end a cylindrical plunger C and at

the other end a cylindrical weight W, of

the shape shown. The weight W at one

end of the beam hangs with its lower edge

midway between the points of support

of the filament which is laid horizontally

across an opening 0.5 cm. long. The

block A carrying the filament can be

raised through measured distances by

means of a micrometer screw.

A small concave mirror M on the beam

reflects light from the source to form an
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image at /. By keeping this image on a

certain point, the beam may be kept

horizontal and the deflection of the fila

ment may be read from the micrometer

screw.

The plunger at the other end of the

beam hangs within a vessel which may

be filled slowly with water. The plunger

is buoyed up by the water as the latter

rises and a load proportional to the weight

of water displaced by the plunger is

thrown upon the filament. As the plun

ger is uniform in section, the volume of

water displaced can be most easily meas

ured by its height upon the plunger. In

testing, the beam has been kept balanced

with a small part of the plunger sub

merged, and consequently the load upon

the filament is determined by a difference

in water levels. To enable the water

level to be read with accuracy, a carefully

balanced float rides upon the surface of

the water in vessel D, and by means of a

silk thread passing over the small pulley

R, its motion is magnified by the long

pointer F traveling over an arbitrary

scale. The water level readings can be

reduced to the equivalent load in grammes

on the filament by means of a calibration

curve.

After putting the filament in place,

and taking the initial reading of the

pointer F and the micrometer head H,

water is allowed to flow into the vessel D.

As this throws a load on the filament

and produces a deflection, the operator

raises the filament with the micrometer

screw, in order to keep the image / at a

fixed point. The loading continues until

the filament breaks, at which instant the

water supply is automatically cut off by

electrical contact of the unbalanced

beam with the point K. The pointer F

indicates the water level at breaking.

The deflection of breaking is indicated

by the difference between the initial and

final readings of the micrometer head.

In order to compare strengths and

deflections of filaments of varying size,

it was necessary to express the results

in terms of some unit length and diame

ter. Consequently all measurements of

strength and deflection have been reduced

to the equivalent load in grammes and

deflection in centimeters of a filament

0.5 cm. long and 0.005 cm. in diameter.

In some cases filaments were found to be

slightly elliptical in cross section rather
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than circular. (The difference between

the maximum and minimum diameter,

however, rarely exceeded 10 percent).

In reducing the results of the cross-bend

ing tests to a common basis, the diameter

of the filament was therefore taken as

the mean of two diameters at right angles

in order to reduce the error due to possible

deviation from a circular section.

Some of the most interesting tests made

with the device have reference to the

change in strength of the filament during

its life. Three lots of 40-watt 110-volt

tungsten filament lamps representing

modifications in manufacturing processes

were run through such comparative test.

Each lot was divided into two parts, one

of which was burned on 60-cycle alter

nating current and the other on direct

current. All lamps were burned at 1 . 23

watts per candle-power. At certain

intervals lamps of each lot were removed

from the burning racks and the strength

of the filaments tested. Fig. 2 shows the

results of the tests for one lot, the general

tendency of the curves being the same

in each case.

Each point on the curves is the average

of 10 determinations of strength of the

filament from a single lamp. The de

flection at breaking indicates that the

flexibility of the filaments does not change

very much with burning, especially after

the first few hours.

The decrease in strength with burning

could be most easily shown by either some

change in the structure of the filament

or by some change in the effective cross

section. Although the results have all

been reduced to terms of a uniform gross

diameter, a microscopic inspection of the

filament shows that there is a tendency

for the surface to become wrinkled with

burning, which would, in all probability
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tend to reduce the effective diameter as

far as strength is concerned. In general,

the surface, which was originally smooth,

gradually becomes rough during the first

100 hours' burning. Beyond this point

the changes are not so marked. The

strength curves indicate in a general way

that the greatest reduction in strength

occurs during the first 100 hours of in

spection, and thereafter the change is

less marked. This seems to point to the

possibility that the strength is dependent

at least to some extent upon the surface

roughening. It might be noted that dur

ing the period covered by the test the

gross diameter of the filaments of the

several lots remains practically constant,

is., no marked reduction in diameter

with burning could be noted.

In regard to changes in structure, there

is a tendency for the crystalline structure

to become somewhat coarser with burn

ing. This change would naturally tend

to weaken the filament, due to the greater

ease with which the fracture could follow

the larger crystalline surfaces. A com

pact small-grained crystalline structure

is apparently the more desirable from the

standpoint of strength. The investiga

tion, however, should be carried further

before any definite conclusions are

reached.

In order to give the relative idea of

the strength and stiffness of a tungsten

filament and a glass thread, a glass rod

was drawn down to a diameter approxi

mately equal to that of the filaments and

a number of samples were tested. The

ultimate strength of the threads of glass

was almost three times that of the fila

ment, but the flexibility of the glass was

considerably less, giving about 60 percent

as great a deflection as a tungsten fila

ment under the same load.

NEW USE FOR

Electricity as an agency to destroy

the codling moth is the latest innovation

of modern apple-orcharding in the Spo

kane valley, where W. M. Frost, inventor

of the device, and J. C. Lawrence, a

practical grower of Spokane, made what

is declared to be the 'first demonstration

of its kind in the world the evening of

August 18. The test was made in a

srix years' old orchard at Opportunity,

Wash., where a score of second-brood

moths and hundreds of green aphis were

killed in a few minutes. The apparatus

consists of a storage battery to charge

incandescent light globes of 6 c.p., which

are netted with fine steel wires, coated

with copper and tin, alternately. At

tracted by the bright light in the tree,

to which the globe is strung by a covered

wire, the moth flies against the net work,

completes the electric circuit and is

instantly killed, the body dropping into

a receptacle beneath the globe. Mr.

Frost thinks that one battery to an acre

of trees will keep the moths under con

trol, thus eliminating spraying and

saving many dollars for equipment

and fluid. If electric light wires are

extended to the orchard tracts, as they

are in the Spokane valley, the expense

of batteries may be saved by making

direct connection and using the com

mercial current. The cost of covering

ELECTRICITY

the globes with wire nets is a small

itemand any electrician can do the work

Growers in various parts of eastern

Washington are preparing to equip

their orchards with the new pest de

stroyers the coming season.

Repairing A Stripped Thread

A. g. d. c.

The thread on one of the studs holding

down the cylinder of a petrol motor had

partially stripped, and as to replace the

stud meant taking the engine down it was

necessary to make a temporary repair.

It was not possible, owing to the position

 

to cut another thread on the stud, but

the job was done as follows: The nut

was taken and a saw-cut made in one

face as shown, the nut was then pinched

up in the vise till the saw-cut was closed

On threading the nut on the bolt it was

found to grip the remaining scraps of

thread quite tightly and made a satis

factory temporary repair.

<
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ENGINEERING LABORATORY PRACTICE—Part V

The Determination of the Percentage of Moisture in Steam

P. LE ROY FLANSBURG

When steam is delivered to an engine

or pump it may be in any one of three

conditions, and it is highly important

that the engineer should know in which

of these conditions the steam is when

admitted. The three possible conditions

are: 1st—wet saturated steam; 2d—dry

saturated steam; and 3d—superheated

steam. If the steam is perfectly free

from water it is called dry saturated

steam. Provided the boiler from which

the steam is taken has a sufficiently

large steam space and is making steam

slowly, it is possible that the steam

may be entirely free from moisture; but

under ordinary conditions it is much

more common to find a certain percentage

of moisture in the steam. Steam con

taining moisture is known as wet steam,

and it is then important to know the exact

percentage of moisture which is present.

The third condition is obtained by taking

the steam as it comes from the boiler

and then heating it to a higher tempera

ture than it was at in the boiler. Steam

which is so treated contains no moisture

and is known as superheated steam.

In engineering work it has been found

convenient to speak of the amount of

steam which is present in each pound of

wet steam, as the quality of the steam or

the dryness factor. This factor is ordi

narily represented by the symbol x.

There are several methods of determin

ing the quality of steam, but the best

modern practice favors the use of one of

four types of calorimeters. These four

types are called " throttling " calorimeters,

"superheating" calorimeters, "separat

ing" calorimeters, and the "Thomas

Electric" calorimeter.

In its simplest form the throttling

calorimeter can be readily made up from

pipe fittings and a throttling valve. The

steam is led from the steam mains through

a throttling valve into a small cylinder

which is well-covered with a material

such as hair felt or some other non

conductor of heat. The steam then ex

hausts from this cylinder, and where there
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is no valve on the exhaust the back press

ure is practically atmospheric. A ther

mometer is placed inside of the cylinder

and by means of it the temperature

of the steam inside of the cylinder

may be read. Where accurate work

is desired, an improved form of the

throttling calorimeter is used. One of

the improved forms of instrument is the

Carpenter Throttling Calorimeter, and

another the Peabody Throttling Calo

rimeter. The Carpenter type of instru

ment is very similar to the instrument

which has just been described, the only

real difference being that a "manometer"

(a device for measuring pressures) is at

tached to the body of the calorimeter.

By means of the "manometer" it is pos

sible to determine the pressure of the

steam which is inside the calorimeter.

The Peabody Throttling Calorimeter

is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a

chamber or reservoir C into which the
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Fig. 2

steam^is admitted through a throttling

valve, and from which it is exhausted

through a pipe D. The pipe A is con

nected directly to the mains where it is

desired^to know the quality of the steam.

Pipe A is a x/<i in. pipe, while pipe D is

a 1 in. pipe. The pressure in the mains

is read with a guage. Due to the large

diameter of the exhaust pipe D, the

pressure in the reservoir C (given by

the gauge G) is far lower than the

pressure in the mains. The total heat

of saturated steam increases with increase

of pressure, so when the saturated steam

is expanded through the valve and has

its pressure decreased, the excess heat is

liberated and will evaporate any moisture

present in the steam. Provided the

amount of moisture is not excessive, the

dry steam will then be superheated.

As the calorimeter is carefully pro

tected by a covering of hair felt (which

is a good non-conductor of heat), there

will be no loss of heat during the test.

Therefore, the total heat of the steam in

the mains is equal to the total heat of the

calorimeter steam, pound for pound.

Stating this same thing in another way:

during an expansion where there is no

heat lost, the specific heat of moist steam

remains constant. At the higher press

ure the specific heat is not sufficient to

vaporize all of the water, but at the lowo-

pressure it is sufficient not only to do this

but perhaps to even superheat the steam.

This type of calorimeter cannot be used

unless there is sufficient excess heat lib

erated to superheat the steam.

Let the boiler pressure or pressure in

the mains equal p. Look up r, the latent

heat, and q, the heat of the liquid at this

pressure. Let p' equal the pressure in

side of the calorimeter; r', the heat of

vaporization; q, the heat of the liquid;

and t, the temperature of saturated steam

at that pressure. By means of the ther

mometer B, read the temperature U of the

superheated steam within the calorime

ter. Now call x the quality of the steam.

Then xr+q= total heat at entrance.

/ + q' + Cp (ts -t) = total heat at exit

(where Cp = the specific heat of steam).

Now equating the total heat at entrance

to the total heat at exit, you obtain

x_r' + q' + CP(ts-t)-q

r

The throttling calorimeter is by far

the simplest calorimeter to install and

operate.

The Superheating Calorimeter is shown

in Fig. 2. In this type of calorimeter the

steam to be tested is allowed to enter the

calorimeter through A , and after flowing

down the tube leaves it through an orifice

F of cross-section a. Just before the

steam passes through F, its temperature

is measured at T'. Surrounding the

tube A is a jacket D which is filled with

superheated steam. The superheated

steam is obtained in the following man

ner. At E, steam from the mains enters

a pipe C and is superheated in this pipe,

by means of Bunsen burners, to an

amount which is determined by the ther

mometer T. The superheated steam

then flows through the jacket D and

leaves the jacket through an orifice H of

cross-section a. Just before passing

through H the temperature of the super

heated steam is taken by a thermometer

T". The pressure in the calorimeter is

measured by the gauge G.

Since the area of the two exit orifices

is the same and the pressures are the

same, if we neglect the differences of

volume due to exit temperatures, then

equal weights of steam pass out in a

given interval of time. In passing

through the jacket, the superheated
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steam loses some of its heat by radiation,

and if we run the apparatus admitting

steam only to the jacket, this radiation

factor can be obtained. The difference

in temperature at entrance and at exit

of the jacket shows the amount of heat

which is lost in passing through the

jacket. If from this is subtracted the

loss in heat due to radiation, you can at

once find the amount of heat given up

to the sample during any interval of time.

From this data the quality of the_;sample

of steam may be calculated.

When there is more than 3 percent

moisture in the steam, a separator is used

which will remove all of the moisture

from the sample of steam by some me

chanical process of separation. To find

the percentage of moisture in the steam

use the formula:

1 _ WZ&
X"W + W

where:—

W-water drawn from separator.

R=water thrown down during run, by

radiation.

w =weight of dry steam discharged at exit

orifice.

One of the best forms of Separating Calo

rimeters is the type designed by Prof.

Carpenter.

The Thomas Electric type of calo

rimeter is shown in Fig. 3. Although

somewhat similar to the superheating

type, the Thomas Electric type would

probably be preferred, owing to its ease of

operation and the fact that the deter

mination of the quality of the steam is

easily computed.

The steam is allowed to enter the cylin

drical vessel or chamber from the mains

through the pipe G. It then passes up

and over a heating coil C, which is sup

plied with electrical energy either from

batteries or from electric mains. It is

possible to govern the amount of energy

put into the coil by means of a rheostat

or other electrical resistance connected

in the circuit as shown in the drawing.

The actual watts input is measured by

means of an ammeter and a voltmeter.

After passing over the heating coils the

steam is superheated and the number of

degrees of superheat is measured by a

thermometer T. The steam then passes

through D, and, by inserting a glass tube

E, you have a means of observing the

 

condition of the exit steam. For instance,

if the steam is wet the glass will become

moist, while if the steam is dry, no mois

ture will be present to fog the glass.

Now, knowing the heat added to make the

steam dry saturated and the amount|of

steam flowing through, you can compute

the quality of the steam.

Let Ei =the number of watts needed to

dry the steam.

£,=the number of watts increase

which are needed to superheat

the steam to some such tempera

ture as 30 degrees Centigrade.

W=weight of steam flowing per hour

under first conditions.

S=amount of electric energy needed

to superheat 1 lb. of steam from

saturation at various pressures

to 30 degrees Centigrade.

Heat required to dry one pound of

steam = H,

H = Ab.1.u.

E2

In finding the quality of the steam, use

the formula

r-H
x =

r

r=the heat of vaporization at the press

ure used.
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K=& constant, and is obtained for all

pressures from a plot supplied with

the calorimeter.

The following test is one made by the

author with a Peabody Throttling Calo

rimeter.

TEST MADE WITH A

PEABODY THROTTLING CALORIMETER

Barometer—30.41 in.

Boiler pressure Calorimeter press. Temperature

in lbs. gauge in inches gauge of Calorimeter

41.8 lbs. 2. 55 in. 120.0°

41.8 2.60 120.0

41.7 2.55 120.5

41.7 2.45 120.0

41.7 2.55 120.5

41.7 2.55 120.0

41.73 lbs. 2.54 in. 120.16°C

= 248.4°F

Calorimeter pressure= (30.41+2.54) x .491 =

16.2 lbs. abs.

Boiler pressure=41.73+(30.41 x .491) =

56.6 lbs. abs.

r=2 1 7°F= temp, caused by pressure in cal.

Cp{Tr—7")=(248.4—217) .463-14.8 B.t.u.

185.6 1151.8+14.8=1166.6 B.t.u.

966.2

1151.8

g+xr=/f=1166.6

258. 6+917*= 1166.6

1166.6 917*=908

258.6 *=.99=Ans.

908.0

Readings taken at 3-minute intervals.

Alcohol as Fuel

A process of burning alcohol as a

fuel under conditions similar to those

obtaining with the use of gasoline (petrol)

has recently been developed, in which the

alcohol is used in combination with acety

lene gas. In a recent demonstration in

New York, use was made of a single

cylinder de Dion Bouton motor of V/z

h.p., coupled direct to a dynamo having

a separately excited field. A bank of

incandescent lamps was used as resistance.

An ordinary carburetor was employed,

the mixture being formed of alcohol,

acetylene gas and air in about equal

quantities. Acetylene gas alone burns

too quickly and alcohol too slowly for

direct use in gasoline motors, but the

combination is said to have given prac

tically the same results as would have

been obtained by the use of gasoline.

The process is a method of producing

the gas for power purposes, in which a

spray of atomized diluted alcohol k

brought into contact with calcium car

bide, resulting in the formation of an

explosive vapor.

The apparatus is constructed to carry

the atomized alcohol, on its way to the

motor, through a chamber having a bed

of calcium carbide. The resulting prod

uct, consisting of the three gaseous sub

stances, has been called "Alkoethine."

This is passed by suction into the engine

cylinder to be exploded. The power

developed is said to be about equal to

that from gasoline, and to be produced

at a small cost. In addition is the ability

to start a motor while cold, which it is

impossible to do with alcohol under ordi

nary conditions. Denatured alcohol con

tains about 10 percent of water, which

would be a deterrent where alcohol only

was used. In the new process, however,

it is a decided advantage, because not

only is this water utilized, but still more

is required in order to produce the chemi

cal effect of forming acetylene gas fronr

the carbide. In this connection it is said

that up to a certain point the more water

added the greater is the power obtained.

The new process when fully developed

will doubtless have a very wide field of

operation.—The Engineer.

Testing Oils for Household Use

Petroleum for use in lamps, stoves,

etc., should be white or light yellow in

color with a blue reflection; clear yellow

indicates imperfect purification or adul

teration with inferior oil. The odor

should be faint and not disagreeable.

The specific gravity at 60 degrees Fahren

heit ought not to be below 0.795 nor

above 0.84. When mixed with an equal

volume of sulphuric acid, of the density

of 1.53, the color should not become

darker, but, if anything, lighter. A grade

of oil that will stand these tests and

possesses the proper flashing point may

be safely used. It is of great importance

to know that this oil is pure and safe for

home use, as loss of life and property has

been caused many times by the use of

inferior grades.

Earnest effort increases your employer's

business; you should not talk too much

during business hours nor close up shop

too soon when the day's work is done.
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ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY

Electricity and Electrical Conduction

ERNEST C. CROCKER

STATIC ELECTRICITY

Through experiments with static elec

tricity which were carried out by Ben

jamin Franklin and others over a century

ago, it was seen that there were two dis

tinct kinds of electrical charges. These

two kinds were named "positive" and

"negative" charges, for convenience.

From the way in which charges of elec

tricity could be conveyed from one body

to another, and from the presence of

visible sparks accompanying such trans

ferences, it was considered that electricity

must be material and a fluid or fluids. By

"fluid" was meant "fluid" in its larger

sense, which means anything which flows,

as water or air.
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Fig. 1
Relative positions of atoms and electrons in an un

charged (neutral) conductor.

Circles containing -f- signs are atoms; small dots elec

trons. An atom is represented as having a charge equiva
lent to that of two electrons. This representation will be
the same in all the figures.

Note.—Atoms are stationary, hence cannot form current.
Electrons are free to move, and can form current.

The two different kinds of electrical

charges suggested two things: electricity

is a one fluid substance, or electricity is

composed of two different fluids. In the

first case, a body is neutral if just the

normal amount of fluid is present, posi

tive if the fluid is in excess, and negative

if deficient. In the second case, neutral

if the same amount of each fluid is present,

positive if positive is in excess, and nega

tive if negative is in excess.

Recent work points out that each

theory is right in part: there are two

kinds of electricity, but one is a "solid"

✓^5 o a o e -Ox

Fig. 2
Relative position of atoms and electrons in an uncharged

(neutral) non-conductor or insulator.
Kate.—Atoms are stationary, hence cannot form current.

Electrons are so bound that they cannot flow to form cur
rent. The result is that no current can flow through this
body.

 

A—Positively charged ,
B—Negatively charged body.
Note.—There is a deficiency in electrons in the positively

charged body (less than two per atom), and an excess m
the negatively charged body (more than two per atom).

and the other a "fluid." The so-called

"negative" electricity is the fluid. The

"positive" electricity, as we shall see

later, is ordinary matter; possessing

rigidity, as it does.it cannot move around.

A negative charge is then an excess of

negative fluid; a positive charge, a

deficiency; and neutrality, just enough

negative fluid to neutralize the effect of

the positive. The positive electricity,

being immovable, need not be considered

in static electricity (see Fig. 1 to 5).

Reliable experiments have shown us

that the negative fluid is composed of

small particles, just as is matter. These

small particles bear the name of "elec

trons." Positive electricity seems to be

matter itself,—in fact, no particles of

positive electricity have yet been de

tected which are smaller than the atom

of hydrogen. Some have been found to

be much larger. An "electron" has

only about rrW of the mass of a hydrogen

G' G' G.G
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Fig. 4
A—Positively charged body.
B—Neutral conductor brought near the charged body.
Note.—Electrons in the conductor B have been attracted

by the -f- charge on A. and. accordingly, have piled up on

the end nearer A. If the body be cut in two and the
charged body A be then removed , each half would be foomi
to retain its charge (excess or deficiency in electrons).
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Fig. 5
A—Positively charged body.
B—Neutral insulator brought near the charged body.
Note.—In this case the electrons are held to the atoms

by restraining bonds. If the body be cut in two and the
charged body A be then removed, no trace of charge can
be found on either half (showing that electrons did not
leave their places to pile upon the end).

atom, yet it may be measured with con

siderable accuracy. The hydrogen atom

itself is exceedingly small, as must be

evident from the fact that there are about

4 x 1021 or 4,000 trillion atoms of hydro

gen besides half as many more of oxygen

in a single drop of water (H2O.)

According to this new view, we should

reasonably expect that a charged body

would weigh more or less than it did

before it was charged. Theory says that

it does, but up to the present it has not

been possible to detect any difference in

weight, and for two reasons: the differ

ence is so small, even with great charges,

that present balances are not delicate

enough to measure it, and, from the fact

that a charged body exerts attractive

force on all nearby bodies, we probably

could not weigh it if a balance were found

which is sensitive enough. A charged

Leyden jar or other condenser certainly

cannot have its weight altered because

of the charge, for it loses as many elec

trons from one plate as it gains on the

other, thus keeping the weight constant

(see Fig. 6). .

CURRENT ELECTRICITY

Metallic Conduction. — An electric

charge in motion is an electrical current.

In a metal we have the rigid body of the

metal formed from atoms, and this con

stitutes the positive electricity. Evi

dently this framework of metal cannot

flow when we have a current in the metal.

Between the spaces of the framework of

atoms, which is the structure of the metal,

there are, however, the electrons, the

particles of negative electricity, and it

is upon these we must rely for the trans

mission of the current.

Since electricity (here only the negative

electricity is considered) is made up of

"grains" it is somewhat comparable

with sand : a current of electricity through

a metal wire is like a flow of sand through

a pipe. A remarkable completion of the

analogy is the fact that if we have a small

enough opening, we can have an electric

current come through in individual

"grains," one at a time in slow succession,

just as would be the case with a stream

of sand through a small hole. "Electrom

eters" (special kinds of "electroscopes"),

can be constructed which give a distinct

indication for each individual electron.

ELECTROLYTIC CONDUCTION

The kind of conduction which occurs

in the solution of a salt or acid in water

is called "electrolytic" conduction. In

metals we have to deal with the positive

electricity "frozen" into a rigid body

and only the negative free to move; but

here we have both positive and negative

electricity in a mobile condition.

For an example of electrolytic conduc

tion, let us consider the case of a solution

of copper sulphate containing copper

electrodes. A molecule of copper sul

phate (Q1SO4) is composed of an atom

of copper (Cu t +) lacking two electrons,

thus positively charged by two units,

and a "sulphuric radicle" (SO4 )bear-

ing two free electrons. When in the

crystal condition, the copper atom and

the sulphuric radicle are closely combined

but the moment the crystal is dissolved

in water, they "dissociate" into the two

ions (Cu + +) and (SO4 ). We have

now a liquid in which are movable

charges of electricity riding on special

carriers called "ions" (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 6
Condition in a charged condenser.
A—Positive plate.
B—Negative plate.
C—Dielectric.
Note.—There is excess of electrons at negative^plate,

and deficiency at positive; also, dielectric is .under.eleo
trical strain.
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Fig. 7
A—Neutral molecule of copper sulphate (CuSO*).

B—Copper ion (Cu + +).

t C—Sulphuric ion (SO4 - -).
r Note.—-The approximate sUe of the different atoms and of
Hie electrons is correct. The actual arrangement of the
atoms and electrons in the molecule is probably far different

from that in the drawing.

In a metal we have only~"one kind of

movable charge, but in a liquid we have

two. In order that a current pass

through the liquid, both positive and

negative particles must become active,

one going one way, the other the oppo

site. When a copper ion(Cu + + ) arrives

at^the negative electrode, it draws two

electrons from it and becomes a neutral

atom of copper, which then attaches itself

to the electrode. When a sulphuric ion

(SO4 )arrivesatthepositive electrode,

it "gives up its two free electrons, and

seizing an atom of copper from the elec

trode, becomes a molecule of copper sul

phate which dissolves in the liquid to

take the place of the one just decomposed

(Fig. 8).

In our solution of copper sulphate there

is a whole cycle of changes during which

every sulphuric radicle changes its partner

many times. The positive electrode

wears away, its substance being used in

furnishing new partners to grasping

sulphuric radicles which pay the price

of two electrons; the negative electrode

is the resting-place of all the tired-out

and jilted copper ions which are each

paid two electrons to stay and become

neutral atoms. The result is that the

negative electrode is built up by copper

which goes through the solution, with the

assistance of the sulphuric ions, and a

stream of electrons is carried to the posi

tive electrode. Each time a neutral

sulphuric radicle captures a neutral copper

ion to form a molecule of neutral copper

sulphate (CuSC-4), the sulphate dissolves

in water, the sulphuric radicle takes two

electrons from the copper and both

become ions, (Cu + +) and (SO* ).

VACUUM CONDUCTION

There is good reason to believe that a

perfect vacuum is a perfect insulator or

non-conductor, but since no vacuum

even approximately perfect has ever been

attained, we need not consider a perfect

vacuum. At the so-called vacuums

which we find in X-ray tubes and Geissler

tubes there is considerable conductivity.

A very excellent vacuum may contain

only about one millionth as much gas as

the same space before exhaustion and

yet contain an astounding number of

atoms of the gas. A cubic inch of any

gas contains about 65 x 1019 atoms at

ordinary pressure and even if only one

millionth of the gas is left^there will still

 

Fig. 8
Electric current flowing through CuSO* solution.
A—Undissociated molecules of CuSO^.

B—Copper ions (CU4 -f- -j- ) .

C—Sulphuric ions (SO*--).
D—Sulphuric ion just deposited on positive electrode, combining with an

atom of copper to make a molecule of CuS04. fe,
E—-Copper ion which is attaching itself to negative electrode.
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Pig. 9
Electric current flowing through vacuum tube (with metal electrodes.).
A—Copper atoms (acting as ions) crossing vacuum to deposit themselves on

negative electrode.
B—Electrons, shot off at right angles to surface of electrode.

be 65 x 1018 or 650 trillion atoms left,

and surely this is far from a perfect

vacuum.

Experiment shows that when a current

is flowing through a vacuum tube, the

positive electrode (anode) wears away,

while the negative electrode (cathode)

increases in weight. This passage of

matter through the tube shows that posi

tive electricity acts here as in the case

of solutions. Here, the outside atoms of

the metal of the anode detach themselves

and move through the "vacuum" and

deposit themselves on the cathode (Fig. 9) .

Meanwhile the negative particles, the

electrons, are not idle, although they

do not act as they do in solutions where

they have convenient "ions" on which

to be ferried across. In this case, they

have the singular property of shooting

off at exactly right angles to the surface

of the cathode and traveling away at a

rate not much less than that of electricity

in a wire (186,000 miles per second). In

a short space they are slowed down by

friction, but are usually able to actually

get beyond the walls of the glass tube.

A stream of these negative electrons is

called a "cathode ray," more about which

we shall consider under "X-rays."

CONDUCTIVITY OF AIR AT ORDINARY

PRESSURE

Ordinarily, air is very nearly a non

conductor, but there are influencing fac

tors such as flames, ultra-violet light,

X-Rays, cathode-rays, and radium rays

which "ionize" the air and make it con

ductive. This kind of conductivity will

be taken up in detail under "Radium,"

and it will not be further dealt with at

this time.

ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE

The electrical resistance of a conductor

is the friction which the particles of

electricity must encounter as they move

through the conductor. Resistance varies

with the length and cross-section of the

conductor, and also with another quan

tity called the specific resistance, or

resistance of a piece of given size. As a

rule, the longer a conductor the greater

its resistance—there is, however, an

apparent exception in the case of air at

ordinary pressures.

Under metallic conduction, we con

sidered a piece of metal as a framework

of the atoms of the metal which could

not move to convey the current. As an

illustration of the virtual condition of the

atoms and electrons in a piece of metal,

let us consider the particles of positive

electricty, the atoms of the metal, as a

honeycomb structure and the electrons,

little insects which can fly around

through the interstices of the honeycomb.

An electric current is then a swarm of the

insects flying in one direction, and electri

cal resistance is the opposition -which

they meet as they fly.

A curious fact in regard to the resistance

of metals is that an alloy is always of

higher resistance than would be expected

from its components, and often higher

than any of them. This is easily ex

plained when we consider that electrical

resistance is the opposition which the

little insects of our illustration encounter

as they fly through the honeycomb—

the different metals form crystals of

different shape, some crystallizing first

and then others crystallizing into the

holes which the first metals leave, thus

tending to block up the passage. It will

be noticed that, as a rule,the more differ

ent metals there are in the composition

of an alloy, the higher its resistance. To

state a few instances: alloys like German
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silver and "nichrome" have greater re

sistance than the two-metal alloys like

brass, bronze, etc. This should follow

directly from the above illustration.

The electrical resistance of "electro

lytic" conductors, like solutions, de

creases as we have more and more free

"ions" present; in other words—depends

upon the degree of dissociation of the

dissolved salt. The degree of dissocia

tion, as well as the friction which the

ions encounter as they move through

the solution, depends much on the tem

perature; liquids are better conductors

when hot than when cold.

Temperature influences metallic as

well as electrolytic conduction, but as a

rule the resistance increases with the

temperature. A notable exception is

carbon. Recent experiments on the

resistance of metals at very low tempera

tures have shown that all pure metals

are practically perfect conductors at and

near the absolute zero of cold (-273°C);

in other words, their resistance becomes

too small to measure. This is not true

in the case of alloys. Insulators, as a

rule, become conductors of the "electro

lytic" type when they are strongly heated ;

for instance, the filament of a "Nernst"

lamp is almost a perfect insulator when

cold, and ordinary glass, at a red heat, is

a fair conductor.

There is one element, selenium, which

has its resistance altered not only by

heat but by light. Another element,

bismuth, has its resistance increased as

much as 50 percent by a very strong

magnetic field, although not proportion

ally as much by weaker fields. The last

two cases, those of selenium and bismuth,

are unique, and show properties which

are much sought after.

SUMMARY

We have seen from the foregoing, that

electricity is not a vague "something"

which is so incomprehensible that we

dare not express an opinion concerning

it, but is something real and tangible.

We saw that, as far as has been ascer

tained up to the present, there are two

kinds of electricity; one kind, the posi

tive, having atoms of ordinary matter

for its ultimate particles; while the other,

the negative, is made from perfectly real,

but smaller particles called electrons.

We considered the rather homely

analogy of a honeycomb of matter

through which the insect electrons fly,

in the case of metals. We saw how those

chemical ferry-boats, the ions, convey

the little electrical passengers in solutions.

We saw how the pieces of the electrode

themselves go through the vacuum tube

to carry the current, and, particularly,

how the little electrons go on a headlong

dash, away from their electrode, not

seeming to care where they go.

CONCLUSION

Substances possessing electrical prop

erties like those of selenium and bismuth

are always in great demand. Just at

present, if a substance could be found

which was more sensitive to light and

more reliable in behavior than is selenium,

there would be a revolution in the de

velopment of apparatus which enables

one to see the person with whom he is

talking over the telephone, and apparatus

for telegraphing photographs, etc. A

substance possessing the power of greatly

varying its resistance in a weak magnetic

field, as bismuth does in a strong, would

be in great demand for the construction

of telephone relays, wireless detectors,

and many other similar instruments.

In our study of electro-chemistry, we

shall consider many of the peculiar

chemical and electrical properties of sub

stances which may have great bearing

on the development of new kinds of

electrical apparatus in the future. Surely

the receipt views of electricity do much, at

present, to clear up the doubtful views

which we may now hold as to the "why"

of many electrical phenomena.

Quality of Leather used in Belts

So much inferior leather is sold for

belting that a test of some sort is of great

importance to the user of belting. Cut

a small piece from the belting to be tested

and place in vinegar. If the leather has

been well tanned and is of good quality,

it will remain in the vinegar without any

change other than a slightly darker color.

If, on the other hand, it is of inferior

grade, the fibers will promptly swell, and

after a short time be converted into a

gelatinous mass. This variety of leather

is of no use as belting, and should be

avoided, as it will not wear well and will

prove an expensive proposition to the

purchaser.
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ADVANTAGES OF A HI

ROBERT E.

If two alternating currents of the same

intensity but of different frequencies be

sent through a telephone, it is found that

the sound in the telephone produced by

the current of higher frequency is much

louder than that produced by the lower.

This fact is due in part to the peculiarities

of the human ear, which is more sensitive

to high-pitched sounds than to low, and

also due in part to the diaphragm of the

telephone, which is usually of such a

weight that it will vibrate most readily

to a sound of rather high pitch. This

fact has an important bearing on wireless

telegraphy, for the pitch of the sound pro

duced in the telephone connected to the

detector at the receiving station depends

simply on the number of sparks per second

at the sending station. In order to

determine exactly what is the relation

between the strength of current required

to produce an audible sound in the tele

phone and the frequency, a series of

experiments were recently carried out on

a pair of head telephones of the type

usually used in wireless telegraphy.

It was found that it required about a

thousand times as much voltage at a

frequency of 60 to produce a sound as it

required at a frequency of 900. We may

assume, therefore, that if the number of

sparks per second at the sending station

be increased from 60 to 900, and the spark

length kept the same, the effect at the

receiving station would be increased one

thousand times. If the number of sparks

per second be increased in this way with

out reducing the spark length, it is evi

dent that the energy made use of at the

sending station must be greatly increased.

If we assume that the energy is propor

tional to the number of sparks, and divide

the relative increase in loudness of sound

in the telephone for any frequency by

the relative increase in the number of

sparks per second, we will have a fair

comparison of the efficiencies at the two

frequencies. The results show that there

would be a very slight advantage in

replacing a 60-cycle alternator giving

120 sparks per second with one giving

240 sparks or a 120-cycle machine, but

that the advantage increases rapidly as

the frequency is increased. The maxi

mum sensitiveness of the telephone ap-

GH-SPARK FREQUENCY

BRADLEY

pears to be in the neighborhood of 900.

In addition to the increase in sensitive

ness of the telephone at high frequencies,

there are other quite independent ad

vantages in the use of a high-pitched

spark. First, it is found in practice that

a high-pitched musical signal is much

more readily distinguished at the receiv

ing station in the midst of ordinary inter

ference and atmospheric disturbances;

and second, at the sending station a

shorter spark gap, which would generally

be used with a high-frequency spark, puts

less strain on the insulation of the con

densers and other parts of the circuit,

and reduces the losses due to brush dis

charges, which, in many stations, amount

to a considerable share of the total power

used.

A third advantage is that larger

amounts of energy can be radiated from

a moderate sized antenna without sub

jecting it to excessively high potentials.

Experiments have recently been

carried out in which it has been shown

that in moderate spark frequencies with

stationary gaps there are nearly always

secondary discharges, irregular, but giving

very high tones, so that the advantage

of high spark frequency, from the stand

point of telephone sensitiveness, is usually

less than that indicated above. The

advantages of ease of reading, the lessen

ing of the strain on the instruments, and

the increase in effective energy capacity

of the antenna, especially when the latter

is small, are very marked, so that it has

been found possible to use small sets of

2 k.w. where formerly 5 and 10 k.w.

were used.

Handy Cement for the Laboratory

Small pieces of gutta percha, which

are sometimes discarded as useless, can

be used to good advantage by dissolving

them in benzoic, and adding a little car

mine or other color. Thfs solution when

brushed upon corks or other caps forms

a tight-fitting and very efficient cement,

impenetrable to air, dampness, alcohol

and acids. When desirable to remove

any article coated with this solution, a

simple turn is all that is necessary and

no difficulty is experienced from sticking,

as is often the case with other cements.
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SOME TYPES OF SLIDE VALVE MOTORS

"chassis"

The term "slide-valve" includes the

rotary valve (which simply slides in a

circvirnferential direction) and the piston

valve. It is the purpose of this article

to describe some of many varied designs

which fall under this broad definition

of the slide valve.

The Knight motor should, perhaps, be

described first, because it was the first

type of slide valve motor to score a pro

nounced success in the motor-vehicle

field and because it was, in great measure,

the success achieved by this motor that

set the designers of many a big concern

to work developing the slide valve we

have today.

The distinctive feature of the Knight

motor is the pair of sleeves which recipro

cate between the piston and the walls of

the cylinder. The sleeves (A and B,

Fig. 2) each have two ports on opposite

sides near the top. The ports I and Ix

register with each other, and with a port

It in the cylinder wall during the suction

stroke. Similarly, during the exhaust

stroke, ports D and D, register with each

other and with the port D-2 in the cylinder

wall. During the compression and the

working strokes none of these ports coin

cide in such a way as to permit communi

cation between the combustion chamber

and the outer air.

The sleeves are actuated by short

connecting rods E, which join the sleeves

to eccentrics carried on a shaft 5. The

latter is positively driven from the crank

shaft (either by chain or gearing) in such

a manner as to make one revolution to

two revolutions of the crank. The

eccentric driving the outer sleeve is dis

placed from 60 to 90 degrees from the

eccentric driving the inner sleeve. This

arrangement results in a motion of the

two sleeves which is difficult to follow

 

Fig. 1

Reynolds' Rotary Plate Valve Motor
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' Fig. 2

Section of a Panhard-Knight Motor

in the mind, but which is a most advan

tageous one in respect to proper function

ing of the motor.

The junk ring F is, in principle, the

same as a wide piston ring. It bears

against the inner sleeve, preventing leak

age, and protecting the ports during the

firing stroke.

It is worthy of note in this design, first,

that the port opening may be made very

large without sacrifice to the shape of the

combustion chamber, thus yielding great

power output for a given bore and stroke.

Second, that the pressure occurring in

the cylinder is balanced, i.e., causes no

pressure on the valve seat against which

the valve must move. Wear is therefore

but slight, and the problem of proper

lubrication is correspondingly simplified.

Third, that the ports of the valve which

might be injured by the high tempera

ture occurring within the cylinder are

protected at the time of ignition and dur

ing a greater part of the expansion stroke.

This fact also tends to minimize leakage.

The rotary valve motor has advantages

in the way of simplicity which no other

type possesses. Many engineers believe

that some valve of this type will prove

to be "the valve of the future." One of

the simplest forms of the valve consists

of two cylindrical members; which are

really nothing more than pieces of solid

cast iron "shafting" with slots drilled

through one diameter. These valves are

driven at one-quarter crank-shaft speed

and run in a seat cast in the cylinder and

so water-jacketed that excessive heating

is eliminated.

One valve functions the exhaust, while

the second controls the inlet. In a multi-

cylinder engine using this construction

the cylinders are cast en-bloc, and the two

valves extend the length of the casting

(parallel to the crank-shaft), one on each

side of the cylinder head. Opposite

each cylinder is placed the slot which

uncovers, at the proper moment, the

port through which the gases enter or

leave the cylinder. These two pieces

perform, in the case of a four-cylinder

motor, the same functions performed by

eight poppet valves, each with its spring,

push rod, cam follower and cam—cer

tainly a big saving in parts and a great

gain in simplicity.

The operation of the valve is'so simple

that it hardly need be explained. The

slots are so placed that they.come opposite

the ports in the cylinder wall at the proper

time to permit the entrance of the charge

and the exit of the burnt gases. During

the'compression and working strokes the

valves seal the ports, preventing leakage.

The valves are driven\by worm gearing

or some other form of positive mechan

ism.

 

Fig. 3

Mead^Rotary Valve Motor
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Fig. 4

Ptaton Valve Motor

At each side of the opening through

the valve is a solid portion which rests

in a bearing. One manufacturer states

that he makes the clearance between valve

and bearing about one and one-half thous

andths, while the clearance in the zone

opposite the ports is two thousandths of

an inch. This clearance is apparently

sufficient to allow for expansion by heat.

The valve is, of course, open to the

pressure occurring in the combustion

chamber and must, therefore, have ade

quate bearing surfaces. The latter are

easily provided for, however.

Among £he advantages of the construc

tion are the following:

1 . Simplicity in design (both of valve

and cylinder casting) and small number

of parts.

2. Silence due to uniform rotary mo

tion and absence of striking parts, none

of which have a reversal of strain due to

a reciprocating motion.

3. Ample port area without sacrifice

to improper shape of combustion space

combined with positive functioning at all

speeds. Also low speed of those surfaces

of the valve which rub against the housing.

This valve mechanism has the disad

vantage of tending to wear out-of-round

and of a tendency to leak around the seat,

short-comings which are not difficult to

minimize (almost to the point where they

become negligible) by good design.

Some trouble is likely to be encountered

also in boring and reaming the long valve

seat so as to be perfectly true. This

difficulty is not unsurmountable, how

ever, requiring simply the proper tools

and a reasonable amount of care.

A modification of this type,—which is

an improvement in some particulars,

although it is open to the criticism that

it increases complication and cost—has

been suggested. It contemplates placing

a single sleeve between the piston and

the cylinder wall, the sleeve to be oper

ated in a manner similar to the sleeve of

the Knight engine. In this case, the

rotary valves are relieved from pressure

occurring during the compression and

working strokes, the sleeve ports register

ing with the ports in the cylinder wall

only when the gases are entering and

leaving the cylinder. This arrangement

practically eliminates leakage and should

reduce the wear on the valves very materi

ally.

Another form of rotary valve is the

disc-type, shown in Fig. 3. It consists

of a circular plate rotating on a stem

which is co-axial with the valve. Valves

of this type are usually flat but may be

"dished," i.e., conial in form, the seat

having, of course, the same shape as the

face of the valve. Disc valves are placed

against the cylinder head which forms

their bearing surface. In the latter are

cut the ports with which the openings

in the valve register when admitting the

charge and letting out the exhaust.

Disc valves are actuated by keying

to the stem a gear which is positively

driven from the crank-shaft. In a

multiple cylinder design, such as is shown

above, a chain of gears makes a very neat

construction. The advantage of this

type of valve over other types of rotary

valves is largely one of construction.

It can be made without special machine

equipment. It possesses most of the

advantages of the rotary type in general,

however, although its disadvantages are

perhaps somewhat greater. Chief among

these is the fact that it operates at high

temperatures and under high pressures,
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although the latter are, fortunately, peri

odically reversed, reducing to a value

below atmospheric as often as they reach

the high maximum. This condition tends

to prevent the oil film from being forced

out. Again, the rubbing speed of the

valve near its periphery is high, unless its

diameter is kept small, and lastly, the

friction is likely to be rather high because

anti-friction bearing surfaces cannot be

used where the temperature is high, and

because abundant lubrication (such as

the connecting-rod bearing gets in a

splash system) would create a smoky

exhaust and deposits of carbon.

Still another type of sliding valve is

the piston type—a form of valve which,

like some of the other types mentioned

above, had its prototype in certain forms

of the steam engine valve. The piston

valve has been applied in many forms, as

have also the rotary valves just men

tioned. One form is shown, in section,

in Fig. 4. The pistons, driven from half-

time crank-shafts, cover and uncover

the ports in much the same manner as

the sleeves of the Knight motor. There

is no apparent reason why the piston

used as valves should give any more

trouble than the working piston. To this

extent, therefore, the design is favorable,

and should work well. It is, however, a

rather cumbersome and bulky construc

tion, being costly, also, in its manufacture.

Nevertheless, it has many points in com

mon with other slide valves which render

it superior to the poppet valve. As a

result, it has met with some favor abroad,

and may prove its worth after more

general use.—Gas Review.

SILENT LANGUAGE OF THE SAW MILLS

The accompanying set of illustrations,

showing some of the silent signs used in

the mills in the United States which are

generally understood by mill men, is

reproduced from the West Coast Lumber

man.

The signs, up to and including twelve,

are given simply by raising the hand, as

indicated. From 13 to 19, inclusive,

they are given by placing the hand in

position as indicated, and then drawing the

same across the body from left to right.

The illustrations showing the fractions

b&ftQflfl
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o. & £^ 5^

Q fit*

Signal Code Between Sawyers and Cutters

are given as examples of how the signs are

are combined. In some cases it is not

possible to give these signs, where there

are combinations, in one movement.

For instance, 3]4, cannot be given at one

time, as the three first fingers represent

three, and the little finger a quarter, so.

given at the same time, it would be four;

it is given, therefore, by first giving the

sign of three, then closing the three

fingers and raising the little finger for

the quarter. Three-quarters following

any unit is given by first giving the sign

of three, then following with the little

finger. The same thing pertains to

the thumb representing the half. For ex

ample, \x/i cannot be given with one

motion, as a combination of the four

fingers and thumb make five; it is given,

therefore, by first raising the four fingers,

with thumb closed, then closing the four

fingers and raising thumb.

In giving the sign for an eighth, the

sign for eight, index finger down, is used.

Take 1% as an example; hand closed

with thumb up for 7, followed by three

fingers up, then index finger down for %.

Instructions to turn the log are given

by raising open hand with palm out, then

dropping same to side.

The order to set log for cutting off slab

is given byraising closed fist and holding

same up until the log has been set at

proper place, then dropping fist to side.
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EASILY MADE CHUCKS FOR SMALL BENCH LATHE

The purpose of this article is to describe

some simple chucks, that are easily and

cheaply made, and that are suitable for

one of the many small bench-lathes now

on the market. Also they may be made

from stock material, without the bother

and expense of obtaining castings, which

is a simplification the amateur usually

appreciates. For the purpose of giving

exact measurements, as a guide, it has

been assumed that the screw-thread on

the mandrel nose is Yi in. Whitworth,

and Yl in. in length.

Assuming that the size of the mandrel-

nose is as given above, it should be pointed

out that the over-all dimension given for

these chucks described are not rigid, in

one way, at any rate. They may be made

larger, if desired, but not smaller, as the

dimensions given are practically the

minimum to gain the requisite strength.

Of course, if the stock material at hand is

larger, it can be used as it is, without

wasting time by turning down. The

metal to be used, in most cases, may be

either brass or mild steel (except where

the metal to be used is specifically stated) .

Of course, if the mandrel-nose on the

lathe is larger than Yi in., the outside

dimensions of the chucks given on the

drawings will necessarily have to be

larger in some cases; but the maker

should easily be able to determine that

point for himself.

FORK CHUCK

The first chuck required for wood-

turning is the fork chuck, shown in Figs.

1 and 2. For this a piece of metal 1 in.

in diameter by 1 in. in length is used,

being drilled and tapped right through

Yi in. to fit the mandrel-nose, as shown

in the section Fig. 1. A piece of mild

steel rod, Yi in. in diameter by 1 in. long,
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Fig. 1—Section of Fork Chuck, used for Wood-turning. Fig. 2—Front View of Fork Chuck. Fig. 3—Section of
Taper Screw Chuck, used for Wood-turning. Fig. 4—Front View of Taper Screw Chuck. Fig. 5—Section of Carrier
Chuck, used for Metal-turning. Fig. 6—Front View of Carrier Chuck. Fig. 7—Section of Drill Chuck. Fig. 8—Front
\icw of Drill Chuck. Fig. 9—Metal Sleeve, for holding Drills in Drill Chuck. Fig. 10—Section of Chuck for Holding
screws. Fig. 11—Front view of Chuck for Holding Screws. Fig. 12—Section of Screwed Sleeve, for Chuck for holding
bcrews. Fig. 13—Front View of Screwed Sleeve. Fig. 14—Section of Female Center. Fig. 15.—End View of Female
Center. Fig. 16—Spindle for Circular Saws and Emery Wheels.
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is screwed next for in. up, and screwed

into the body of the chuck, which is then

placed on the mandrel, and the projecting

piece of mild steel rod is turned to form

a center as shown in Fig. 1 ; also the face

of the chuck should be trued up. Next

the center is unscrewed from the body of

the chuck, and a saw-cut made across

the face of the chuck (or a groove made

by a thin file instead) for the accommoda

tion of two rather thin pieces of flat steel,

as shown in Fig. 2. These pieces of steel

should be embedded firmly in the chuck,

one way of doing this being to file a small

groove along the sides of the pieces of

steel exactly on a line with the face of

the chuck, which may be then riveted

over into the grooves.

TAPER SCREW CHUCK

Another necessary chuck for wood-

turning is the taper screw chuck, shown

in Figs. 3 and 4. For this the best

material to use is brass. One piece 1 in.

in diameter by % in. hi length, and

another 2 in. in diameter and 34 in- thick,

is required. The smaller piece is drilled

and tapped right through Yi in. to fit

the mandrel-nose, and the larger piece

is then attached by means of three or four

small screws, as shown in the section

Fig. 3. The chuck is next placed on the

mandrel, and a small hole made through

the exact center of the large plate, while

revolving in the lathe, which is then un

screwed from the smaller portion, and

the small hole is reamered out from the

back (using a taper reamer) to fit a

wood-screw, as shown in Fig. 3. This

hole should be countersunk at the back,

and the screw is then securely soldered

in place. Replace the circular plate,

screwing tightly in place, and then the

face of the chuck may be turned true in

the lathe.

CARRIER CHUCK FOR METAL

For turning metal work between

centers, a carrier chuck, as shown in

Figs. 5 and 6, is used. For the body of

this a piece of metal 1 in. in diameter by

1 in. in length is required, being drilled

and tapped right through Yi in. to fit

the mandrel nose, as shown in the section

Fig. 5. A piece of mild steel rod 1 in.

long by Yi in. diameter is screwed for

Yz in- up, and screwed into the body of

the chuck, which is then placed on the

mandrel, and the projecting piece of steel

rod turned to form a center, as shown in

Fig. 5. Next, two pieces of mild steel

rod, 2% in. long by 34 m- diameter, are

bent as shown in Fig. 5, and have a thread

put on the bottom end for a short distance,

being then screwed very tightly into the

body of the chuck, as shown.

DRILL CHUCK

A drill chuck is a very handy addition

to a lathe, and a simple one is shown in

Figs. 7, 8 and 9. The body of this chuck

consists of a piece of metal 134 in. in

diameter by V/i in. in length, and is

drilled and tapped right through Yi in

to fit the mandrel nose. Next, the body

is placed on the mandrel, and the pro

jecting portion of the screwed hole is

bored out to the full Yi in-, which will

leave a smooth, central hole in the body

1 in. long by Yl in. diameter. Next,

two holes for J4 in- set-screws are drilled

and tapped, opposite to each other, as

shown in the section, Fig. 7, these screws

serving the purpose of gripping the drills

securely. There are two ways of com

pleting the drill-chuck. The first is,

assuming that the drills to be used are

made from steel rod 34 in. in diameter,

to make a metal sleeve 1 in. long by Yi in.

diameter, as shown in Fig. 9, with a 34 in.

hole running through the middle (this

hole being bored in the lathe, with the

sleeve in position in the chuck), and with

a saw-cut down one side. The use of

this is obvious, the metal sleeve being

placed inside the hole in the body of the

chuck, and the drill inside the hole in

the sleeve, when, owing to the slit, the

drill will be securely gripped on tighten

ing the two set-screws. The set-screws

also offer a means of very fine adjustment

for centering the drill accurately. The

second method is, assuming twist-drills

are to be used, to make a separate metal

sleeve (1 in. long by Yz in- diameter, as

described above) with a central hole to

fit each different size of drill used.

CHUCK FOR HOLDING FINISHED SCREWS

For facing and turning heads of fin

ished screws a chuck that will not spoil

the thread on same is required, and such

a one is shown in Figs. 10, 11, 12 and 13.

The body of this chuck consists of a piece

of metal, 1 in. in diameter by 1 in. in

length, drilled and tapped right through
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Yl in- to fit the mandrel-nose, as shown

in Figs. 10 and 11. For holding the

screws, screwed metal sleeves are used,

% in. long by in. diameter, as shown

in Figs. 12 and 13. These sleeves screw

into the body of the chuck, and each one

has a hole drilled in the exact center

(while revolving in the lathe, to insure

accuracy), and tapped to fit the screw

being turned. Of course, a number of

sleeves with different sizes of hole will be

required to fit varying screws. For

removing these sleeves, a flat is filed on

opposite sides of same, as shown in Figs.

12 and 13, to enable a spanner to be used

for the purpose.

FEMALE CENTER

In drilling work mounted on the face-

place a female center will be required

to fit over the center on the loose head-

stock. This may be made from a piece

of metal V/i in. in length by % in. in

diameter. A hole is drilled at one end

as shown in the section, Fig. 14, to fit

over the loose headstock center, on which

it is placed next, and a center drilled, as

shown in Fig. 14, by means of a drill

(with a suitable angle at the point) placed

in the drill chuck on the mandrel.

SPINDLE FOR CIRCULAR SAWS, ETC.

A simple method of making a mandrel

for holding a circular saw or an emery

wheel, is as follows: A piece of mild

steel rod, of suitable diameter, has the

ends marked, and center holes drilled,

as shown in Fig. 16, as accurately in

the middle as possible. Next, a brass

or iron collar is either shrunk on or made

a driving fit, and securely fixed with a

screw right through into the steel rod.

After screwing a small steel rod into the

end, as shown, to act as a carrier, the

mandrel may be placed in the lathe, and

the portion to be screwed together with

the collar turned true and to size. Final

ly, screwing the portion required completes

the mandrel.

All of the chucks described will be

found to answer their purpose very well

in practice, although being of easy and

simple construction, the assortment given

should be found quite sufficient, with the

addition of a face-plate (which should be

purchased, as' being more satisfactory)

for all ordinary work required to be done

in a small lathe.—English Mechanic and

World of Science.

The World's Best Lighted Tower Clock

FELIX J. KOCH

Those qualified to know claim for the

great clock in the tower of the Metro

politan Life Insurance Building, on

Twenty-third Street, New York City,

the distinction of being the best-lighted

tower-clock in the world. The clock is

connected with an electric cont roller

 

Metropolitan Building

which announces the arrival of the hour

by 88 white lamps bursting into flame, and

of the quarter and half hours by the

illumining of 56 red lights.

Self-sufficiency is soldered down by

useful knowledge, and men's minds be

come less arrogant in proportion as they

become better informed.—Bishop of

Litchfield.
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HOW TO MAKE AND INSTALL; A STATIONARY VACUUM

CLEANING SYSTEM

H. M. NICHOLS

The writer was lead to take up this

subject by an inquiry from the owner of

a light automobile for a vacuum cleaning

system that he could operate from his

automobile engine. It was his idea to

buy a pump and rig up the rest of the

system himself. This idea appeals to

the writer as being the simplest solution

of the problem, as outside of the pump

the apparatus is quite simple and easy

to make. With this idea in view, this

article will be confined to the description

of a suitable dust collector and other parts

necessary to form a complete vacuum

cleaning system, outside of the pump,

which, it will be assumed, is already on

the job.

The complete vacuum cleaning system

can be divided into several heads, as

follows: the pump or vacuum producer,

the dust tank, the piping system, and

the hose and cleaning tools.

The vacuum pump may be either of the

rotary, the reciprocating, or centrifugal

fan types. If one of the first two types

of pumps mentioned (high vacuum types)

is installed, it should have a displacement

of at least 35 cu.ft. of air per minute,

and should give a maximum vacuum of

not less than 5 in. of mercury. If a centrif

ugal or fan exhauster (low-pressure type)

is employed, it should have a displace

ment of at least 75 cu.ft. of air per min

ute, and be capable of producing a vacu

um of at least 25 in. of water.

With the pump set in place, build a

solid framework of timber around it.

Use long lag screws to hold the pump

firmly in place. Locate the pump as

near the dust tank as possible, in order

to save frictional losses in the piping.

Make sure that the pump has the proper

sized pulley to run it at its rated speed,

when belted to the source of power. Use

a piece of vacuum hose to connect the

air inlet on the pump to the discharge

pipe J of the dust tank, or if the run is a

long one, use iron pipe and make the end

connections with short lengths of hose.

If it is desired to remove the foul air

from the house, along with the dirt, pipe

the exhaust side of the pump to the chim

ney or carry it through the wall, and

allow the air to exhaust out-of-doors.
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The dust tank is made from heavy

sheet iron, with the seams either welded

or soldered together. All the joints

around the seams and rivets should be

filled with iron cement or putty. Give

the tank two coats of black shellac,

soaking it in well around the joints.

The particular tank shown in the draw

ing is 36 in. high and 15 in. wide. How

ever, the builder will probably find it more

convenient to make the size of dust tank

and parts fit the materials that he may

have at hand, rather than attempt to

build the tank to a given set of dimen

sions. With this idea in view the detail

dimensions have been purposely left off

from the tank drawing.

The dust is removed from the tank by

lifting off the cover A, and then taking

out the cloth bag G and shaking the dirt

out.

The tank has an iron ring D riveted

\i m- below the top. This ring forms a

channel or groove which should have a

strip of rubber cemented in it. This

rubber ring serves as a packing, to insure

a tight joint between the cover and the
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top of the tank About 6 in. below this

ring a second ring F is riveted to the

inside of the dust tank. This second

ring serves as a support for the dust bag.

The tank can be held securely to the floor

by riveting several angle straps to the

side of the tank and fastening them to the

floor with screws.

The dust tank cover A is made from

either a brass or aluminum casting. The

surface that comes in contact with the

rubber packing should be machined

smooth. In addition, the cover has a

projecting ring on the inner side that

holds it from slipping off the tank. A

boss is provided on the side of the cover

to carry the inlet pipe B. This boss is

drilled to such a size that the inlet pipe

can be driven in place, and make a snug

fit. Of course the size of this pipe will

depend on the size and kind of vacuum

hose used. For a handle for the cover,

use a malleable iron door handle, held

on with small machine screws.

The dust bag G is made from extra

heavy muslin or cotton cloth. It is

gathered around a brass ring at the top

and is tapered slightly to the bottom.

A piece of packing is put between the

dust-bag ring and the flange F, to keep

any dust from leaking by the bag and

thus getting into the vacuum pump.

Make certain that all seams are tight

and that there are no imperfect places

in the cloth where the dust can leak

through.

The exhaust pipe for the dust tank is

shown at /. It is fitted into a flange

fitting F, which is riveted to the tank.

On the inside of the tank and over the

inlet to this pipe there is a wire mesh

screen H. This screen is intended to

keep the dust bag from being drawn into

the exhaust pipe by the rush of air.

This screen should be about 10 in. in

length and should hold the bag about

3 in. away from the mouth of the pipe.

Unless it is possible to reach- all parts

of the house from the dust tank, with the

length of hose available, it will be neces

sary to run a pipe to the various floors.

For this purpose, use standard weight

wrought iron pipe and long turn recessed

drainage fittings. These fittings are

known as "Durham" fittings, and are the

ones used by plumbers. They are

especially adapted to vacuum cleaning

piping, as when they are screwed up they

make a bore that is smooth and continu

ous with the pipe, there being no sharp

edges or ridges left for dirt to catch on

and stop up the system. Wherever

there is room to do so, always use the

long turn fittings in preference to short

turn fittings, as the long turn fittings are

much less liable to stop up, due to their

greater radius. Take care to have the

pipe free from burs and pins, and screw

the joints up tightly, using red lead on

them. Provide inlets having air-tight

covers for the hose on each floor. Use

a short length of flexible vacuum hose

to connect the bottom of the piping to

the dust tank. The hose should be

fastened to the inlet pipe on the dust

tank in such a manner that it can be

easily removed when it is desired to take

the cover off for cleaning out the dust

bag. If the hose makes a tight fit, just

a slip joint will be sufficient to keep it

from leaking.

For high vacuum pumps use or \Yt

in. pipe, and for low vacuum pumps use

2oxV/<i in. pipe, for the air line.

The size of hose and tools will vary

with the type of pump used. The high

vacuum pumps (rotary and reciprocating

pumps) use % in. and 1 in. hose, with

tools to correspond. The 1 in. size will

do far better work than the % in. size,

and in places where extra long lengths

of hose are required, it would be desirable

to use V/± hi- hose. The low pressure

type of exhauster (centrifugal fan) will

require \\i in. or V/i in. hose. The latter

size will do the best work, but it is some

what awkward to handle.

For sweeping carpets and rugs some

type of carpet renovator and connecting

rod will be required. These can be ob

tained from some local dealer in vacuum

machines and tools. For cleaning and

polishing hard wood floors, make a

wooden shoe to fit on the cleaning face

of the carpet renovator. Cover the

rubbing surface of the shoe with heavy

felt, leaving a slot to correspond with the

slot in the renovator. For cleaning

corners and places hard to get at with the

carpet renovator, use the end of the vacu

um hose. A good scheme would be to

look at a set of cleaning tools and then

duplicate any that might be desired,

using heavy sheet copper or brass

bent to shape and held together by

soldering the joints.
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When the vacuum system is all con

nected up and before starting the pump

for the first time, prime the dust bag.

This can be accomplished by putting

about a quart of ordinary flour in the

inlet to the dust tank and starting the

pump slowly. The inrush of air will

carry the flour into the pores of the cloth

bag and render it dust proof. Then

bring the pump up to full speed, stop up

all the inlet valves on the system, and

go over the piping and tank, listening

carefully for any hissing noises, indicating

leaks. If any leaks are found, stop them

with putty. There will probably be a

slight leakage that it will be impossible

to locate and stop. To determine about

what percentage of the total capacity of

the pump is represented by this leakage,

close all the inlets to the system, reduce

the exhaust opening on the pump to about

x/l in. and feel the strength of the breeze

created by the discharged air. Then

open the inlets to the vacuum piping

and feel the rush of outflowing air again.

These two comparisons will give a rough

idea of how much air is being lost through

leakage.

AERIAL NAVIES READY

France and Germany Well Matched as Regards Dirigibles

There is wide interest in the revelation

just made of the real aerial military forces

of France and Germany. While it has

generally been believed that in case of

war aeroplanes and dirigibles would be

advantageously used by both sides, only

well-informed persons have realized that

two powerful rival aerial navies are

already equipped.

It is understood in both countries that

immediately after a declaration of war

all private aeroplanes and airships will be

requisitioned by the Government and

they are already incorporated into the

military aeronautic corps. Of the dirig

ible class France today possesses twenty-

four airships and Germany, twenty-five;

and it was to obtain appropriations to

perfect the aerial corps that the French

military authorities made known the

exact strength of the French and German

forces. Public opinion in France de

mands supremacy in the air, just as

English public opinion demands suprem

acy on the sea.

The following tabic gives the clearest

idea of the two rival airship forces:

FRENCH DIRIGIBLES—MILITARY

Name System
Capacity
Cub.M

Length
Cub.M.

Colonel Renard Astra-Panhard 4.200 06
Liberty Lebaudy-Panhard 4,800 69
Ville de Paris Astra-Chenu 3.200 60-50
Capitaine Marchal Lebaudy-Panhard 7,500 85
Adjutant Vincenot Clement-Bayard 9.000 88
Le Temps Zodiac-Dansette-Gillet 2.500 51
Clement-Bayard V Clement-Bayard 9,000 88
Selle de Beauchamp Lebaudy-Panhard 6.000 70
General Meusnier Lebaudy-Panhard 10.000 95
Adjutant Reau Astra-Brazier 8,950 86.80
Lieutenant Chaur6 Astra-Panhard 8,850 83.80
Eclaireus Conte Astra-Chenu 6.640 65
Capitaine Ferber Zodiac-Dansette-Gillet 6.000 76
Commandant CoutelleZodiac-Dansctte-Gillet 9.000 89
Spiers Zodiac 11,000 104

FRENCH DIRIGIBLES—PRIVATE
Clement-Bayard VI Clement-Bayard 6,200
Astra I Astra-Clement 4.475
Astra-Torres Astra-Chenu 16,000
Croiseur-Transaerien Astra-Chenu 9.000
Zodiac I Zodiac-Ballot 910
Zodiac II Zodiac-Ballot 1,600

GERMAN FORCES—MILITARY
Z. I.
Z. II, 1911
M. I. 1908
M. II, 1909
P. I, 1908
P. II, 1909
P. Ill
M. IV, 1910
M. V
M. VI
P.L. XI
Z. XI

GERMAN
P.L. VI, 1910
P.L. VIII, 1910
P.L. IX. 1910
P.L. X. 1911
Z. IX. Schwaben 1911 Zeppelin-Dun-
Siemens-Schuchert, 1910S. Schuchert
Schutte-Lanz Schutte
Veeh, 1911 Veeh
Bellonsanshelice, 1911
Clouth, 1909 Clouth
Gaus Fabrice
Suchard
Franz Steflen

12,000

76
18.60
47.72
76.25
35
42.50

134
132
74
74
60
70

Zeppelin-Durr
Zeppelin-Dun*
Gross-Basenach 5,200
Gross-Basenach 5,200
Parseval 4,000
Parseval 6,000
Parseval 10,000
Gross-Basenach 9,200
Gross-Basenach
Gross-Basenach
Parseval 10,000 96

Zeppelin 13,000 135

DIRIGIBLES—PRIVATE
Parseval 6,800 70
Parseval 5.600 68
Parseval 1.S00 40
Parseval 1,510 40

13.000 120
20,000 128
6,800 70

3,800
19,000 42

12,000 76

Three French airships do not figure in

the chart, although they complete the

number 24, while all the available Ger

man airships are mentioned. The Ger

mans claim to have 29 units, but of these

four are not military possibilities.

As to the relative value of the opposing

air navies, this has yet to be proved by

a conflict, although it may be said that

what advantage the German airships

possess in size and horse-power the French

make up in speed and ease of handling.

With the new credits M. Millerand,

Minister of War, proposes to ask for from

Parliament and the funds to be raised by

a public subscription, a still larger number

of airships will shortly increase France's

force by about one-third, to say nothing

of private initiative, never more active

than at present.
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THE SLIDE RULE

C. W. WEBBER

The purpose of this article is to give the base 10. The system of logarithms

the amateur an idea as to what a slide used in ordinary practice has 10 for a

rule is, what its uses are, and why base, although the base used in higher

it performs mathematical computations mathematics is 2.718. The first system

mechanically. is called the Briggs or Common System,

The slide rule is very little known while the other is the Napierian or Natu-

among non-professional men and seems ral System. We will, however, only

to surprise them exceedingly when they concern ourselves with the Common

are shown what it will do. The use of System. Logarithms of numbers have

the rule is confined almost entirely to been worked out and tabulated, so that

engineers and students in scientific to find the logarithm of any number it is

schools. only necessary to refer to a table.

The slide rule was made possible by a few logarithms are given below:

the invention of logarithms about,1614, Number Logarithm

by John Napier, Baron of Merchiston, . n mm

and their improvement by Professor ^ n'-jnVn

Briggs. In 1630 the invention of the \ n 4771

slide rule, by Edmund Wingate, followed. "* JJ ■ *• J

The slide rule is an instrument by * 0 fiOQf)

means of which mathematical computa- j? n 7789

tions can be performed mechanically. ~ n'ftiei

It consists of scales so arranged that one ' n'onii

can be moved past the other. ? nocin

In order to explain the instrument it is 1 ^ y :?x3r

necessary that the reader understand ; ;VY;
the principle of logarithms. Any number ~z j ■

can be expressed as the power of any 9 mm

other number; for example, 4 equals 2 Jm 9 -wvin

t raised to the second power; that is 2!; ~™ 2 4771
and 64 equals 4 raised to the third power ; l.tlli

that is 4a. Now suppose we express all There are two parts to every logarithm :

numbers as powers of 10; that is 10 the part to the right and the part to the
equals 10', 100 equals 10s, 1,000 equals left of the decimal point. The part to

10a, etc. It is seen that the numbers the right is called the Mantissa, and .the

between 10 and 100 can be expressed as part to the left is called the Characteristic,

powers of 10, but that the powers will be Thus, in the above table log 300 equals

greater than 1 and less than 2. For 2.4771; 2 is the characteristic and 4,771

example it has been worked out that is the mantissa. The characteristic

45 equals 101M3'. The exponent is simply shows the location of the decimal

called the logarithm of the number and point, while the mantissa shows what the

the number which is raised to the power number is. In the above table it is seen

is called the base. Thus 1.6532 is the that 3, 30 and 300 all have the mantissae

logarithm (commonly called log) of 45 to equal to 4,771, so that if we did not have
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the characteristic, we could not tell what

the number was.

In algebra, to multiply two numbers

together we add their exponents thus,

Xs x X2 = X5. Now as a logarithm is an

exponent, if we wish to multiply two

numbers together we add their loga

rithms. Suppose, for example, we wish

to multiply 5 by 2. From the table we

log 5 = 0.6990

log 2 = 0.3010

1.0000

In the table we find that the number

having a mantissa equal to .0000, and

a characteristic equal to 1 is 10.

In dividing numbers we subtract ex

ponents, so that in dividing 10 by 5 we get

log 10 = 1.0000

log 5 =0.6990

0.3010

which gives us 2, for 2 is the number

whose logarithm is 0.3010.

Let us now apply this to the slide rule.

Suppose we have two scales equally

divided and arranged so that one can be

made to slide past the other. In Fig. 1

let the zero of scale a be the index. It

would be well to follow this through,

using two rulers and sliding one past the

other. Now, if we place the index of

scale a at the 1 on scale 6, we have meas

ured off one unit on scale b. Look along

scale o until we come to the division

marked 2, and under it on scale b we find

3; that is, we have laid off one unit on

scale b and added to this two units by

means of scale a, giving us three units as

a result on scale b. In the same way any

two numbers can be added.

Now, suppose that instead of the scale

Fig. 1 we have a scale in which the divi

sions represent the logarithms of the

numbers instead of the numbers them

selves. Such a scale is shown in Fig. 2.

The divisions are, however, marked with

the numbers corresponding to the loga

rithms. In this case 1 will be the index.

Suppose we wish to multiply 2 by 3, we

lay off 2 on scale b, add to it 3 by means

of scale a in the same manner as above,

and the result is 6 on the scale b. In

order to follow this through, the writer

would advise that the reader obtain from

a dealer in mathematical instruments

a sheet of logarithmic plotting-paper

and cut out two strips about x/i in. wide,

and slide one past the other. The cost

of a sheet of this paper is five cents.

To divide one number by another the

operation is the reverse of the above;

that is, to divide 6 by 3 (Fig. 2), we lay off

log 6 on scale b and subtract from it log

3 by means of scale o, giving us 2 on

scale b.

Any two numbers can be multiplied

together in the same manner as above, '

so it is seen that the process of multiplica

tion has been reduced to moving a slide.

This is a great saving of time and labor.

There are many other things that can

be done with the slide rule ; for example,

finding the squares and square roots of

numbers, working out problems in pro

portion, finding the logarithms of num

bers, and several other things. These

will not be taken up, however, as they

are explained at length in instruction

books which come with each instrument.

In closing, the writer would advise

the student to buy a cheap slide rule for

practice, so that he may become familiar

with this wonderful but simple instru

ment.

"Kind lady, I'm just merely trying to

keep

Soul and body together!"—he did

look thin;

But the lady did neither smile nor weep.

As she handed the tramp a safety-pin!
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PRACTICAL OPERATING FAULTS OF THE ALTERNATING

AND DIRECT CURRENT MOTOR

WM. G. MEROWITZ

It is always interesting to the practical

mechanic to understand the construction

and principles of operation of all machin

ery, especially those mechanisms which

are associated with his daily work or to

which most of his study is given. But

a mere understanding of operation is not

the only essential to a thorough knowledge

of the machine performance. With this

point in view, a few words on every-day

faults in the operation of electric motors

will not be amiss.

For alternating current circuits we

have the synchronous motor, commuta

tor motor and the induction motor,

while for direct-current circuits we are

using only a commutator motor. Of the

A.C. motor, the type most commonly

used at present is the induction motor,

either of the single- or poly-phase wind

ing, and of the squirrel-cage or wound-

rotor type.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MACHINES

Before taking up the common faults

in A.C. motor operation, it may be well

to review briefly just what is going on

in the performance of the squirrel-cage

induction motor. If by closing a 3-pole

switch, we connect the stator winding of

a 3-phase motor to the line, then the

armature, while at rest, corresponds to

the secondary winding of a transformer,

although the construction is somewhat

different from that of an ordinary trans

former. And the field does not pulsate

like that of a transformer, but rotates.

This rotating field produces electromotive

forces both in the stator and rotor wind

ings. The counter e.m.f. now produced

in the stationary winding is like that of

the primary coil of a transformer, nearly

equal to the applied voltage, so that only

the magnetizing current flows in the

primary winding, when the secondary

windings are not short-circuited. But

the magnetizing current of a motor must

be much larger than that of a transformer,

for the lines of force do not only flow

through iron, but have to pass through

two air gaps. Although the space

between rotor and stator is kept as small

as possible, a much greater magnetizing

S - r«A«. woumo Roto*

force is required than in the case with a

magnetic flux having a path entirely of

iron. On starting the motor, the field

rotates with full speed around the still

stationary armature; hence, an excessive

current will be produced in the short-

circuited armature or rotor winding,

which reacts on the stator field with the

effect of so weakening it that a large

current is drawn from the line. This

lasts only for a short time, for the current

flowing in the rotor winding causes the

rotor to start with considerable torque.

The quicker the rotor runs, the nearer

it approaches the synchronous speed of

the rotating field, and the fewer lines of

force it will therefore cut. Consequently

the e.m.f. and current induced in the rotor

decrease, the reaction on the field becomes

smaller, and the stator absorbs less cur

rent from the mains. To avoid these

rushes of current, we must not short-

circuit the rotor windings, but connect

them with slip rings, so that a resistance

may be placed in the rotor circuit, which

is used for starting only, for when actually

working under a load, there is no differ

ence between a "short-circuit" and

"wound rotor" secondary, as we finally

short-circuit the starting resistance when

the rotor has reached its maximum speed.

With the foregoing explanation of opera

tion principles, a discussion of the faults

of A.C. motors will be better understood.

Sometime we may want to know

whether the motor has a correct rotating

field connection or not. With a properly

connected 2- or 3-phase motor of the

wound rotor type, this can be readily

determined by observing the voltage
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induced in the windings of the rotor.

A lamp connected with the slip rings, as

shown in Fig. 1, will burn regularly as

long as the rotor circuit, through the

starting resistances, is not closed. The

position of the rotor does not make any

difference, since the field rotates with a

uniform speed about the stationary rotor.

With a single-phase motor, however,

we have no rotating, but a pulsating

field; and the lamp would burn either

brightly, or with little light, or no light

at all, according to the position of the

rotor coil in the pulsating field. Hence,

if we connect a lamp or voltmeter with

two slip rings of a wound rotor, and with

a slow rotation of the armature, we ob

serve that the voltage between the two

slip rings varies considerably, then we

can infer that there is something wrong

with the revolving field. In the case of

a squirrel-cage motor, one of the phases

of a 3-phase motor may be connected in,

in a reversed order, as in Fig. 2. This

would be a mistake made in the shop

where the machine was built, and would

be recognized by the motor failing to

attain its full speed. Then the three

currents entering the motor are not alike,

as they should be, and often at starting a

considerable humming will be noticed.

Another fault with induction motors is

a sudden shut-down and resulting blow

ing of fuses. Upon investigating, all

circuits may be O.K., and, in fact, the

motor was probably operating satis

factorily for some time. But the com

mon cause is the rotor rubbing on the

stator teeth, on account of no air gap.

Air gaps of induction motors are generally

mdde very small, to insure good power

factor for the magnetizing current,

which lags behind the applied voltage

an$l thus lowers the power factor. The

magnetizing current is used principally

to' force the lines of force through the

air gap, the iron parts of the magnetic

circuit not taking much. Therefore,

the smaller the air gap, the better the

design, and in the case of a shut-down or

blowing of fuses, the air gap should be

investigated. This rubbing is also in

jurious to the winding, and, since the

energy represented by it is shown as

load, it may be of sufficient magnitude

to destroy the insulation, introducing

short-circuits and grounds. Low voltage

on the line is another cause of_induction
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motor trouble, since the output of an

induction motor is proportional to the

square of the applied voltage. Hence,

if a motor has swings of load, carrying

it up for a moment to someting near its

maximum output, it may break down

under such load conditions if the voltage

is low. In starting a motor, too, a low

starting torque will result from a low

voltage. Low voltage on a motor may

be caused by an unbalanced voltage on

the line.

Short-circuits in the stator winding are

a source of considerable bother with

poor insulation. Such a short-circuited

coil does not burn out at once, since the

current induced in it by the pulsating

flux, opposes the flux. About three

times the normal voltage flows and

creates a local heating, which may affect

other coils, until finally the motor be

comes inoperative. In a plant using

motors it is well to measure the insulation

resistance once a month, at least, to

locate such faults soon after they appear.
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If a single-phase motor will start free

but will not start under load, it shows that

either the line voltage is too low, the load

too great or the frequency too high. The

speed of the motor is directly propor

tional to the frequency of supply, there

fore with high frequency we have a high

speed. But the output is also propor

tional to the product of torque and speed ;

hence for a constant horse-power output

the torque will decrease if the speed in

creases, and, as the torque is the real

turning effort of the motor, the machine

will not start if the torque is too low,

due to a high frequency. The voltage

and frequency with motor running should

be within about 5 percent of the name-

plate rating, and the voltage within 10

percent to 15 percent while starting.

Vibration in an induction motor may be

due to a shaft that is sprung or by a

steady unbalanced magnetic pull caused

by uneven air gap clearance, or the

eccentricity of the rotor. If one phase

of the stator is open-circuited in a Y-con-

nected 3-phase motor, the motor will not

start alone, and if started mechanically,

it will operate as a single-phase motor,

with a material reduction of power. An

ammeter connected in each phase will

give current readings in only two of the

phases. If the motor is delta-connected

current will flow in all three leads, but

they will be unbalanced. If, however,

the motor is not started mechanically,

the rotor will remain stationary, acting

as the secondary of a static transformer.

In such events the whole machine will

rise to an exceedingly high temperature,

due to the heavy current drawn from the

line; and if the line switch is closed for a

long period, the conductors on the rotor

will be badly burned or even melted in as

many places as there are poles on the

stator.

DIRECT CURRENT MACHINES

In direct current motors there is a

liability of more operating faults occur

ring than in alternating current motors.

This is owing to the simplicity and rugged-

ness of A.C. motor design and the more

complicated D.C. construction, with its

commutator and sparking troubles. All

faults likely to occur in D.C. motors will

produce one or more bad effects, which

may be classified as follows: (1) Sparking

at commutator; (2) Heating of arma

ture; (3) Heating of commutator; (4)

Heating of bearings ; (5 ) Noisy operation ;

(6) Voltage not right; (7) Speed not

right, or (8) Motor stops or fails to start.

Any of these effects is evident to a per|an

making a careful examination, and the

next step is to find out if two effects are

not being produced by one cause.

We will take up the causes and remedies

of the common faults enumerated above.

(1) Sparking at Commutator.—This is

a common trouble that is not usuajly

objectionable, if moderate in duration

and amount. If allowed to continue

beyond these limits it will burn and

roughen the commutator, thus encourag

ing the difficulty. Sparking may be

caused in several ways, among which are:

too much current on armature, brushes

not set at neutral point, commutator has

high bars or poor brush contact. To

decrease the effect of sparking on account

of armature carrying too much current,

the driven load should be reduced, the

strength of the magnetic field should be

increased or decrease the size of driving

pulley. If the motor starting-box has

too little resistance, it will cause the motor

to spark badly at first, owing to a very

sudden start. In this case the only

remedy is an increase of resistance to cut

down the voltage applied to the armature

terminals.

To find the correct neutral position

for the brushes, carefully shift the brushes

backward or forward until sparking is

minimized. If the brushes are not

exactly opposite in a two-pole machine

or 90 degrees apart on a four-pole ma

chine, they should be made so by count

ing the commutator bars and dividing

by either two or four, as the case may he.

To remedy high bars on the commutator

or flat bars or projecting mica, smopth

the commutator with a fine file or fine

sandpaper, the latter being applied by a

block of wood which exactly fits the com

mutator. If, however, the commutator

is very rough or eccentric, it should be

turned down in a lathe. On large ma

chines, a slide-rest attachment is usually

provided for either turning off or grinding

the commutator without removing the

armature from the bearings. To im

prove the brush contact, draw a strip of

sandpaper back and forth beneath the

brush with the rough side scraping the

carbon. See that the brush hqlders
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work freely; this may be the cause for

poor brush contact.

(2) Heating of Armature*—This may

result from either moisture in armature

coils, eddy currents in armature core and

conductors, unequal strength of magnetic

poles, or excessive current in the arma

ture coils.

Moisture in armature coils is not a very

common occurrence, but a motor that

stands in a damp place, or one that has

been inoperative for a long time, is likely

to absorb some moisture in the armature

windings. A sympton of this fault is

that the armature takes considerable

power to run free. This is really a case

of short-circuit, as moisture has the effect

of short-circuiting the coils through the

insulation. To remedy this, the arma

ture should be placed in an oven or other

sufficiently warm place to drive out the

moisture, but not hot enough to injure

the insulation. A convenient way is to

pass a current through it, about three-

quarters of full-load current, and occa

sionally turn the armature over by hand.

Excessive amount of eddy currents in

the armature iron will make the core

hotter than the coils after a short run,

and considerable power will be required

to run the armature when the field is

established and there is no load on the

motor. Sparking is absent with tem

perature rise, due to eddy currents. To

eliminate these stray currents, the arma

ture core must be more perfectly lami

nated, which is a matter of first construc

tion. If there are excessive eddy currents

in the conductors and not in the iron, the

conductors will become hotter than the

core on no load. This trouble is due to

the difference of voltage induced on the

two sides of each armature conductor.

In this case the conductors should be

reduced in thickness or split up into a

number of strips or strands, which should

be twisted to equalize the effects. Bevel

ing off the edges of the pole pieces may

also reduce the trouble.

Unequal strength of magnetic poles

will cause excessive currents to flow in

the armature, thereby heating it ab

normally, in the case of multipolar ma

chines with parallel winding. This un

equal strength is usually due to the fact

that the armature is closer to one or more

poles. This condition may be corrected

by slightly shifting the bearings, but in

some cases, especially when direct-con

nected, it is preferable to shift the field

magnet. When the armature gets out

of center from too much bearing wear,

however, the proper procedure is to

replace the bearings with new ones.

(3) Heating of Commutator.—This

fault, like sparking, may occur in D.C.

machines, and in the commutator types

of A.C. machines. There are various

causes for commutator heating, among

which are: Heat spread from another

part of machine, sparking, carbon brushes

heated by current, friction of brashes on

commutator or bad connections in the

brush holder. If the heat in the com

mutator comes from another part of the

machine, start up the motor with the

parts cool and run for a short time. The

seat of the trouble is in the part that

heats first. Any of the causes of sparking

will cause heating, which may be slight

or serious.

An overheated commutator will de

compose carbon brushes and cover the

commutator with a black film which

offers resistance to the efficient collection

of current. Carbon brushes require less

attention than copper, because they do

not cut the commutator and their high

specific resistance usually reduces spark

ing, but it may also cause them to heat

more than copper brushes. The friction

produced by the brushes will generate

heat, which can be detected even when

the brushes carry little or no current.

Reduce the spring tension and decrease

voltage, keeping up speed by weakening

field strength. A little lubrication of a

high-grade mineral oil, applied sparingly,

will help to reduce the friction.

(4) Heating of Bearings.—The cause

of bearings heating should be found and

removed promptly, but may be reduced

temporarily by applying cold water or

ice to them. This should be resorted to

only when it is absolutely necessary to

keep running, and great care should be

taken not to allow any water to get upon

the commutator, armature or field coils,

as it might short-circuit or ground them.

If the bearing is very hot, the shaft should

be kept revolving slowly, as it might stick

to bearing, if stopped. Heating of bear

ings is due to a lack of oil, shaft rough,

grit or other foreign matter in bearings,

shaft and journal too tight, shaft sprung,
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or bearings our of line, too great a load

on belt, or bearings heated by hot arma

ture, commutator or pulley. A rough

shaft should be turned to smoothness

in a lathe and the bearing fitted to the

new diameter. It is very difficult to

straighten a bent shaft; it might be bent

back or turned true, however, but usually

a new shaft will be necessary. In lining

up bearings by either raising or lowering

the bearing on its seat, or by moving it

sideways, it is well to note that an even

air gap must be maintained at all times,

to avoid any trouble due to an un-

equalized magnetic pull on the armature.

If there is too great a load or strain on

belt, which would cause heating of bear

ings, reduce the belt tension or use larger

pulleys and lighter belt, so as to relieve

the side strain on the shaft. The slipping

of the belt on the pulley may heat one

or both bearings.

(5) Noisy Operation.—This may arise

from various causes among which are:

vibration due to pulley or armature out

of balance, shoulder on shaft or shaft

collar, strikes against bearings—this

results from the armature being out of

magnetic center—squeaking of brushes,

napping of belt or noise of belt joint going

over pulley and slipping of belt on pulley.

To detect vibration due to unbalancing

of any of the revolving parts, place the

hand on the machine while it is running

and change the speed. The vibration

almost disappears at some speeds. The

proper balance should be effected in such

a case.

If the noise comes from a rattling

against the bearings, it is evident that

either the armature core is not properly

located on the shaft or the bearings are

too long. Squeaking brushes are usually

the result of a rough or sticky commu

tator. The brushes on a new machine

may be noisy, but this will be reduced

after the machine has been running for a

day or so.

For a noisy set of brushes, which may

be detected by a sound of high pitch,

apply a very little oil to the commutator

with a cloth free from lint or threads.

Carbon brushes are apt to squeak in

starting up or at low speeds, but as the

speed increases the noise diminishes.

Always clean the commutator thoroughly

after sandpapering it or filing it to smooth

up the surface.

The flapping of a belt or the pounding

of the belt joint can be distinguished

from any other sound about the motor

by its periodic occurrence: once for

each complete revolution of the belt.

To remedy such unnecessary noise, use

either an endless belt, that is, one with

ends glued together, or smooth up the

joint by one of the many ways of lacing

a belt.

(6) Voltage not Right.—This is a com

mon difficulty which may arise with any

machine. The main trouble is some fault

of the generator supplying the energy

to the line on which the motor is running.

This generator trouble may result from

the speed of the prime mover being too

high or too low, field strength not right,

brushes not in proper position or short-

circuited armature or field coils. It is

seldom that any trouble is experienced

with the motor starting-box. However,

if the line voltage is too low, the inex

perienced operator would naturally think

that something was wrong with the

starter, when the motor would not come

up to speed. It is advisable when the

motor speed is low to test out for the line

voltage the first thing, and a great deal

of time may be saved, which would be

important in a shop depending upon the

motor for its driving power.

(7) Speed not Right.—This is generally

a serious matter in an establishment

where reliable speeds are essential. The

speed may be either too low or too high.

A low speed may come from either a low

voltage, overload, short-circuit or ground

in armature or shaft tight in bearings. A

high speed may result from either a weak

magnetic field, voltage too high, or motor

too lightly loaded. Any of these faults

can be easily remedied by adjusting the

voltage, field or load to the name-plate

rating. A short-circuited armature coil

is often caused by a piece of solder or

other metal getting between the com

mutator bars or their connections with

the armature. If the short-circuit is

within the coil itself, the only effective

remedy is to rewind the coil.

(8) Motor Stops or Fails to Start.—This

fault may arise from a variety of condi

tions, and usually causes some worry at

the outset, because one knows that there

are 101 things that can occur in a direct-

current motor to make it stop or fail to
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start. Oftentimes, after tclosing the

switch and pushing over the starting-box

lever, the operator will begin his hunt

for trouble on the interior of the machine,

when he finds it failed to start. As a

matter of fact the real trouble is generally

on the outside and is usually an open cir

cuit of some kind. Such an open circuit

may either result from a fuse blown out,

a circuit breaker open, wire broken or

slipped out of connection, circuit supply

ing motor open or brushes not in good

contact with commutator. However, a

motor may not start with an extreme

overload or from very excessive friction

due to armature touching pole pieces

or shaft, bearings and other moving parts

being jammed.

If the load is too great when the switch

is closed, the motor will draw an excessive

current, which will either melt the fuses

or open the circuit breaker. Without

these safeties in the circuit, the armature

would likely burn out. The field circuit

of a shunt-wound motor may be open,

in which case the poles would not be

magnetized and the armature would be

drawing a large current. In such a case,

or even when the field is only weak, the

motor armature is apt to burn out, unless

there are fuses or a circuit breaker in the

circuit.

From the foregoing discussion of the

practical faults in electric motor opera

tion, it is easily seen that a thorough

knowledge of the principles of operation

of electric motors is of utmost importance

to the efficient, economical operator.

He need not be concerned with the design

of these machines, but he must know what

makes the machine go and how to keep

it going.

SOME THINGS WORTH KNOWING

H. W. H. STILLWELL

To Make Corks Air Tight and Water Tight

In experimenting, much trouble is

often experienced in the chemical labora

tory in getting corks to be perfectly air

or water tight, or to drill holes in them

for the insertion of glass tubing, etc.

Melt a quantity of paraffin in any suitable

vessel, and allow the corks to be treated

to remain beneath the surface of the

melted paraffin. The corks may be held

down by a perforated lid, wires, or any

other convenient arrangement. Corks

which have been treated in this manner

can be cut or bored with ease and the

exterior is perfectly smooth. When

introduced in the neck of a flask or other

piece of chemical apparatus, they form

a perfect seal.

A Few Practical Hints

Clean and oil leather belts without

breaking them off their pulleys. If

taken off they will shrink, then a piece

mist be inserted in them and removed

igain after the belt has been run a few

lays.

For leading steam joints, mix the red

?ad or litharge with common commercial

'.ycerine instead of linseed oil.

Too little attention is sometimes given

> the bearings of engines, shafting, and

other machinery. Often from 25 to 50

percent of the power is consumed through

the lack of good quality of oil, or the

lack of oil altogether. Machinery re

quires common-sense care, and if it is

received, then you will be repaid many

times by the increased efficiency of your

equipment, and the life of same will be

prolonged indefinitely.

The decay of stone, either in buildings

or monuments, may be arrested by heat

ing and treating with paraffin mixed with

creosote. A common paint burner may

be used to heat the stone.

In tubular boilers the hand-holes

should often be opened and all the collec

tions removed from over the fire. When

boilers are fed in front, and are blown

off through the same pipe, the collection

of mud, sediment or scale in the rear end

should be often removed.

Nearly all smoke may be consumed

without the aid of any special apparatus

by attending to a few simple common-

sense rules. Suppose we have a battery

of boilers and ' ' soft coal ' ' is the fuel. Go

to the first boiler, shut the damper nearly

up and fire up nearly one-half of the

furnace, close the door, open the damper

and go to the next boiler and repeat the

same thing. By this method nearly all

the smoke will be consumed.
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RESTORING PICTURE FRAMES

G. F. RHEAD

The better class of ornamental picture

frame, decorated by means of composition

ornaments in gilt, is well worthy of restor

ation, especially the old-fashioned ones

which may often be picked up, in a dam

aged condition, quite inexpensively from

second-hand stores. They are quite

within the scope of the amateur worker

to repair, providing reasonable pains are

taken and sufficient of the modeled orna

ment is left from which to make up miss

ing parts. A fair sample of this class of

frame L was recently purchased by the

writer for a mere song, same having been

rather badly knocked about. Fig. 1

will give some idea of its condition, when

it will be noticed that in many parts the

ornament has been entirely broken away,

although one corner is fairly complete,

which fact will make it a comparatively

easy matter to repair the rest. As the

four corners of these frames are in almost

every case alike, the method of repairing

is to make a plaster mould of the undam

aged portions, and from this mould to

take "squeezes " in composition to replace

those that are missing.

The first matter to see to is whether

the miters of the old frame are firmly

secured. Very often the wire nails which

held them together have lost their hold,

and in such a case new holes should be

opened with the brad-awl and fresh nails

entered. After this the frame should be

given a thorough washing with warm

soap and water, working in all the inter

stices with a small hog's-hair brush, the

most convenient shape being shown in

Fig. 2. Then set the frame aside to dry.

Usually with a little touching up one

corner can be made pretty complete.

In the case of the frame illustrated, the

corner marked x had been only slightly

damaged, so the missing parts, which

were hardly noticeable, were built up by

applying small pieces of composition

 

Fig. 1. Frame for Repairing
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Fig. 2. Hog-hair Brush and Repairing Tools

formed into the shape of the missing

parts as near as possible, with the aid of a

modeling tool shaped from a piece of

hard wood, two useful forms of which

are shown in Fig. 2. If the best corner

is rather badly damaged, molds are

taken from the others of the required

parts and impressions made, and so it is

built up complete. The whole corner

is then oiled and a little plaster of Paris

mixed up to a fairly thick consistency

and applied, care being taken to expel

air bubbles from the hollows by blowing

the wet plaster well into the crevices.

This is left for a couple ofhours to harden,

when it should leave the frame quite

easily if the portions were carefully oiled

with linseed oil in the first instance.

Fig. 3 shows two molds taken from the

frame illustrated in Fig. 1.

In the case of frames that have been

so badly damaged that the ornament is

unrecognizable, the only method of

restoring the frame is to entirely model

a new corner and from this make a mold,

as described, and take squeezes for the

others. If the worker has a little knowl

edge of drawing and form, the modeling

of such designs as shown in Fig. 4 will be

a matter of no great difficulty to him.

With the aid of a few tools and a suitable

plastic material the production of frame

corners will be a positive delight.

Composition or "compo," as it is

known in the trade, may be obtained

from dealers in picture frame makers'

materials, fibrous plaster workers, etc.

It may be made at home quite easily and

then costs very little. The components

are whiting, oil, glue and a little resin.

Set in a jar to melt over the fire: four

parts boiled linseed oil, six parts glue,

and one part resin, allowing the mixture

to boil together until all is thoroughly

liquified, then add sufficient whiting to

work up into a stiff dough. This makes

a good ' ' compo ' ' that sets as hard as stone,

but needs to be warmed and worked up

each time, before using, to bring it to a

plastic condition. In making it, the

working up should be continued for some

time, for the more it is worked the better

 

Fig. 3. Plaster Molds of Details
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Fig. 4. Composition Frame Ornaments

it will become, and the less likely are

lumps to interfere with a good impression.

The plaster molds having been made

and dried (the drying being necessary

to prevent sticking), an examination of

the frame should be made to note the

missing portions. If a great deal of a

corner has been demolished, perhaps the

best way will be to take an impression

from the mold of the whole corner in

"compo" and apply it to the frame,

having previously removed the existing

portions. In such a case, take a small

piece of the compo, press it out flat, and

then work it well into the depressions of

the mold. Back it up with more if

necessary, and cut the back smooth with

fine wire. It will be found to leave the

mold quite easily, if the latter is dry,

by gently drawing away from one corner.

The ornament is then applied to the frame,

the latter having been given a thin coating

of glue to afford an attachment. In the

case of a small break, an impression is

taken of this part only, and the piece of

composition is cut in shape as near as

possible to the piece broken away. Ex

treme care is necessary to avoid damaging

the ornaments while in a plastic state,

by pressure or otherwise, and should

such damage occur it will be found more

expeditious to take another copy from

the mold than to attempt to restore the

modeling to any extent, by hand. The

wooden tools previously referred to,

however, will be found most useful for

pressing the sections in their places, and

supplying small pieces of ground if they

do not just fit.

The whole of the missing enrichments

are replaced in this manner and cracks

and fissures filled in with the composition,

also holes where the brads have been

entered (if any), when the frame should

be left for a day or so, to thoroughly

harden, and is then ready for gilding.

A SIMPLE RULE FOR FINDING THE DIRECTION OF A CURRENT

ROBERT E. BRADLEY

The novice often asks for some simple

method for telling the direction of a

current in a circuit. The ordinary rules

for the deflection of a magnetic needle

as the "swimming rule," the "hand and

thumb rule," and the "cork-screw rule,"

are confusing to anyone, and especially

so to the novice. The following rule is,

perhaps, the simplest to be found:

"To tell the direction of the current

in an ordinary galvanometer, look at

the coil from either the east or the west

side, and if the south pole of the needle

be the nearer of the two poles to the ob

server, the current flows clockwise in the

coil. If the north pole be the nearer, the

current flows counter-clockwise."

The rule appears confusing at first,

but it is easily remembered in the tabular

form:

"South pole nearer, current flows clock

wise.

"North pole nearer, current flows coun

ter-clockwise."

By the "north pole of the needle" is

meant the pole normally pointing toward

the north pole of the earth, the "south

pole" meaning, of course, the other pole.

By "clockwise" is meant the direction in

which the hands of a clock turn ; ' ' counter

clockwise" meaning the opposite direc

tion.

The same rule may be applied to a cur

rent flowing in a straight wire or other

conductor. The wire having been placed

in a north and south position, with a small

pocket compass either above or below it,

by regarding the wire as an arc of a circle

having the compass needle at its center,

the rule is easily applied.
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A SQUARE-CUT CHAIR

A chair suitable for the living room can

be made from any one of the furniture

woods. The materials can be secured

from the planing mill, and the list can be

made up from the dimensions given in

the detail drawing. The front legs, as

well as the back ones, are made from

\% in. square stock, the back ones

having a slope of 2 in. from the seat to

the top.

All the slats are made from % in.

material and of such widths as are shown

in >the detail. The three upright slats

in^the back are % in. material. The

de ail drawing shows the side and back,

the front being the same as the back from

the seat down. All joints are mortised in

the posts, as shown. If making dowel

joints they must be clamped very tight

when glued and put together.

The seat can be made from one piece

of % in. material, fitted with notches

around the posts. This is then uphol

stered with leather without using springs.

Leather must be selected, as to color, to

suit the kind of wood used in making the

chair. The seat can also be made with

an open center for a cane bottom by

making a square of four pieces of J/g in.

material about 4 in. wide. These pieces

J

■ ■

i

are fitted neatly to the proper size and

doweled firmly together. After the cane

is put in the opening it is covered over

and upholstered with leather.

Before the leather is put on, however,

the chair should be stained and French

polished, if a plain wood has been used;

or polished only in the case of a better

variety.—Hobbies.
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF A SMALL WATER MOTOR

B. F. DASHIELL

Wherever the water pressureXisJsufn-

ciently large, a water motor is one of the

cheapest and easiest methods of obtaining

light power.

It is especially desirable for running

small dynamos for any length of time,

such as in charging storage batteries,

operating window displays, etc.

It is the purpose of this article to show

in a simple manner, the construction of a

water motor to operate any small dynamo

 

having an output of 4Q watts and under.

For the construction of a water motor to

operate larger machines, see the table of

dimensions.

I have used a 25 watt dynamo in con

nection with this water motor and have

had excellent results with same.

The water motor is very easy to con

struct, as it has no complicated parts.

Fig. 1 shows the wheel and buckets,

with all necessary dimensions. It is

made of heavy tin and all parts should
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be well soldered. As shown, the wheel

has two sides, which gives stronger con

struction, but if the extending end of the

dynamo shaft is not long enough, then

the wheel may be made with only one

side. This makes a somewhat weaker

wheel.

The dynamo shaft should be threaded

 

to within m- of the bearing. This is

done so that the wheel may be clamped

between two nuts. See Fig. 2. The

wheel should be painted with red lead

so as to prevent rusting.

The containing case is made out of a

tin box or can. It should be about

6x6x2 in. in dimensions. The place

where the shaft goes through is found by

experiment. A x/i in. hole is punched

through at this, place.

The nozzle is shown in Fig. 3. A cross

sectional view is given. One end is sold

ered up and has a in. hole drilled in it.

This is to reduce the diameter of the

issuing jet of water and to increase its

kinetic energy.

Figure 3.

mwit

w
wit,

f— —4-' ►>

Cross Section of

Nozzle.

^J.f.Pashiell. 'It

A round hole is cut in the case and

the nozzle soldered in place. Fig. 4 shows

this and the correct direction of the nozzle.

Care must be taken to direct the nozzle

correctly as an error in its direction would

seriously interfere with the successful

operation of the motor.

The dynamo and water motor should

be mounted on a heavy wooden base and

connections made to a drain pipe so as

to provide for the waste water. Thi

Case.
 

Outlet |

Direction of A/ozz/e:
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nozzle is connected to a faucet by means

of a hose. All connections should be

very tight, as there is a high pressure in

the hose and nozzle. The water motor

ought to be provided with a front cover

so that the interior may be readily in

spected. The whole should have a

coat of red lead on the outside and

inside.

This motor attains a very high speed,

owing to its small diameter. Its power

will depend on the pressure. The faucet

may have to be partly closed to prevent

the dynamo from running too fast.

THE SMALLEST PAPER-MAKING MACHINE IN THE WORLD

THOS. H. GROZIER

The smallest paper-making machine

in the world, actually producing a fin

ished and continuous web of paper, is

shown in the accompanying illustration.

It is 8 ft. long by 1 ft. wide, and manu

factures paper having a width of 4J^ in.

The drying cylinders, which are eight

in number, are heated by coal gas, an

entirely new method, giving excellent

results in this instance. When coal gas

is not available, as sometimes happens,

a special gasoline burner is attached to the

cylinders, and the paper is then dried in

exactly the same manner as with the

coal gas. The machine uses all sorts of

pulp and can turn out any kind of paper

that is ordinarily produced on a large

sized paper machine. The machine pos

sesses a great advantage on account of its

portability, and it can be sent from one

place to another—no matter what dis

tance^—without being disconnected in any

way. Owing to its self-contained prop

erties it is possible to demonstrate the

machine without creating any unclean-

liness whatever, and it requires the atten

tion of but one person. The motive

power for driving is supplied by a h.p.

electro motor, but when electric power

is not at hand, a small gasoline engine

substitutes.

The Miniature Paper-Making Machine

was designed as a means of demonstrating

in a practical way the entire process in

volved in converting fibrous pulp into the

finished paper. It has fulfilled this task

so well that the original model has been

several times duplicated, and these are

now being used by practical paper-makers,

technical institutions, and even as a

means of advertising the stationery de

partments of large stores, also by

publishers who have used it in connec

tion with public exhibits showing the

scientific side of modern newspaper pro

duction.

 

The Miniature Paper-Making Machine
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MEASURING AN ELECTRICAL CURRENT MECHANICALLY

JAMES A. SEAGER

Every mains engineer and installation

contractor knows how important it is

to be able not only to detect the presence

of an electrical current in a cable, but also

if possible to find out how much current

there is actually flowing. Furthermore,

it is sometimes inconvenient or impossible

to disconnect the cable in order to use

the necessary instruments of the ordi

nary type, and where such measuring

instruments are not installed, or at any

rate the proper calibrated resistance strip

which can be used as a shunt to a milli-

voltmeter is not already in circuit, a

considerable amount of ingenuity is

necessary in order to find out what exactly

is happening in the circuit under ob

servation. It is, therefore, a very good

thing for electrical engineers that the

London firm of Messrs. Drake & Gorham,

Ltd., have introduced an electrical cur

rent gauge of a strong and simple char

acter, which is able to give a mechanical

means of detecting the passing of a con

tinuous current. This gauge, which is

illustrated in front and side view in Fig. 1,

is made under the Frisby patents, and

consists of a device somewhat similar to

a pair of pliers. One leg of this combi

nation is a U-shaped bend of soft iron,

which, under the circumstances becomes

an electromagnet. The other leg at B

is straight and forms the armature of

this magnet, being pivoted at the center

/. The continuation of the armature

forms the lever, having attached to it a

flat spring D, which, when B is closed

on A, presses against the screw E. At

the other end of this screw is a knob or

handle F, to which is attached a pointer

P. K is the main body of the instrument

terminating in the handle H. Mounted

on it is a dial over which the pointer plays,

and the dial is calibrated so that the

readings can be taken directly in amperes.

When it is desired to bring the instrument

into use, the pointer is first brought to

the zero position and then the conductor

which it is desired to test is encircled by

the U-shaped bend A. The armature B

is then pressed home against the magnet

poles, care being taken to see that the

 

 

Fig. i
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conductor or its covering is free in the

opening thus formed, so that the magnetic

circuit does not come into mechanical

contact with anything which would

impede the movement of the parts. If

the cable or conductor presses against

the armature, the accuracy of the reading

will be destroyed. When this is done

the handle is held in one hand, and with

the other the knob F is turned as slowly

and evenly as possible without any jerk

ing until the armature springs away from

the poles of the U-shaped piece of iron.

At this instant the pointer will indicate

on the scale 5 the strength of the current

which is passing through the conductor

encircled by the device.

The readings can be obtained equally

well in whatever way the cables are

insulated, and are only slightly affected

by the presence of steel armoring around

the insulation. It is easy to make an

experiment or so on a piece of armored

cable in order to determine the correction

to be applied to such an instrument for

the presence of the steel. Vertical and

horizontal conductors can be tested with

equal ease, and it will be seen that the

instrument is a simple application of first

principles, namely, the utilization of the

magnetic field which always surrounds a

conductor carrying the electric current.

Hence, the apparatus which depends on

magnetic and mechanical effects and is

independent of electrical contacts can

be used for determining the current passing

in a conductor without cutting or making

any fresh connections, and this is an ad

vantage which is peculiar to this kind of

device alone. Moreover, there are many

situations in which cables are placed

which are difficult of access and in which

the use of an ammeter would be im

possible, and here again the advantages

of this appliance are evident. Yet

another point to be remembered is that

as the action depends upon the field

enclosed by the iron loop and its arma

ture, the readings are unaffected by

current passing in neighboring conductors.

It is, however, necessary to keep the

poles and the armature perfectly clean,

and when the direction of current in the

detector is unknown, it is necessary to

employ a pole finder which may now be

described. This is shown in Fig. 2, and

is designed on the same lines as the gauge

above mentioned, but has a permanent

magnet instead of a soft iron U. It is

not a current measurer, but is employed

to detect the presence and direction of

the current in conductors, and two ob

vious applications of such a gauge may

be mentioned. The first is when there

is a fault in the cable network; the loca

tion of the fault can be easily traced by

utilizing the gauge on the various junc

tion boxes and finding the direction in

which the current is flowing. It can also

be employed for picking out one cable

from a bunch, as when a number are run

all together in one trench, by passing

the current through the cable to be picked

out, and testing for the presence and

direction of current by means of this

detector. The general description of the

gauge is the same as the detector with

one or two modifications. The detector

is held by the handle H, and is first set

by turning the knob F until the spring D

just overcomes the magnetic attraction

on the armature B. This determination

of the "critical point" is, of course, done

away from the cable to be tested. The

conductor is encircled by the U loop,

first one way round, pressing the arma

ture B home against R and R%, and then

removing the hand from the armature B.

 

Fig. 2
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If the armature now remains against the

pole R, the direction of the current as

shown by the pointer P mounted on the

detector can be read. Supposing, how

ever, that the armature does not remain

against the pole R, this means that the

magnetism surrounding the cable is to

some extent neutralizing the permanent

magnetic field of the U loop, and the

position of the magnet should then be

reversed so as to encircle the conductor

again, but in the opposite direction. If

it is now found that the armature is

holding the magnet against the pole

piece, the direction of the current can be

read from the pointer. There is yet a

third case. Supposing that after trying-

both ways it is found that the armature

does not cling closely to the pole piece

in either position it may be taken, on

ordinary power circuits, that there is no

current flowing in either direction in the

cable. It should not be assumed, how

ever that there is no pressure on the cable,

as pressure may be applied at either end

of the conductor, and if there is an open

circuit there will be a static potential on

the conductor resulting in no current,

and therefore it would be dangerous to

cut into the cable without first ascer

taining that pressure was off. For

determining actual presence of current,

its value and also its direction, the two

portable instruments which can be carried

in any mains man's pocket or kit bag are

invaluable to the saving of time, and

will be greatly appreciated by practical

men.

A QUICK SHAFT REPAIR

W. F. PERRY

While employed in a shop where motor

repairing was a specialty, motors were

frequently brought in, the armatures of

which were frozen in the bearings, owing

to the lack of proper oil.

On taking down the motor and break

ing the tight-box away from the shaft,

it was found that the shaft at this point

was so badly scored and worn down, that

it was a good deal smaller than at any

place on the shaft. Owing to this a new

box of the proper fit could not be made.

After swinging the armature in the

lathe, the shaft (on the worn end), was

turned down until it was of uniform size

the whole length. A piece of steel tubing

was sawed off the same length as the

shaft, and (being of correct diameter)

was forced onto the turned end. Two

small holes were drilled through the tub

ing and shaft and pins driven through

to make the sleeve secure. These pins

were of a good driving fit. The armature

was again placed in the lathe and the

sleeve turned off to the regular size of

the shaft, which is generally to be gotten

from the opposite end of the shaft. When

the job is finished up with emery and oil,

and all rough places removed, the key-

way should be cut through, if there is

one, and the new bearing made. Upon

re-assembling the motor will run as good

as ever.

Shafts usually catch in the bearings,

on the back or pulley end, owing to im

proper care in oiling or having too tight

a belt. A bearing should always be

renewed when the greatness of wear is

first noticed. Failure to do this usually

results in broken binding _wires and torn

armature coils.

How to Cut Glass Tubing

HOWARD TUCKER

Often, as in the making of oil cups,

one wants to cut glass tubing that is over

an inch in diameter. This cannot be

broken by filing a nick in one side and

snapping it by pressing the thumbs on

the other side, as may be done in the case

of smaller sized tubing. Neither will

the often-told way of winding a cord

saturated in alcohol around the tube and

lighting it do. But, I have used the

following way to "good advantage, and

have known it to work nine times out of

ten. Bend a ^ or %o in. round iron

rod in the form of a quarter-circle and

corresponding to the circumference of

the tube to be cut. Then wind a wire

around the tube at the point to be cut

and heat the iron rod to a cherry red.

Then bring the red-hot rod into contact

with the tube and slowly revolve the

tubing so as to heat all parts evenly,

letting the rod press against the wire on

the tube so as to make the portion cut

off even.

When the rod shows signs of cooling

plunge the tube down into cold water

and it will break evenly all around at the

point meant for it to break.
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FERNERY

Few articles combining simplicity of

construction with beauty of appearance

can be offered in a series such as ours,

but we feel free to say that the fernery

illustrated is foremost in the few. The

main body is made of copper and the

legs and binding strips around the top

are composed of brass, fastened with large

copper rivets. Inside is placed a zinc

box into which the fern is set.

The material needed is the following,

some of which the craftsman undoubtedly

has on hand from previous projects:

1 pc. No. 18 gauge copper 143^ x 1434 in.

4 pes. No. 18 gauge brass 1 x 634 in.

4 pes. No. 18 gauge brass, 2}/£ x 434 in.

Some large copper rivets.

Steel Wool.

Lacquer (banana oil).

Zinc box, 3 x 634 x 634 in-

First, the pattern of the box should

be laid out very accurately on a piece

of paper, full size, and working from

center lines so that both sides will be

symmetrical. Transfer this to the copper

and cut it out, bending it on the dotted

lines shown on the drawing. Sharp

bends may be secured by bending it over

a hardwood block 73^ in. square.

Next rivet the top strips into place.

These may be bent between two hard

wood blocks placed in the vise, and after

ward hammered nearly together. It may

be easier for the craftsman to rivet them

before bending up the sides of the copper

piece, as he would then have nothing to

interfere with his rivet set or hammer.

'The corner strips come next. They

should be cut and shaped as shown in the

detail. A suggestion as to the forming

of the correct angle on the bottom and

on the projecting pieces would be to cut

them straight, bend in the middle and

place them on the box where they belong.

Then) the correct angle can easily be

secured by laying themout parallel with the

top of the box. This could be done with

one piece and transferred to the other three.

The last operation consists in polishing

and lacquering. This may be done with

steel wool and banana oil. It is not a

good plan to etch or otherwise decorate

a piece of metal work in which both copper

and brass are combined, as the contrast

between the two when highly polished

gives a most pleasing effect.

The zinc box should be made by the

craftsman if he has mastered the art of

soft soldering, but it is suggested that

he have it made by a tinsmith if he has

not. If the dimensions given on the

drawing have been accurately followed,

the zinc box will be 3 in. high and 6M in-

square, but it is advised that the maker

measure his fernery before ordering the

box that size. The box should have five

holes in the bottom of it, about 3-4 in. in

diameter; also two rings soldered on the

inside for handles.

PLATE RACK

The plate rack illustrated is a combina

tion of small, sharp angles, which give a

most pleasing appearance to the whole.

The material list is as follows, the lumber,

quarter-sawed oak, to be planed and

sanded at the mill :

2 pes. % x 3 x 20 in.

2 pes. ys x 234 x 7% in.

2 pes. y8x3y2xSm.

8 pes. Y% x 4 x 6Y in.

1 pc. Y% x 4J-4 x 34 in.

1 pc. % x 2 x 34 in.

1 pc. % x 3.x 34 in.

1 pc. y% x 434 x 36 in.

1 pc. y* x 33^ x 35Hin.

1 pc. Yi x %, x 33Y2 in-

1% in. 10s flat head screws.

Glue, stain, filler and wax.

The working drawing in the center

section of the sheet gives the overall

dimensions and shows mortise and tenon

joints as most of the fastenings, the sides

and shelves being screwed into place.

Cut each piece out as given in the

details, and to exact dimensions. The

upper shelf is not shown, but it is exactly

like the lower, excepting that it is 3}#in.
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wide, 35}^ in- l°ng. and has but one

groove down the middle of it. The eight

back pieces of the lower section have

their front edges beveled with a '4e in.

chamfer, giving them a matched wood

appearance.

Where but one dimension is given on an

angle, it is taken to be an angle of 45

degrees. The tee-bevel should be set

at this angle and each laid off from it.

The back pieces must be placed before

the mortises are glued up, or else it will

be impossible to get them in. A sug

gestion might be given that would save

the craftsman some time. He could have

a groove ^ in. deep and % in. wide sawed

out of the bottom of piece C and the top

of piece D when he orders the lumber,

as by so doing he will save much chiseling,

unless he happens to possess a grooving

plow. The same suggestion might be

given for the two shelves, but in case this

is done, do not let the grooves be cut

entirely across the pieces, as the ends

should be covered by the side pieces.

As was mentioned before, the shelves

are screwed to the sides and these latter

to the back, which conveniently covers

all screw heads, except in the bottom

shelf, and these will not show when the

rack is put to use.

Any style of finish may be applied to

the piece, but a dark mission, well filled

and waxed, is to be recommended, as it

brings out the quartered flake to a better

advantage than some of the other fin

ishes.

Cypress as a Wood for Crafts

man Furniture

In these articles, and others, quarter-

sawed white oak has been recommended

to craftsmen as the proper wood to use

for furniture construction, and we still

believe it to be the best. But in recent

years another wood has come into popu

larity, which, on account of its cheaper

price, lasting qualities, ease in working,

and ability to take a good finish, is a close

contender for the honors oak has gained.

This wood is cypress, ordinary American

bald cypress, as cut from the cypress

swamps of our southern states.

Cypress varies in color from a near-

white to a near-black, but the average

is a yellowish brown, with the heart wood

darker than the sap wood. It is com

paratively cheap, can be secured from any

dealer in the country, and if the crafts

man does not care to invest much in a

piece of furniture, cypress is to be highly

recommended to him; and for outdoor

furniture, such as garden seats, porch

swings, etc., it stands in a class by itself.

It is a very easy wood to work, as it

is rather soft, straight grained, and yields

readily to sharp tools.

One of its greatest features lies in its

beauty of finish. It may be left natural

or given a deep brown color, a really

beautiful tone. But before any finish

whatever is applied, it is essential that

the wood be perfectly dry. Of course

the different pieces in the article should

present the same natural color and char

acter of grain.

For the natural finish, we recommend

three or more coats of good white shellac,

each coat to be smoothed down with fine

sandpaper, while the final coat may be

rubbed with pumice and oil, giving the

popular dull "egg shell" finish, as it is

called. For the artificial color, asphaltum

varnish, thinned out with turpentine,

applied to the wood and soon rubbed off,

gives it a wonderfully striking appearance.

This should be left to dry thoroughly,

then finished as above, or waxed.

(To be continued)

Lead in Enamels

Unscrupulous manufacturers sometimes

add lead to their preparations for the

coating of various household utensils,

which is injurious, and vessels containing

it should never be used. A very simple

test and one which may be applied very

rapidly is as follows: The vessel to be

tested is cleaned to remove all grease,

etc. A drop of strong nitric acid is then

placed upon the enamel or tinning, and

evaporated to dryness by gentle heat.

The spot where the acid has acted is now

wet by a drop of solution of potassium

iodide (5 parts iodide to 100 water),

when the presence of lead is at once

shown by the formation of yellow lead

iodide. Tin present in the enamel, etc.,

does not give a yellow spot when the

potassium iodide is added, the stannic

oxide formed by the nitric acid not being

acted upon.
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In this department will be published original, practical articles pertaining to

Wireless Telegraphy and Wireless Telephony

NAVY TO WAR ON WIRELESS NOVICES

Investigation to be made as Result of Interference with Message of Distress-

To Seek Federal Law—Officials, by Requiring Licenses, Hope to Check

Amateur Operators who Hamper Seaboard Business

Serious and flagrant interference by

amateur wireless operators in the trans

mission of legitimate messages along the

Atlantic seaboard has aroused the Navy

Department to such an extent that an

official investigation will be begun today.

Immediate action was prompted when a

message of distress from the torpedo boat

destroyer Terry, recently was interrupted

by novice operators here, causing a delay

of more than an hour.

Officials in the Brooklyn Navy Yard

say they have the names of several young

men who were responsible for the inter

ference in the transmission of the message

from the disabled Terry. While the per

nicious interference cannot be stopped

by law now, the naval officials hope to

check it by a personal canvass of the ama

teur operators and by continued agitation

cause the enactment of a federal law re

quiring all operators to obtain a license.

"The incident of the Terry is argument

enough for a federal license law," said

one of the navy investigators. "For

more than an hour amateur operators

interfered with the receipt of the message

of distress. They were asked repeatedly

to cease their activity in sending

messages to each other. Instead of

complying with the request, several of

them retorted with impudent replies.

"During the delay the fierce gale and

high seas that battered the distressed

destroyer put her wireless outfit out of

commission, and we were unable to learn

her exact position to rush aid to her.

"Our country is the only one in the

world in which all wireless operators are

not required to have a license. There

are approximately more than five hundred

amateur operators in and around New

York. Their interference is a serious

menace when vessels are in distress, and

exasperating to professional operators

who have difficulty in receiving and send

ing legitimate messages.

"On Saturdays and Sundays the ama

teurs keep the air charged with messages,

and it is next to impossible to carry on

the regular business. It is from this

fact that we deduct that most of the

amateurs are schoolboys, who then have

time to carry on their experiments. We

have estimated that among 500 young

men or amateurs who have outfits, at

least half that number own and operate

a sending equipment. It is the sending

that causes the ' break ' in messages being

received by professional operators. Some

times it is possible to check the amateurs

by a process known as ' tuning them out.'

But for the most part, the operators are

powerless to 'call them off.'

"We do not wish to be represented as

discouraging young men who are ambi

tious in carrying on experiments in wire

less operation. For the most part, they

are young geniuses who have built their

own stations. But when it is realized

how serious their interference is at times,

and what it might cost if some vessel was

in distress, it can be appreciated that

some action must be taken. The final

solution lies in the federal license, but

in the meantime we will do all in our

power to discourage interference with

legitimate messages."—Aerogram.
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A THREE-CIRCUIT INDUCTIVE TUNING APPARATUS

FOR WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY

With Description of Experimental Wireless Station at Richmond'

G. G. BLAKE

Fig. 1 shows the wooden framework of

the three-coil tuning inductance. The

two frames, A and B, are made out of

American whitewood, 1J4 * Vyi in., in

which is cut a groove % in. wide; frame

A is 14 in. square. X, Fig. 1A, is a

 

Wooden Framework of Three-Coil Tuning Inductance

section of one of the frames, and Y is the

capping, which is screwed in place after

the inductances have been wound in the

grooves. The inductances A and B each

consist of 12 turns of No. 14 insulated

copper wire. S and S1 are two switches

(not shown in diagram, Fig. 4), by means

of which either 3, 5 or all 12 turns can

be brought into use as may be desired.

The third inductance is> wound on a

board D, 12 in. square, in the form of a

-A

Fig. 1A

Section of Framework in Fig 1.

 

c

-3 — CX

o«-

\

Pig. 2

Showing Construction of Condenser

spiral. No. 16 electric light wire is used

for this, and is fastened in position as it

is wound, with small pins driven through

its insulation into the board.

Inductance frame A is screwed in an

upright position near to one end of base-
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tion. The1 large sheets, A, have a semi

circular hole cut at each of their centers

to allow the rod C (upon which the smaller

sheets are fastened) to turn, and three
bolt holes, X, Xy and X1, near their

outer edges; the smaller sheets are cut

with a projection and a hole in its center,

through which the rod C passes.

Both the condensers are mounted, as

can be seen by reference to the photo

graph, F'g. 3, in glass cases. The smaller

sheets can be revolved round betweea

(but without touching) the larger ones

by means of small handles H, Fig. 2, an

ordinary draughtsman's protractor P,

which is calibrated to 180 degrees, serves

as a scale; one is fixed on the top of each

of the cases under a needle point N,

soldered to the underside of each of the

handles. Fig. 4 is a diagram of connec

tions exactly as used at my station; 4 is

a direct-coupled tuner, all the coils of

which are connected in series, and which

can be used in place of the 3-coil inductive

tuner for stations of very great wave

length. To use this, the aerial is dis

connected from C and connected to W1,

as shown, and the four-way detector

switch is turned over to its fourth posi

tion, thus connecting P to L, and P*

to L1. The rest of the diagram, though

somewhat complicated, needs very little

explanation.

 

Fig. 4

Diagram of Connections

 

Fig. 3

A Group of Some of the Wireless Telegraphic
Apparatus

board N, and inductance D is hinged to

its base; inductance B is pivoted at its

center. P* P*, C C1, M M\ P P\ 0 0\

Q Q\ P* P*, are terminals for connection

to condensers, aerial, etc.; E, F and G

are respectively two-, three- and four-way

double pole switches.

Two variable condensers, V and V\

Fig. 4, are used in conjunction with this

instrument. I have made my own of

sheet zinc, separated by cycle washers,

as in Fig. 2. Each condenser is made up

of 25 large sheets, A, %Yi in. in diameter,

and 24 smaller ditto, B, 6% in. in diame

ter. Fig. 2 gives an idea of the construe-
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Fig. 5

General View of Mr. Blake's Coils

Coils A, B, and D are shown well

separated" from each other for the sake of

clearness. V and V'1 are the two variable

condensers; 5 is a potentiometer, with

its battery and pair of phones 8, 81, which

can be connected to either an electro-

 

 

77777

t

Fig. 7

Diagram of Transmitting Connections

lytic detector 7, or to a crystal and car

borundum detector, 9, by means of a

two-way switch. 10 is a small condenser

of fixed capacity, 3 an earth connection,

and 12 and 12A represent the aerial con
nections. P and Pl are two extra con

nection terminals for testing any new

form of detector. The two-way switch,

marked E in Fig. 1, puts the variable

condenser V, Fig. 4, either into parallel

or series with the inductance A, as can

be seen by following the connections

shown in Fig. 4. The three-way switch

F allows the tuner to be used with any

 

Fig. 6

Transmitting Inductance and Oil Condensers

Fig. 8

Apparatus for Producing Undamped Waves for Wireless
Telegraphy and lelephony
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Fig. 9

Diagram of Author's Aerial

detectors connected to terminals P*, P5,

P, P\ or P\ P3.

The four-way switch G serves to connect

up the detector across coil A as "stand

by," or across coil B, in which case the

signals are received inductively from

coil A, and are, in consequence of their

being more sharply tuned, much louder.

The third position of the switch connects

the detector across coil D, the third in

ductive coil, which is used to cut out

interference when very sharp tuning, is

necessary.

When switched over to its last position,

the switch disconnects the three-coil

tuner and connects the detector to the

direct-coupled tuner 4. I think it is

almost unnecessary to add that the vari

ous inductive circuits are brought into

tune with each other by suitable selection

of the number of turns of inductance by
use of switches S and Sl (Fig. 1), and by

altering the capacities of the variable

condensers V and V1 by moving their

handles.

The photograph, Fig. 3, also shows a

magnetic detector on the shelf just above

the right-hand variable condenser, and

the motor starting switch (for mercury

break used to interrupt current in the

primary of coil when signaling), also

the transmitting key.

Fig. 5 shows my coils, and Fig. 6 my

transmitting inductances and oil con

denser, which is in the box under the

spark gap. Sometimes I use a rotary

spark interrupter (not shown in the

photograph) in place of the spark gap.

Fig. 7 shows the transmitting connec

tions: A is the aerial; L a 16 c.p. 110

volt electric lamp, with short-circuiting

switch 5; / aerial inductance; and E

earth connection.

The closed oscillatory circuit is com

posed of a condenser C, inductance J

and spark gap G; M represents the spark

coil which supplies the energy. The

coupling between the two inductances

can be altered at will to ensure sharp

tuning. The usual wave length which

I use is 300 meters, and my code call is

"BOX."

Fig. 8 shows apparatus for producing

undamped waves for wireless telephony

and telegraphy, with one or two modi

fications; it is similar to the Lepel gen

erator. It is worked from an alternator

shown on the ground. The microphone

used in telephone experiments is shown

in the center of the photograph, and the

transmitting inductances can be seen

at the top of the room above the alter

nator. The switchboard and motor

starting switches are also shown.

Fig. 9 is a diagram of my aerial, which

is constructed with 7-22 copper wire,

which I had made up especially for the

purpose. Each strand is insulated sepa

rately; they are then twisted together,

and the whole coated with insulating

material.

The separation of the wires from each

other allows the use of all the surface

of the wire, and gives the aerial as large

a capacity as possible. The guy wires

holding up the masts are not shown in the

diagram.—Model Engineerand Electrician.

SUMATRA, North Coast, Pulo Weh.

The Netherlands Government has given

notice that a wireless telegraph station,

call letters SAB, has been established

on Pulo Weh, north coast of Sumatra,

near Tapa Gaja Point Light, in (approxi

mately) latitude 5° 54' 30* N., longitude

95° 20' 00" E. The wireless signal is

made from an iron mast 212 ft. high.

(Bericht aan Zeevarenden No. 280 (2366),

'sGravenhage, 1911). (N.M. 3, 1912.)

H. O. Charts Nos. 8546 and 1595.

B. A. Chart No. 2760.

China Seat Directory, Vol. I, 1906,

page 63.

H. O. Publication No. 87, Interna

tional Code of Signals, 191 £ page 120.

If a thought does not suggest other

thoughts to the mind that receives it,

either the thought or the mind is not

worth much.

He who knows least, doubts most; at

the same time he doubts not but that he

knows best.
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EXPERIENCES EST WIRELESS TELEPHONING

AUSTIN C. LESCARBOURA

During the latter part of 1908 and the

beginning of the succeeding, year, a

number of wireless telephone experiments

were conducted by several wireless com

panies, in view of proving the practica

bility of their respective sets and receive

an order for equipment from the United

States Signal Corps. The tests were

between Fort Hancock, Sandy Hook,

N.J., and Fort Wood located on Bedloes

Island in New York Bay, the latter being

on the same island as the Statue of Lib

erty. The total distance between the

stations was 18 miles, with the high hills

of Staten Island separating both. The

writer at the time was in the employ of

one of the competing concerns, and aided

in the operating of the transmitting wire

less telephone set at Fort Hancock. The

experience, both from a technical and

humorous point of view is interesting,

and in the following paragraphs, a few

incidents and descriptions are faithfully

given.

Fort Hancock, as stated before, is

located at Sandy Hook, a long and narrow

stretch of sandy waste extending into

the Atlantic Ocean and forming the lower

portion of New York Bay and entrance.

In summer the heat is extreme, for the

sun heats the sand to a tropical heat,

while in winter, the cold wind blows in

from the open sea with Arctic vigor.

The temperature is usually in one extreme

or another, but during several months in

the spring and autumn, the weather may

be fair at intervals.

On a morning in the latter part of

October, 1908, another man and the

writer started for Sandy Hook from New

York in the U.S.S. Ordnance. This

"steamer" in reality is an overgrown

and comfortable tug boat, equipped for

carrying freight and passengers to the

many forts in New York Harbor. After

a rough trip, we arrived at 9 o'clock and

immediately walked to the wireless

station. This station consisted of a two-

story concrete structure, with a wooden

mast in the rear supporting an umbrella

aerial. The wireless apparatus consisted

of a 1 k.w. transformer mounted in a

cabinet with the spark gap and conden

sers. A large desk contained the receiv-

 

Wiring Diagram

ing apparatus consisting of a large tuning

coil with silicon and electrolytic detectors.

The key was mounted on a rubber base,

with a long lever passing through a slot

and into a tank of oil in the desk, where

the contacts were located.

Our telephone set was mounted on a

large table with a back board. The

transmitting set consisted of ten arc

units in series, each unit comprising of a

copper cylinder which was filled with

water and mounted on a wooden frame;

and a large carbon rod held on a long

spring. The carbon rods could be ad

justed by a thumb screw located at one

end, which also contained a large handle,

so that all the springs could be pressed

down and thus start the arcs if desired.

Two sets of five arc lights each were

placed at both sides of the table, while

the oil condenser was located in the

center, in back of a switch for connecting

the receiver or transmitter to the aerial

and ground. On the backboard, two

hot-wire ammeters were mounted, one

of these indicating the high-frequency

in the aerial circuit, while the other indi

cated the energy in the oscillation circuit.

The third ammeter was of the standard

magnetic type, and indicated the am

perage consumed by the arcs. The

current was furnished by a 500 to 600 volt

C.&W. generator, directly connected to

a 110-volt, 7 h.p. motor. Suitable field

control, enabled us to obtain voltages

from 400 to 600 volts. The microphone,

which is one of the "missing links" in all

wireless telephone sets, consisted of a

round enclosed case with a diaphragm

in front and an insulated contact in the

rear. Having a number of these micro
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phone units, we were able to slip a new

one into place whenever necessary, by

merely giving the mouthpiece a slight

turn, and replacing the old microphone

with a new one.

The first morning we arrived, the appa

ratus had already been delivered and

was unpacked in the operating room,

only the temporary wiring being neces

sary. We connected the motor-genera

tor and the regular operator of the station

called the power house on the telephone

with orders to start up another generator

for the peak load to follow. One wire

from the generator was then attached to

the tin side of a can, and the other wire

attached to a voltmeter and then allowed

to dip in the can of water. The meter

then indicated whether the connections

were correct, so that the positive pole

could be identified. The meter did not

read higher than 125 volts, and for this

reason the water resistance had to be

inserted. The positive and negative

wires were then connected to their proper

terminals on the transmitting apparatus.

The water having been placed in all the

copper cylinders, the arcs were started,

and the condenser adjusted. This con

denser consisted of 24 stationary and 23

rotary plates, the glass containing jar

being filled with paraffin oil. After an

hour or more of adjustment and changes,

the ammeter in the oscillation circuit

indicated that the current was steady.

The aerial circuit was then connected to

the aerial, and immediately the needles

on both ammeters began to flicker again,

finally coming to rest after another period

of adjustment. The microphone then

being slipped into place, the words were

shouted into the mouth-piece. At every

sound the needles on both ammeters

fluctuated, the variation being more

pronounced the higher the pitch, and

phonograph conversation or music pro

ducing the greatest results. After a few

minutes of phonograph concert, the

needles of the ammeters would become

inactive, which signified that the micro

phone had become "baked" or useless.

A wooden stick or other article was then

used to hit the microphone case, but

having little effect on the ruined carbon

grains, another microphone was inserted.

From time to time the microphone had

to be knocked in order to keep it from

"baking," and the best results were

noticed when the microphone was con

tinually being turned; which would sug

gest that a carbon microphone being

slowly revolved by a mechanical device

would be more suitable to withstand the

high amperage, since it is continually

moving the carbon grains. At one time

a large dog was brought into the operating

room and placed on a large box with his

head near the mouth-piece. He was

finally coaxed into barking, which,

judging from the deflection of the am

meters, must have been heard by the

stations within our range. This is the

first record of a dog "speaking" over a

wireless telephone!

On a cold November morning we again

set out for Sandy Hook on the same boat

as before. On nearing the fort, the writer

became worried in failing to see the wires

of the aerial. A gale had swept the coast

the night before, and it was not impossible

that the wires had been blown down.

The pole was plainly visible, but no wires

could be noticed. Both of us became

excited, for we knew that without the

aerial, we would have a whole day wasted

with nothing to do but to walk around

the reservation. However, on reaching

a few hundred feet from the fort, we

noticed that the wires were still there

and that these happened to be of a very

small gauge. In fact, we believed at the

time that our failure to cover a greater

range was due to the inefficient aerial,

which was composed of small wire and

had but a single wire lead to the aerial

from the station. On making the neces

sary connections, the starting-box lever

was moved, but the motor did not start.

An instant later the 60-ampere fuse in

the cut-out went off, and indicated some

thing wrong. On trying to turn the arma

ture by hand, it was found to be firmly

held by the bearings so that it could not

turn. This was probably due to thfc

extreme cold, but any way, the applica

tion of the blow-torch on the bearings

for a few minutes seems to have freed

the shaft so that it turned at the moving

of the starting-box lever.

There was still more delay in another

direction, when we found that the glass

jar of the variable condenser had been

broken with the extreme cold and that

the oil had covered the floor. The plates

were thickly coated with dust and the

condenser would be unfit for use until
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thoroughly cleaned and placed in another

jar. We substituted another condenser

of the same type and started the arcs.

After the customary adjusting and dick

ering, the meters finally came to a reason

able rest, and the phonograph started.

After a short while, in which the phono

graph was continually playing and only

the occasional knocking or replacing of

the microphone was found necessary,

there suddenly came a slight noise similar

to that caused by escaping steam, but

just for an instant, and immediately the

arcs] and ammeters went wrong. It

proved to be the short-circuiting of the

variable condenser, a spark having

jumped between two plates, and a little

black dirt appeared between the plates.

This dirt is a compound of carbon from

the paraffin oil, and conducts the current

from one plate to another, thus rendering

the condenser useless for high voltage

currents. Happily, we still had a large

condenser belonging to the Donitz wave-

meter, which was inserted in place. It

might be stated here, that this condenser,

though it had the plates separated only

W« in. apart, withstood the potential

without breaking down, while condensers

with plates spaced x/% in. and built in this

country were continually breaking down.

This illustrates the accuracy of German

mechanics, for the plates of the German

condensers were perfectly true, which

cannot be said of the others.

During the course of the afternoon, a

battleship, which was passing Sandy Hook

on its journey to the Hudson River where

it was to anchor, called the operator and

asked him the name of the set being used.

On being told, he telegraphed back:

"The music is fine, give us some more."

We heard later that all the officers on

the battleship had been called by the

operator to hear the music in the tele

phone receivers.

In all our tests, between times when the

phonograph was not working, the con

versation usually ran: "Hello, Hello,

Hello Fort Wood, how do you get me

now? One, Two, Three, Four, Five,"

and so on, most of the words being

shouted very slowly and drawn out.

It is rather a peculiar feeling to be talking

into the mouth-piece of a wireless tele

phone, and not knowing whether the

speech is being heard or whether it is

not being heard. The phonograph is

used the greater portion of the time, for

it carries better than the human voice.

That afternoon our concert was heard at

20 miles, the Brooklyn Navy Yard

operator having listened the greater part

of the morning and afternoon. At four

o'clock we returned to the boat for New

York.

The third and last test of this series,

if the writer correctly recollects, occurred

in January of 1909. After all the pre

liminaries, such as the wiring, adjusting,

substituting, and swearing, the phono

graph was started, and for upwards of

an hour we did not think of changing the

record. The one playing happened to be,

"The Anvil Chorus," from the opera,

"II Trovatore." This selection was

played by a band with a number of

persons whistling, and proved to be a

very effective record for fluctuating the

ammeters, which was a desired feature.

After an hour had passed with the con

tinual playing of the same record, we

shut down the generator and arcs, while

the operator listened in to hear whether

Fort Wood would call us. Upon calling

Fort Wood, he received no reply from

that station, but Manhattan Beach

(DF) immediately called, and upon

being told to go ahead, telegraphed:

' ' For sake change the tune. ' ' When

asked whether he had received all we had

spoken and played, he said that he could

get all of it without trouble, but was dis

gusted with the same record continuously.

We did change, and for the rest of the

morning played different records. At

12 o'clock, a telegram arrived via the

Postal Telegraph station telling us to

abandon the tests as the interference was

too powerful in the upper bay and while

we had been heard clearly at times, the

extreme proximity of the other stations

completely overcame our signals. We

had to wait until 4 o'clock for the boat,

so devoted the time to visiting the build

ings and looking over the various inter

esting features of the reservation. A

humorous incident, the writer recalls,

is the reporting of steamers sighted at

Sandy Hook. The two telegraph com

panies, Postal and Western Union, are

located at the end of the Hook, and both

have tall buildings resembling light

houses. The one we visited was main

tained by an old time operator who had

six wires to handle beside the reporting
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of the steamships sighted. There is

great rivalry between the two companies

as to which one reports a steamer first.

The old-time operator had erected a few

wires from a pole to his telegraph station,

and with the aid of the wireless station

operator and other local talent had suc

ceeded in constructing a simple receiving

set. He would then listen with the tele

phones placed on his head, and hear the

different steamers report to Fire Island,

about 40 miles away. Upon the first

sign of smoke over the horizon about

an hour and a half later, he would im

mediately telegraph to New York that

the steamer was sighted. Meanwhile,

the other operator in the other building

was straining his eyes through a 5 ft.

telescope to get a glimpse at the funnels

of the boat. For sometime the competing

operator was at a loss to understand how

the veteran operator could report the

ships before they could even be seen, and

on asking him was informed that the

operator recognized them by the smoke

only! The news finally leaked out, and

the wireless was abandoned for the pur

pose, only the long telescopes being used.

Through these tests the practicability

of the wireless telephone was found to

be uncertain. Though these tests were

performed over three years ago, no defi

nite advancement has been made in the

art. The greatest difficulties are in the

arc, condenser, and microphone. The

arcs will never become practical as they

exist at present, for there are periods

when the oscillations are perfectly steady,

but in the middle of an important con

versation, the arcs will suddenly sputter

and thewords are lost. The condensers are

a continual source of worry, and, unless

accurately constructed, will break down

rapidly. The microphone, likewise, is

unreliable, and continually requiring

attention. These weak points cause the

wireless telephone to be uncertain.

The points to be learned from these

tests are: to employ an aerial having a

large capacity and many leads to and

from the aerial; that a microphone of

the carbon grain type with a continuous

rotating device will overcome the "bak

ing" to a great extent; that the condenser

should be made with rotary plates in oil,

and that these plates may be larger and

separated by a larger gap to overcome

the breaking down as experienced with

smaller gaps ; that many arcs give greater

results than a single arc; and, finally,

that hot-wire ammeters are necessary

in both the aerial and oscillation circuit

to determine whether the set is actually

transmitting high-frequency waves and

whether these are smooth so that the

conversation and music will be heard at

the receiving end.

Timing Fast Trains

Perhaps you have often been curious

to know just how fast you were traveling

on a railroad train. Many roads have

little white posts beside the track, mark

ing the miles and usually the quarter

and half miles also, but these may not

be on your side of the train.

There is another way to tell the miles.

The telegraph poles are almost invariably

placed fifty yards apart, except when

they carry a very large number of wires,

and if you count thirty-five of them it

will be a mile. If you have a watch with

second hands on it you can tell just how

many miles the train is traveling in an

hour.
 

Showing Method of Timing the Train

Note the time from one mile post to

the next. Anything more than a minute

is slower than sixty miles an hour. If

the second hand gets past the minute

and down to thirty seconds you are going

forty miles an hour. If it gets only twelve

seconds past the minute you are going

fifty miles an hour and so on.

You may cut this out and take it with

you on the train next time you make a

railway journey, and see if you can deter

mine your speed.—New York Sun.

Be thankful every day; don't pile your

gratitude all onto one day. The man

who is thankful only when the Governor

says he must, never is very thankful any

day.
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WIRELESS NEWS

The Amateur Wireless Telegraph Asso

ciation of New Bedford has at present

twenty-four members, and is desirous of

extending to other Amateurs in New

Bedford and vicinity the benefits of same

through their becoming members. The

purposes of the Association are to promote

wireless telegraphy among individuals

for both knowledge and pleasure ; through

becoming members of the Association

amateurs aid in preventing interference

and also extend their knowledge of wire

less telegraphy and other affiliated arts;

Practical demonstrations and lectures

being arranged for every meeting of the

Association; The Association has meas

uring and testing instruments of various

kinds which are loaned to members free

of any charge, also a technical library to

which members can refer, including all

magazines pertaining to wireless.

The rating of members' transmitting

sets are from a 1 in. coil to a 3 kw. open

core transformer, the Association having

the use of a 1 kw. set with which they

conduct experiments of research.

The officers of the Association are:

Chas. Praihanzels, president; Chester

Dable, vice-president; Edw. De Mello,

Secretary; Wm. Isherwood, treasurer;

Herbert Charnley, collector; Lester

Jenkins, operator and librarian; Chester

Dahl and Geo. W. Pope, auditors.

same purpose. Communications should

be addressed to Corresponding Secretary,

1934 William St., Vancouver, B.C.

Vancouver, B.C., Sept. 18, 1911.

On August 17th, at a meeting of the

Wireless Amateurs of Vancouver, B.C.,

a Wireless Association was formed.

The object of this club is to assist its

members in the study of Wireless Teleg

raphy and Telephony, and to prevent

interference with the government and

commercial stations.

The officers' are: President, Cliff C.

Watson; Vice-President, J. Arnott; Sec

retary, A. H. Mackay; Treasurer and

Chief Operator, E. Kelley; Assistant

Operator, H. Jones; Corresponding Sec

retary, C. Riesterer.

The Club would like to communicate

with other Associations organized for the

North Carolina.—Frying Pan Shoals

Lightvessel—Wireless telegraph station

established.—A wireless telegraph station,

call letters "NLC," has been established

on board Frying Pan Shoals Lightvessel,

No. 94, seacoast of North Carolina.

Approx. position: Lat. 33° 33' 30" N.

Long. 77° 48' 20" W.

(See Notice to Mariners No. 47(3401)

of 1911). (N.M. 6, 1912.)

(Notice to Mariners No. 5 (146), Bureau

of Lighthouses, Washington, 1912).

H. 0. Charts Nos. 21a, 1411 and 943.

U.S. Coast Survey Charts Nos. 11, 149

and ISO.

List of Lights on the Atlantic and Gulf

Coasts, 1911, Nos. 977 and 978.

U.S. Coast Pilot, Part VII, 1906, page 16.

List of Wireless Telegraph Stations of

the World

A complete list of the naval wireless

shore stations and ships of the Navy

equipped with wireless apparatus is pub-

fished in the "List of Wireless Telegraph

Stations of the World," copies of which

may be obtained from the Superintendent

of Documents, Government Printing

Office, Washington, D.C., at a cost of

15 cents each (money order).

The above takes the place of Special

Notice to Mariners No. 47a, of November

22, 1904.

Wireless from Spitzbergen

The first press telegrams from Spitz

bergen were received in Christiania on

November 30th,1911. The wireless station

at that far northern place has also been in

communication from time to time with

Norddeich, Germany; Poldhu, England;

and Paris. It is reported that 150 persons

are spending the present winter in

Spitzbergen, including six women and two

children.—Scientific American.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Questions on electrical and mechanical subjects of general interest will be answered, as far as possible, in this
department, free of charge. The writer must give his name and address, and the answer will be published under
his initials and town; but, if he so requests, anything which may identify him will be withheld. Questions must
be written only on one side of the sheet, on a sheet of paper separate from all other contents of the letter, and
only three questions may be sent at one time. No attention will be given to questions which do not follow these
rules.

Owing to the large number of questions received, it Is rarely that a reply can be given in the first Issue after
receipt. Questions for which a speedy reply is desired will be answered by mail if fifty cents is enclosed. This
amount is not to be considered as payment for reply, but is simply to cover clerical expenses, postage and cost
of letter writing. As the time required to get a question satisfactorily answered varies, we cannot guarantee to
answer within a definite time.

If a question entails an inordinate amount of research or calculation, a special charge of one dollar or mora
will be made, depending on the amount of labor required. Readers will, in every case, be notified if such a charge
must be made, and the work will not be done unless desired and paid for.

1745. Electroplating. H. S. M., Syracuse,

N.Y., has been trying to plate iron with copper,

using an ordinary solution of sulphate of copper.

The results are not satisfactory, and he asks for

advice. Ans.—While the sulphate solution may

be used for the body of the deposit, a preliminary

coating should be made in a bath consisting of

the double cyanide of potassium and copper.

To make this, proceed as follows: In 500 parts

of warm water, dissolve 30 parts of neutral copper

acetate, 30 parts of crystallized sodium sulphite,

and 5 parts of ammonium carbonate. In an

other 500 parts of water now dissolve 35 parts

of 98 percent or 99 percent potassium cyanide,

and pour this into the former solution, while

heating. All parts are by weight. Be sure you

recognize the poisonous character of the cyanide.

1746. Transformer Control. H. B. P.,

Franklin, N.H., (1) has a \Yt kw. open-core

transformer for wireless use that seems to draw

too much current from the 110-volt 60-cycle

lighting mains, and subjects him to severe criti

cism for interference with the regular electric

lights. He asks if a choke coil can be inserted

that will reduce this trouble without cutting

down the power. (2) In regard to examina

tions for securing a position in the U.S. Navy

as a wireless operator, are there examinations to

take other than those specified in the January

magazine? Ans.—(1) Evidently you are draw

ing a pretty large current, and the electric

lighting company ought to require you to remedy

the trouble. This you cannot do and retain

present location and wiring without reducing

the power of the apparatus. We would advise

you to try a water rheostat, using merely a

wooden pail with an iron grate or pulley at top

and bottom, and a solution of carbonate of soda.

By varying the strength of solution and distance

between plates, you can get a wide range of

control, and perhaps find that less current than

you have been using will suffice. (2) Write

to the U.S. Civil Service Commission, Washing

ton, D.C. They will furnish all the information

desired, even to sending sample examination

papers.

1747. Fly Wheel Enigma. F. R. W., Inde

pendence, Mo., asks where he can buy a device

to conserve the power in a fly wheel. Ans.—

We do not know whether you are in earnest in

this question or merely joking, for it is only

another way of asking for perpetual motion.

In this search you will meet the inevitable fate

that the laws of nature have prescribed.

1748. Induction Motor. F. M., Corvallis,

Ore., wishes to rewind a h.p. 3-phase, 60-

cycle, 220-volt motor that has been through a

fire. He asks for information. Ans.—The

simplest and altogether sufficient method will be

to take off the burned coils, make a suitable

wooden form on which to wind new coils of the

same shape as original ones. From the name-

plate on motor, copy all the data and send it to

the manufacturer with the request that they send

a blue-print showing the method of connection.

You can purchase coils from them all ready to

put in place, and perhaps cheaper than you can

make them yourself.

1749. Reciprocating Motor. C. B. D. asks

what there is impractical about such a device.

Electromagnets would seem to be enormously

strong and capable of producing vigorous rota

tive power. Ans.—This was the first form of

electric motors, and by all odds they were the

poorest that have ever been made. The mag

netic pull can be enormous, and even give the

builder difficulty in providing sufficient strength

of structure to withstand it. Time, however,

is required for a current to establish itself in

the electromagnets, and this means a low speed

of rotation. Wasteful eddy currents will flow

in magnet cores and armatures, and this means

low efficiency. The worst feature is the require

ment for make-and-break contacts. Of all

things in an electric motor there must be a con

tinuity of the circuit. Even the feeble sparking

at the brushes of an ordinary motor is objection

able. In your motor, you would require a con

tinuous performance of what you see when a

trolley wheel leaves the wire. It is impossible

to conceive any motive power acting under more

favorable conditions than in the ordinary electric

motor, where the action of the field flux on the

currents in the armature conductors produces

a continuous and highly efficient torque. See

our article on electric motors in the January.

1907, magazine.

1750. Patents. G. T. C, §aco, Me., asks if

there are now any patents on the "squirrel-cage1'

rotor for induction motors, or on the "split-

phase" scheme of making single-phase induction

motors self-starting, or indeed on any other part

or scheme of single-phase motors? Ans.—All

the fundamental patents on three-phase motors

have now expired, as also those on the split-

phase construction. It is of interest, however,

that patents were issued on January 30, 1911,

covering the "compensated repulsion-induction"
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single-phase motor. While the patentee, Latour,

of France, made his application in 1904, it has

been the subject of an interference of a similar

application by Winter and Eichberg, of Germany.

In this country the motor appears as one of the

products of the General Electric Company, and

is designated as the "RI" type.

1751. Induction Coil. G. M., Jr., Phila

delphia, Pa., asks: (1) I am building the coil

described in the February, 1911, issue. Will

you tell me how much wire I will need for primary

wire? Please tell me in pounds so I can go to

the store and buy the right amount. (2) Will

black fiber do instead of red? (3) What do you

mean by "oiled linen' ' for the core? (4)What kind

of oil will I use for the linen? (5) The primary

has three layers of wire; what will I do with

the ends? Ans.—(1) The primary will require

approximately 2 lbs. of wire. (2) Black fiber

will answer the purpose. (3) By "oiled linen,"

the author refers to the high-grade insulating

medium known to the trade as "empire cloth,"

which may be obtained from any large electrical

supply house. (4) The object of bringing out

the loops in the primary winding is to enable

the user to take taps from any one of the three

layers, or, in other words, to vary the number

of turns in primary winding at will. This will

permit of the use of several types of interrupters.

For instance, with an electrolytic interrupter,

the best results will be obtained by using the full

three layers of wire, making connection at the

ends of the winding. The ordinary vibrator

interrupter will show better results on either one

or two layers, depending upon the speed of

vibrator and the impressed voltage. (5) There

is no reason for cutting the loops as you suggest,

and, indeed, such a proceeding is very likely to

result in confusion, as it is evident that you do

not understand the underlying principles of

the work you are doing. We suggest that you

bring leads to four binding posts, lettering them

A,B,C and D for convenience as per the diagram.

By connecting to A and B you will then include

one layer in your circuit; from A to C will give

two layers and from A to D, three, or the total

number of layers.

1752. Wireless. L. V. A., Homer, Mich.,

asks: (1) Are the Thos. M. St. John wireless

instruments up to the standard? (2) Will I

have to get a permit to put up a wireless station

with a sending range of 17 miles and receiving

range either 700 or from 1,500 to 2,000 miles?

(3) I live about half way between the east and

west borders of Michigan (lower peninsula)

and in the second row ofcounties from the bot

tom. Do ocean ships send far enough to reach

me from 200 or 300 miles out in the Atlantic?

Ans.—(1) We have heard nothing against them

and believe they are worth the prices asked.

We would advise you to buy the highest-class

instruments you can afford. (2) Not at present.

Legislation to this effect is sought by the navy

department, but is warmly opposed by several

interests. (3) Not under ordinary aarcum-

stances.

1753. Indoor Aerial. L. D. H., Manchester,

Eng., asks: (1) Is it possible to telegraph over

the distance of one mile, using an indoor aerial

and suitable apparatus? If so, please give details

of aerial. (2) Any American handbooks or

books dealing with construction of wireless

apparatus from an amateur's point of view with

prices of same. Ans.—(1) It is possible, but

hadly practical to use an indoor aerial to send

one mile should you happen to live in a house

with a high attic and have the apparatus on the

first floor. If you can attain an antenna height

of 30 ft. above the instruments, a 2 in. spark

coil used in conjunction with loose-coupled

sending set and electrolytic or crystal detector

should work very nicely. (2) We can supply

a list of good books on the subject of wireless,

and one can also be found in the current number

of the magazine.

1754. Diagram for Wireless Set. F. M. L.,

Portland, Ore., asks: (1) Where can I find a

diagram for the following set: aerial, six alumi

num wires No. 14 B.&S., 2 ft. apart, 60 ft. high,

75 ft. long, three-slide tuning coil, No. 24 B.&S.

enameled wire on core 3 in. in diameter, 9 in.

long, silicon detector, variable and fixed con

densers? (2) The wave length of the set?

(3) How can I improve the set? Ans.—(1)

See Fig. 48, page 97, of the "Manual of Wireless

Telegraphy" for Use of Naval Electricians, 1909

edition. This will give you a choice of several

diagrams employing the instruments mentioned.

(2) Impossible to state, owing to variation

caused by local conditions. (3) By using an

inductively coupled tuner.

1755. Wireless. H. A. M„ Silver Creek,

N.Y., asks: (1) If the following dimensions

are reasonably correct for the construction of a

1 kw. open-core transformer for wireless use,

when used on 60-cycle, 110-volt current, please

advise approximate output when used on 120-

cycle 110-volt current. Core 114 in. diameter,

14 in. long, primary winding two layers of No. 12

d.c.c. wire, secondary winding 12 lbs. of No. 32

s.s.c. wire. (2) What would the corresponding

dimensions and data be, for construction of a

transformer of 1 kw. output, same to be used

on 110-volt, 120-cycle alternating current, trans

former to be of the open-core type? Approxi

mate secondary voltage desired 15,000 to 20,000.

(3) If answers to above questions require an

inordinate amount of research or calculation,

will you kindly advise me approximately the

proportion of difference between the dimensions

and windings of transformers, open-core, when

same are made to be used on 60-cycle current,

or when made to be used on 120-cycle current?

That is, if the core for a given size of 60-cycle

transformer is 1 14 in. x 14 in., as above, how

would the core for a 120-cycle instrument com

pare in size, if output is same as the 60-cycle one?

Ans.—(1) While you could undoubtedly use the

above transformer up to 1 kw., so far as input

is concerned, we are of the opinion that the out

put would be very disappointing. The core is

too small and there are not enough turns in the

primary. By using the inevitable impedance

coil, you can use the transformer on either 60-

or 120-cycle circuits. (2 and 3) The design

and calculation of open-core transformers are by

no means as simple and reliable as in the case

of the closed-core type, and for your purpose

the calculation becomes even more complex.

We would suggest that you look up an article

in our August, 1911, issue, on Experimental

High-Frequency Apparatus, for data in regard
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to a H kw. open-core transformer; and in the

following number, an article on the design and

calculation of closed-core instruments. The

advantages offered by the open-core transformer

are very nearly offset by its low efficiency and

difficulty of securing correct design for the pur

pose. The closed-core type is easily built, and

is much less expensive, owing partly to its smaller

size for a given output, and when properly de

signed is superior to the open-core for charging

condensers. A transformer designed for use

on 60-cycle circuits may be used at somewhat

lower output on 120-cycle circuits. It is com

mon practice, however, to reduce the volume of

iron in the core when the higher frequency is

used.

1756. Transformer. W. H. H., Pittsburgh, Pa.,

says: I am constructing the transformer and

rectifier, as described in the January, 1911, issue,

and have run into a little trouble. Instead of

getting 100 turns per layer of the No. 16 D.C.C.

wire, I can wind only 88 turns in the space of

514 in., and of the No. 20 D.C.C. wire, I can

wind but 128 turns in the space. The wire is of

correct gauge, for I have proved it with a microm

eter, so I do not see how it would be possible to

wind more turns than stated above. I use a

lathe to wind. You will note, with the number

of turns mentioned above, the voltage would

be about 13 and 25 as intended (but I would

like to know whether it is all right to use but

768 turns on the primary or whether I should

add the 7th layer to make the number specified

in magazine. I have the coil wound (176 turns

on secondary and 768 turns—6 layers—primary),

but have not cut the wire, and will await your

advices before completing. Ans.—While the

smaller number of turns will work the iron at a

somewhat higher density than intended, still the

core is generous and if you do not intend to use

the transformer for greater periods of time than,

say, half an hour without turning off the current,

the smaller number of turns will give very satis

factory results. We advise, however, that you

wind the full number as specified, in order to get

the greatest efficiency.

SENDING SECOND-CLASS MAIL BY FREIGHT

A few months since the Post Office

Department, inspired by a desire to show

an apparent bookkeeping surplus which

has never been demanded by the Ameri

can public or its representatives in Con

gress, changed the method of transporting

second-class matter in an important

particular. The larger portion of the

monthly mailing of Electrician and Me

chanic is no longer transported by mail

trains, but goes by so-called fast freight

to various central distributing points or

often to its final destination. The result

has been an unprecedented number of

complaints in regard to delayed delivery

of the magazine. The Post Office De

partment seems not to know how long

it will take magazines to reach a given

point, and in some instances from three

to six weeks have been required for copies

to reach our subscribers in Texas or on

the Pacific Coast, whereas the mail trains

formerly carried the magazines to the

most distant part of the continental

United States within a week. The

publisher is unable to help out his sub

scribers in this matter. The present

attitude of the Post Office Department

to publishers is that they are receiving

from the government an unwarranted

subsidy, and every effort is being exerted

to raise the second-class postal rate.

Under these circumstances any com

plaint as to the quality of service fur

nished is met with retort that the cheapest

that can be given is too good for the price

we are paying.

As to the justice of the present postal

rate to the government, to the publisher,

and to the subscriber, we shall not argue.

The subscriber to American magazines

receives far more for his money than is

the case in any other country in the world,

and it may truthfully be said that the

whole advantage of the low postal rate

has been passed on to the subscriber.

If the postal rate is increased many pub

lishers will go out of business and the

subscriber will pay a higher price for

magazines. It is for the public to decide

if they desire this to happen; and the

subscribers to this magazine can serve

themselves effectively if they will give

the publisher definite information of any

undue delay in the arrival of magazines.

A complaint that a magazine has not

arrived is not of so much value as a defi

nite statement of the date of arrival of a

magazine which has been delayed. To

help the publishers of the magazines, and

of this magazine in particular, if you do

not receive your magazine within one

day of the usual time, will you kindly

inform your local postmaster and ask

him to start an inquiry and also report

the facts to us?
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TRADE NOTES

The catalog recently issued by the Ferro

Machine and Foundry Co., of Cleveland, Ohio,

will especially please anyone who is at all inter

ested ui marine engines. This company, which

is probably the largest marine engine building

concern in the world, have included in their

catalog a well written and exceedingly, interesting

practical treatise on the correct design and con

struction of marine engines and their equipment.

Some of the topics taken up in this treatise are:

The Gasoline Engine of the Past and Present;

How Marine Gasoline Engines Operate; The

Carburetor; Ignition; The Make and Break

System of Ignition; Sources of Electrical Cur

rent; Installation of Ignition, Cooling System

and Lubrication. The Company has attempted

to make this treatise as comprehensive as was

possible in the space available. Much of the

information is entirely new and is the result of

extensive search on the part of their Engineering

and Experimental departments. Technical ex

pressions, which are likely to be unfamiliar to

some of their readers, have been carefully ex

plained in a glossary of terms, which is included

in the catalog. Also, believing that photo

graphs would be more easily understood by the

laymen than would mechanical drawings, a

large number of photographs have been used

to illustrate the treatise. Copies of the catalog

may be obtained by writing the Ferro Machine

and Foundry Company, Cleveland, Ohio, and

mentioning the Electrician and Mechanic.

The Clapp-Eastham Co., of Cambridge, Mass.,

are manufacturing a most excellent line of metal

mast antennae. These antennae are made from

3 in. galvanized iron pipe coming in 10 ft . sec

tions, having telescoping joints, which may be

fitted together to form a pole of any height up

to 80 ft., beyond which it is not practical to go.

Each pole is fitted with a metal cap for excluding

rain and snow, and the pole is insulated from the

ground by means of a high-tension insulator

supplied with the mast. The pole is extremely

light, weighing only about 5 lbs. per 10 ft. sec

tion, and is supported by means of guy wires

fastened to lugs, which are placed at intervals

along the pole. This type of mast is slightly

difficult to erect, in that it must be supported

by guy wires held at four corners, while being

raised, as it will not support its own weight

without buckling. However, if a little care is

used to keep the mast in a vertical position while

going up, it will prove a very substantial an

tenna, owing to the strength of the supporting

guys. The leading-in wire is fastened directly

to the base of the pole, and both the pole and

guy wires act as a part of the antenna, the latter

being insulated by means of strain insulators at

their lower end.

This type of antenna may not only be erected

on the ground, but also lends itself well to insu

lation on the roof of a building, in which case the

smallest diameter of the building should not

be less than the height of the pole which it is

proposed to erect.

This company will supply these aerials com

plete, including mast, antenna wire, insulating

base and strain insulators as follows: 30 ft. mast

complete, $16.15; 40 ft., $19.30; 50 ft., $25.15;

60 ft., $30.50; 80 ft., $43.15.

Above prices are net cash with order F.O.B.,

Cambridge, Mass.

It may be of interest to many of our readers

to know that the Boston School of Telegraphy

is now giving a special course which is devoted

exclusively to the training of amateurs on the

' subject of wireless telegraphy. It is the purpose

of this course to especially meet the needs of

those who are desirous of entering the Com

mercial Wireless Telegraphy Service.

Mr. "Harold J. Power of Tufts College, a well-

known wireless expert, and who was formerly

an operator on the Harvard and Yale boats and

also upon Col. Astor's private yacht will give

special instructions.

Recent General Electric Bulletins

In Bulletin No. 4924 is described the General

Electric Company's Thomson Prepayment

Watt-hour Meters for direct and alternating

current, Types CP-4 and IP-4.

Bulletin No. 4887 is a rather attractive bulletin,

—illustrating and describing the General Electric

Company's Turbo-Generator Sets in capacities

of from 5 to 300 k.w All of these sets are of the

horizontal type and can be arranged to operate

either condensing or non-condensing, and at any

steam pn- ;ure above 80 lbs. for the smaller sizes,

and 100 l\,s. for the larger.

Bulletin No. 4900, just issued by the General

Electric Company, is devoted to apparatus used

in connection with Series Incandescent Street

Lighting, and supersedes in part the Company's,

previous bulletin on this subject. The bulletin

is practically an ordering catalogue and contains

no description other than that afforded by th&

illustrations. It lists lamp brackets of various

style (giving their dimensions), tungsten econ

omy diffusers, G-E Edison Mazda street series

lamps, constant current transformers, switch

board panels, and lightning arresters.

"Small Plant Direct Current Switchboards' '

is the title of Bulletin No. 4919, recently issued

by the General Electric Company. The bulletin

is devoted to a description of panels which are

designed for the control of three-wire generators.

The panels are arranged for 125 and 250 volts,

and in capacities of from 25 to 100 kw.

The General Electric Company's Bulletin

No. 4904, illustrates and describes three-phase

panels for use in small or isolated plants con

taining but one generator. These panels are

not intended for the parallel operation of gen

erators, but for installation in a switchboard

consisting of two or more panels.

Bulletin No. 4905 is devoted to panels designed

for general use in small central stations and iso

lated plants, and are for use with one set of bus

bars, to which the generators and feeders are

connected, and are suited to the parallel opera

tion of generators.

Each of the above bulletins contains connec

tion and dimension diagrams of panels of various

sizes.

Bulletin No. 4901, just issued by the General

Electric Company, is devoted to Alternating

Current Switchboard Panels with Oil Switches

attached, and designed for three-phase, three
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wire circuits: 240, 480 and 600 volts, 25-60 cycles.

This supersedes the Company's previous bulletin

on this subject.

Bulletin No. 4907, recently issued by the

General Electric Company, contains interesting

data relative to the lighting of offices, banks and

public buildings by G.E. Edison Mazda lamps.

In this connection are shown illustrations of

numerous buildings lighted with these lamps

and data are included giving the number and

sizes of the lamps in each installation. The pub

lication also contains a history of the develop

ment of the incandescent lamp, and other in

formation of interest to the consumer of current

for lighting purposes.

Without doubt, the lighting of textile mills

exerts an important influence on the amount

and cost of production, the quality of the product,

the amount of spoilage, the safety of the em

ployees and their willingness and ability to

furnish the best possible returns in labor.

Bulletin No. 4906, just published by the Gen

eral Electric Company, is devoted to this sub

ject, and in this connection considers those items

briefly. It describes the new drawn wire G.E.

Edison Mazda Lamps, which are particularly

suited to this class of illumination, contains

illustrations of various installations of these

lamps, and makes recommendations relative

to the illumination of various departments of

textile mills. The publication is enclosed in a

rather striking cover.

Bulletin No. 4893, recently issued by the Gen

eral Electric Company, is devoted to a general

description of two automatic time switches manu

factured by that Company. The bulletin con

tains diagrams and dimensions.

The General Electric Company has just issued

a bulletin, No. 4920, describing its G.E. 203A

Railway Motor which is of the box frame, com-

mutating pole type, rated at 50 h.p. on 600 volts,

and 40 h.p. on 500 volts. The motor embodies

radically new features of construction which

have been developed with a view to effecting

greater economy in railway motor operation,

and it is considerably lighter per horse-power

output than the previous design.

The General Electric Company has recently

issued Bulletin No. 4918, which illustrates and

describes panels designed by that Company for

general use in central stations. The list of

panels contains both generator and feeder types,

and the panels are made for 125, 225 and 600

volts.

Cloth Pinions

The General Electric Company has just issued

Bulletin No. 4878, which is devoted to Cloth

Pinions. This remarkable and somewhat radical

form of machine element is offered for a wide

variety of application in mechanical transmission

of power where, because of noise or for other

reasons, the meshing of metallic pinions, with

metallic gears is impracticable or undesirable.

The advantages claimed for these pinions are

great tooth strength, noiseless operation, freedom

from damage by exposure to dampness, dryness

or temperature changes, elasticity of teeth, self

lubrication and long life. These pinions are

made in various styles and sizes which are illus

trated in the publication.

BOOK REVIEWS

Telephony. By Samuel G. McMeen and Kemp-

ster B. Miller. Chicago, 111., American School

of Correspondence, 1912. Price, $4.00.

An excellent treatise on the theory and prac

tice of all phases of Telephone Engineering,

particular attention being paid to the recent

developments in automatic systems. The vol

ume contains 960 pages, of a page size 7 x 10 in.,

and is well illustrated by 700 drawings, diagrams

and photos. It is clearly printed on a good

quality of paper and is bound in vellum de luxe.

The authors are men who fully understand

both the practical and theoretical sides of tele-

Chone engineering, and they have put into this

ook the knowledge gained from their years of

experience.

In "Telephony," is covered the installation,

maintenance and operation of all types of tele

phone systems and also an unprejudiced dis

cussion of the relative merits of automatic and

manual exchanges.

The Steam Turbine. By Sir C. A. Parsons.

New York, G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1911. Price,

50 cents.

There has recently been published a small

cloth-bound volume entitled "The Steam Tur

bine." While but little attempt has been made

to explain the theory of the turbine, the subject

is treated in a clear and elementary manner.

The author describes some of the earlier forms of

turbines and also those used at the present time,

such as the Curtis, DeLaval and Parsons.

The Kingdom of Dust. By J. G. Ogden, Ph.D.,

Chicago, Popular Mechanics Co., 1912. Price,

50 cents.

One of a series of handbooks on industrial

subjects which are being published by the Popu

lar Mechanics Company. The book is both

interesting and entertaining. It is well printed,

contains many illustrations and is cloth-bound.

Audel's Answers on Automobiles. By Gideon

Harris and Associates. New York, Theo.

Audel & Co., 1912. Price, $1.50.

The prospective automobile purchaser, driver

or repair-man will probably be unable to find

a book which is more suited to his needs than

is the book recently published by the firm of

Theo. Audel & Company. If one wishes to

keep his car in good running order every day

in the year, it is necessary that he fully

understand each part of the car and in case

any breakdown should occur, that he know

the proper way to repair it. In this 512-page

book the reader is told, in language so simple

that even the beginner can understand it, all

about the various parts of the automobile and

how to keep the machine in perfect adjustment.

The book is well illustrated with 380 diagrams

and drawings, and the text consists of a collection

of Questions and Answers which fully explain

the principles of construction and operation of

the Motor Car in a clear and helpful way.

Some of the topics treated in the various

chapters are, Carburetors, Ignition, Gas Engine

Operation, How to Run an Automobile, Over

hauling the car, Motorcycles and Electric

Automobiles and Trucks.
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A Book of Valuable Ideas

for Beautifying the Home

W

E will send you free of charge

our book "The Proper

Treatment for Floors,

Woodwork and Furniture," two

sample bottles of Johnson's Wood

Dye and a sample of Johnson's Pre

pared Wax.

This text book of 50 pages is very

attractive—80 illustrations—44 of them

in color.

The results of our expensive experi

ments are given therein.

There is absolutely no similarity oetween

Johnson's Wood Dye

and the ordinary "stain." Water "stains"

raise the grain of the wood. Oil "stains"

do not sink below the surface of the wood

or bring out the beauty of the grain. Var

nish "stains" are not stains at all; they

are merely surface coatings which produce

a cheap, shiny, painty finish. Johnson's

Wood Dye is a dye. It penetrates the

wood; does not raise the grain; retains

the high lights and brings out the beaut}'

For artistic coloring

ofall i -

An. 12» Light Oak
A", 123 Dark Oak
yo. 125 Mission Oak
So. 110 Early English
yo. 110 Boa Oak
yo. 128 Light Hfnhogany
No. 129 Dark Mahogany
yo. 130 Wtatherea Oak
yo. 131 Brotcn H'eatherett Oak
yo. 182 Green Weathered Oak
yo. 121 Stag* Green
yo. 128 Forest Green
yo. m Flemish Oak
No. 178 Brotrn Flemish Oak
So, 130 Fumed Oak

of the wood.

Johnson's Prepared Wax

will not scratch or mar. It should be applied with a cloth; dries instantly -*^>*

—rubbing with a dry cloth gives a velvety protecting finish of great ^*

beauty. It can be used successfully over all finishes. jc?'*,

We want you to try Johnson's Wood Dye and Prepared Wax

at our expense. Fill out the attached coupon being careful 6

to specify the shades of dye wanted. We will mail you <&i$%r*v*

the booklet and, samples promptly

until you have mailed the coupon.

Do not pass this page ^Tj- t^f^

S. C. Johnson & Son

Racine, Wis.

•The Wood Finishing Authorities'
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Bennetts magazine agency

 

ELECTRICIAN

C MECHANIC

THREE ONE FULL YEAR

Mri riON to I

 

All subscriptions are for ONE
FULL YEAR, and may be sent
to one or separate addresses.
Subscriptions may be either
new or renewals.

ELECTRICIAN & MECHANIC,

POPULAR ELECTRICITY, -

TECHNICAL WORLD - - -

One year, $1.60

One year, 1.50

One year, 1.50

WE ALSO FURNISH AS FOLLOWS:

CLASS IT

te5tiBX\v:.:::.::::::: 1 electrician

Children's Magazine (new) ....
Gas Engine Magazine

Little Folks (new)
Rational Sportsman
Philistine
Pictorial Review
Popular Electricity f until Jan. 1)
Success Magazine

& MECHANIC

with ANY ONE of

these

$2.05

CLASS 20

Automobile Topics
Cosmo
Good
Harper's

ELECTRICIAN

& MECHANIC

ONE of these
nobile Topics -I «
opolitan I »'» ANY ONE of

Housekeeping j
sr's Bazaar J Zt.ZiV)

CLASS 23

American Magazine
Breeder's Gazette
Etude (for music lovers)
Everybody's Magazine

Field and Stream
Garden Magazine
Good Health
Housekeeper
McC lure's Magazine

Metropolitan Magazine
Musician
Pearson's Magazine
Physical Culture
Technical World
Woman's Home Companion.

ELECTRICIAN

& MECHANIC

with ANY ONE of

these

$2.35

with ANY TWO

$3.50

CLASS 35

Current Literature ....
Ft a Magazine
Independent
Lippincott's Magazine .
World Today
Review of Reviews
Travel Magazine
•World's Work

ELECTRICIAN

& MECHANIC

with ONE of class 35

and ONE of class 23

ALL THREE

$4.10

*Wben this magazine is included 10 cents extra must
be added to the club price.

ELECTRICIAN & MECHANIC

With Ainslee's Magazine
With American Field

With American Photography
With Delineator
With Everybody's and Delineator i'am
With Sunset MaRazine J-JJ
With Pacific Monthly »-*• -
With Everyday Housekeeping su
With Forest and Stream
With Outing Magazine J-Jj
With Recreation and Field and Stream...
With Cosmopolitan and Good Housekeeping »JW -

With McClure'sand Housekeeper.... | JJ
With A-nerican and Woman's Home Companion s.ee

With Woman's Home Companion
With Harper's Magazine (or Weekly).. *-T»
With Review of Reviews and McClure s. . . . . .
With Ladies' World. Modern Priscilla and Pictorial

Review S.TO
With McCall's Magazine and Pattern J»JI
With Musician J-z"
With Opportunity "
With Outdoor Life

With Photo F.ra J-J
With Technical World «
With Scientific American (new) »-J
With Smart Set
With St. Nicholas (new) «
With Century Magazine »J

Ladles' Home Journal

Saturday Evening Post

Country Gentleman

ONE $1«50

TWO $3.00

YOUTH'S COMPANION

with 1912 Calendar \ $2.00

All Magazine Publishers
REFERENCES The Commercial Agencies

The Fort Dearborn National Bank

OUR LARGE 44-PAGE CATALOG for

1912, lists more than jooo club offers. IS

FREE. # # ASK FOR IT I

BENNETT'S MAGAZINE AGENCY

Address all

order* to

184 W. RANDOLPH STREET. Established 1870 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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^TERNATIONAL

LIBRARY

OF

TECHNOLOGY

 

The Most Practical

Electrical Library

The Electrical Engineering Library is part of the International

Library of Technology that cost 81,500,000 in its original preparation.

It contains the knowledge given from the life experience of some of the

best electrical engineering experts in the country, edited in a style that

nineteen years of experience in publishing home-study textbooks n?.s

proved easiest to learn, to remember, and to apply. There is no other

reference work in the world that so completely meets the needs of the

electrician as the Electrical Engineering Library. The volumes are

recommended by the highest authorities and are used in nearly all the

leading universities and colleges. Not only can they be used to great

advantage by superintendents, foremen, and engineers as an authori

tative guide in their work, but since they can be so clearly understood,

even by persons having no knowledge of higher mathematics, tney

can be used by all classes of electricians that are desirous of advancing

to higher positions.
A few of the many subjects contained in the Electrical Engineering Library are r~

Electricity _ and Magnetism; Electrodynamics; Electrical Re'follows: Electricity and Magnetism; Electrodynamics; Electrical Resistence and
Capacity; Magnetic Circuit; Electromagnetic Induction; Primary Batteries; Electrical
Measurements; Dynamos and Dynamo Design; Direct-Current Motors; Alternating
Currents; Alternators; Electric Transmission; Line Construction: Switchboards- Power
Transformation and Measurement; Storage Batteries; Incandescent Lighting; Arc
Lighting; Interior Wiring; Modern Electric Lighting Devices; Electric Signs; Electric
Heating; Elements of Telegraph Operating; Principles of Telephony; Telephone Circuits,
Receivers, Transmitters Apparatus, Bells Instruments, and Installation; Magneto-
Switchboards; Electric-Railway Systems; Line and Track; Line Calculations; Motors
and Controllers; Electric-Car Equipment; Multiple-Unit System-; Efficiency Tests; Energy
Regulation: Central Energy Systems, Main and Branch Exchanges; Common-Battery
Signaling Systems; Bell-Energy System; Bell Trunk Circuits; Bell Toll and Testing

Circuits; Exchange Wiring; Telephone
Cables, etc. •••««••«•••••»••••••••••»,

•

; International Textbook Co,

♦ Box 930. SCRANTON, PA.
*
+ Pleaie tend, without further obligation to me, full
# particulars in regard to vour Library ol Tech-

oology, with special reference to the
Electrical Library

J

The Electrical Library con

tains 17 volumes durably and

handsomely bound in three-

fourths red morocco. Each

volume is 6 X 9 inches in size.

They may be purchased in sets

of five or more volumes. If you

wish to know more about the

most practical electrical library

in the world.

Send the coupon NOW.

• St. and No.

City . Stat* .
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PRACTICAL 50c B00K5

Practical Dynamo and Motor Construction.

A handbook of Constructive Details and Workshop
Methods, used in Building Small Machines. By
Alfred W. Marshall. Contents of Chapters:
1. Field Magnets. 2. Winding Field Magnets. 8.
Drum Armature Building. 4. Ring Armature Build
ing. 6. How to Wind Armatures. General Notes.
Siemens or H Armatures. Polar Armatures. 6. How
to Wind Armatures (continued). Drum and Ring
Armatures. Binding Wires and Repairs. 7. Commu
tator Making. 8. Brush Gears. 9. Mechanical Details
of Dynamos and Motors. 10. Terminals and Connec
tions. 131 pages, 138 illustrations.
Alternate Current Machinery, by Gisbert

Kapp, Assoc. M. Inst., C. E.
Practical Dynamo Building for Amateurs.

How to wind for any Output. By Frederick Walker.
Fully Illustrated.
Induction Colls. How Made and How Used.

Eleventh American Edition.
Dynamic Klectrlclty, by John Hopkinson, J. A.

Shoolbred, and R. E. Day.
Dynamo-Electric Machines. Recent Progress

in, by Prof. Sylvanus P. Thompson. A supplement
to " Dynamo-Electric Machinery."
Dynamo-Electric Machinery, by S. P. Thomp

son, with an introduction by F. L. Pope. Third edi
tion, revised. ,
The Measurement of Electric Currents.

Electrical Measuring Instruments, by James Swin
burne. Meters for Electrical Energy, by C. H. Word-
ingham. Edited, with Preface by T. Commerford
Martin. With folding plate and numerous illustra
tions.
Electro-Magnets, by A. N. Mansfield.
Electric Light for Country Houses. A practical

handbook on the erection and running of small installa-
tions, with particulars of the cost of plant and work
ing. By J. H. Knight. Fourth edition, revised.
Private House Electric Lighting, by F. H.

Taylor, A.M.I.E.E. Describes modern methods in
wiring and fitting, including a chapter on small gener
ating plants. 182 pages, 66 illustrations.
incandescent Electric Lighting. A practical

description of the Edison system, by L. H. Latimer.
To which is added the Design and Ojjeration of Incan
descent Stations, by C. J. Field, and the Maximum
Efficiency of Incandescent Lamps, by John W.
Howell.
Telegraph. A handbook of the Electro-Mag

netic, by A. E. Loring. Fourth edition, revised.
Metal Turner's Handybook, by Paul N. Has-

luck. A practical manual for workers at the foot-
lathe. With 100 illustrations.
Pattern Maker's Handybook, by Paul N. Has-

luck. A practical manual on the construction of pat
terns for founders, with more than 100 illustrations.
Model Engineer's Handybook. A practical

manual on the construction of model steam engines,
with upwards of 100 illustrations. By Paul N.
Hasluck.
Machine Shop Arithmetic, by Colvin and

Cheny. Most popular book for shop men. Shows
how all shop problems are worked out and " why."
Includes change gears for cutting any threads ; drills,
taps, shrink and force fits ; metric system of measure
ments and threads.
Practical Perspective, by Richards and Colvin.

Shows just how to make all kinds of mechanical draw
ings in the only practical perspective, — isometric.
Makes everything plain so that any mechanic can
understand a sketch or drawing in this way.
Theory of the Can Engine, by Dougald Clerk.

Third edition with additional matter, edited by F. E.
Well, M. E.
The Care and Management of Stationary

Engines. A practical handbook for men in charge,

by C. Hurst.

Glass Working by Heat and Abrasion. With
300 Engravings and Diagrams. Contents: Appli
ances used in Glass Blowing. Manipulating Glass
Tubing. Blowing Bulbs and Flasks. Jointing Tubes
to Bulbs, forming Thistle Funnels, etc. Blowing and
Etching Glass Fancy Articles. Embossing and Gild
ing Flat Surfaces. Utilizing Broken Glass Appara
tus. Boring Holes in, and Riveting Glass. Hand-
working of Telescope Specula. Turning, Chipping,
and Grinding Glass. The Manufacture of Glass.
Bamboo wo k. With 177 Engravings and Dia-

frams. Contents: Bamboo: Its Sources and Uses,
low to Work Bamboo. Bamboo Tables. Bamboo

Chairs and Seats. Bamboo Bedroom Furniture. Bam
boo Hall Racks and Stands. Bamboo Music Racks.
Bamboo Cabinets and Bookcases. Bamboo Window
Blinds. Miscellaneous Articles of Bamboo. Bamboo
Mail Cart.
Model Sailing Yachts. How to Build, Rig, and

Sail Them. A practical handbook for Model \ achts-
men. Edited by Percival Marshall. Contents
of Chapters: 1. Introductory: Types of Yachts and
Rigs: How to Choose a Model Yacht. 2. The Rating
of M odel Yachts. 3. The Construction of " Dug-Out "
Yachts. 4. The Construction of " Built-Up" Yachts.
5. Sails and Sail Making. 6. Spars and Fittings. 7.
Rudders and Steering Gears. 8. Notes on Sailing.
144 pages, 107 illustrations, 12mo., boards.
Practical Motor Car Repairing. A handbook

for Motor Car Owners and Drivers. By Eric W.
Walfokd. Contents of Chapters: 1. The Motor.
2. Ignition. 3. Cooling System. 4. The Carburettor :
Exhaust and Lubrication Systems. 5. Transmission.
6. Frames, Springs, Axles and Wheels. 7. Tires. 8.
Causes and Effects. 9. Miscellaneous. 126 pages, 3D
i 1 lustrat i ons,12mo. , boards .
The Beginner's Guide to Carpentry. A prac

tical handbook lor Amateurs and Apprentices. By
Henry Jarvis. Contents of Chapters : 1. Indispen
sable Tools. 2. How to Use the Saw. 3. How to Use
the Plane. 4. How to Use Chisels and Gouges. 5.
How to UsetheSpokeshave,Axe, Pincers, Compasses,
Gimlets, Brad-Awls, Hammer, etc. 6. Making the
Bench. 7. Timber: How Sold, etc. 8. Additional
Tools and How to Use Them. 9. Sharpening Tools.
10. Home-made Tools and Appliances. 11. Facing up
and Setting out Work. 12. On Setting out and Putting
Together Work Joining at Other than Right Angles.
13. Glue: How to Purchase, Prepare, and Use. 14.
How to Makejoints: Use of the Plough, etc. 15.
Ornamenting Work, Curved Work, Scribing, etc. 12*
pages, 99 illustrations, 12mo., boards.
Wood Carving for Amateurs, containing de

scriptions of all the requisite tools andfull instructions
for their use. By D. Denning. Contents of Chap
ters: Preliminary. Tools. Wood. Bench, and methods
of holding work. Sharpening tools. Panel carving.
Various examples for carving. Chip-carving. Antique
carving. Index. 84pages,SC illustrations andB folding
plates. l'->mo., paper. Price, 40 cents.
The A, B, Cot Electricity, by W. H. Meadow-

croft. A simple and complete elementary book for
beginners. Over 76,000 already sold.
Building Model Boats. With 168 Engravings

and Diagrams. Contents: Building Model Yacht*.
Rigging and Sailing Mode) Yachts. Making and Fit
ting Simple Mwdel Boats. Buildirga Model Atlantic
Liner. Vertical Engine for a Model Launch. Model
Launch Engine with Reversing Gear. Making a

Show Case for a Model Boat.
Smith's Work. With 211 Engravings and Dia

grams. Contents: Forges and Appliances. Hand
Tools. Drawing Down and Upsetting. Welding
and Punching. Conditions of Work: Principles of
Formation. Bending and Ring Making. Miscellane
ous Examples of Forged Work. Cranks, Model Work
and Die Forging. Home-made Forges. The Manipu

lation of Steel at the Forge.

SAMPSON PUBLISHING COMPANY

221 COLUMBUS AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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FREE '"Six Mo

_ My New Magazine

INVESTING for PROFIT

77ii's wonderful magazine is the "Inveetor'e Brain

Partner" and often referred to as the "Little

Schoolmaster of the SCIENCE OF INVESTMENT."

Don't invest a dollar anywhere until you at least

read Investing for Profit Magazine

'Every investment he touches turns into money." This is a common

very day expression—no doubt you know a few such men among your acquaintances.

These men do not follow blind luck—they have mastered the law of Financial Success.

lou may watch them conceive and carry out their financial plans successfully—and

ou know they are not mentally stronger than you are. But it is the KNOW HOW

n conjunction with brains that counts.

The education necessary to transform mind conceptions into visual

ealities is the element necessary to bring wealth to the dreamer. Until you learn

he real earning potver of your money—the difference between rental power and

anting power—the underlying principles of incorporation—the science of investing—

lon't invest a dollar in anything anywhere.

Investing for Profit—A Liberal Financial Education

(claim—and I can prove it beyond the shadow of a doubt—that my

nagazine has not only made thousands of dollars for its readers—but it has SAVED

hem from losing many thousands of dollars in unwise investments. Until my

nagazine, Investing for Profit, appeared the small investor never had an opportunity

0 ask for and receive honest, unbiased, sound, logical advice and counsel in the

cieD.ce of investment.

Think this over. What are you worth today ? How much do you

ipect to be worth ten years from now ? And how are you going to build your

irrune if you do not take advantage of the best advice and counsel you can possibly

rt on the subject of investing for profit? Just so surely as there is a law or gravi-

ition, so is there a law of financial success. Without money you can accomplish

Tactically nothing—so if you have $5 or move per month to invest, read my magazine.

Why I make this Free Offer

t is the ambition of my life to give to the great masses of the American

tople for the first time in their lives comprehensive instruction in the science of in-

cstment—the knowledge which bankers and financiers hide from the masses— the

'ue inwardness of the great problem of scientific and profitable investment—placing

lis information before you in facts and figures which you can easily understand,

'he rich man KNOWS the science of investment—the poor

lan unwittingly permits himself to lack this knowledge,

'his is the mission of my magazine—it is free to you for six

lonths for the asking. In requesting it you promise nothing

-obligate yourself in no way. I am glad to send it to you,

>r nearly everyone subscribes at the full $1.00 price after

rading it free for six months.

^he number of free six months' subscriptions is

mited.

Sign and mail this coupon at once

1 L. BARBER : Publisher : CHICAGO

 

Inuestir.9

forProfit

 

Hail this now

4V >Plcise tend rr
"/for Profit and

ILL

L. BARBER. Publisher.
JO-T Jackion Blvd., Chicsro:

me FREE for six months Inverting

d enter my name on your list for

Free Financial Advice.
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Blue Process Paper

Blue Printing

Drawing Materials

Phflfi 17 Mnco 38 BROAD STREET
VUiXa J3r. BOSTON, MASS.

OLD COINS

$7.75 Paid for RARE date 1853 Quarters. $20for a Half-Oollar.

We pay a cash premium on hundreds of coins. Keep
all money dated before 1884 and send ten cents at onoe
for our New Illustrated Coin Value Book, size 4x7.
It may mean your fortune.

c. r

De>pt. OS.

CLARKE CEL CO.

L« Roy, N.Y.

A ITOnic Wantori for the Latest Perfection Self-filling
HgBNl. ndlllCU and Self cleaning Tountain Pen, the

beat Self-fllling pen made, holdi great Bupplv of Ink, write* better
than moat expensive pens. Every pen guaranteed. Agents can sell
thousand* at good profit. 8pecial Quantity Price $10.00 pe
Send 11.00 for 6 aample pens.

) per Grow.

THE BELL PATENT SUPPLY CO

147, Holborn Bars, : :

Ltd.

B.

 

Make $20 a Day

with our wonderful Champion Picture Ma
chine. Takes, develops, finishes photo in
half minute; 300 an hour. No dark room.
Experience unnecessary Photo Post Cards
and Buttons are all the rage! You coin morey
anywhere. Small investment: big profit* Be
your own boss. Write for Free Iioolr Testimonials etc

AMERICAN MINUTE PHOTO CO
Nehoc Blk., Dept. B-f>«8 , ~~

 

Catalog No. 83 LEIMAN BROS.

VACUUM PUMPS

v Stationary and Portable

Vacuum

Cleaning Outfits

VERY POWERFUL

Take up their own wear

62AC lohn St., New York, U.S.A.

UNIQUE ENGINES

SMALLEST and Moat Powerful on the market.
UNSURPASSED for Laboratory, Experimental
Work and running; Light Machinery. Light
Weight. Specially Designed forSmall Individual
Electric Light Plants. Water-cooled. 1-4 and 1-2
h.p. 3-cycle, Gas, Gasoline and Alcuhol. Write
for circulars. Attractive prices on these sizes for
a short time only. Catalog of Steam Engines,
boilers, pumps, electrical goods, etc., 16c (coin
preferred), refunded on first order.

Amtteur Mechanics Hupply Co.
518D, 219 S. Dearborn St., Chicago

 

LL_L 
WORK BENCHES

Drawing Tables

Boards, Cabinets

Special turnings and woodwork
to order

HENRY ROWE MFG. CO.

NEWAYGO, MICH.

LICENSED AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

PERIKON CRYSTALS

i^&f&^rSfS: $1.00 per Set

LOKG DISTANCE WIREtESS CO. SUPPLIES

CEO. S. SAUNDERS & CO.

168 Washington St. BOSTON, MASS. 11 Devonshire St

HOROLOOICAL DEPARTMENT

Formerly Parsons Horwiofteai
Inatltnte

FKORIA, ILLINOIS
LAKQEBT and BEST WATOH

SCHOOL IX a«aw»»i|
We teach Watch Work, Jewelry,
Engraving, Clock Work, Opncs
Tuition reasonable. Boar 4 see
rooms near school at it

aot

 

 

ELECTRIC

and WIRELESSss CATALOG

Mailed for 6c stamps or coin, which you tun i
leduct from first order of $1.00. Host •'l«"t».ira'*-
Htttlot,- of its klml published. 75p Wirri»
Instruments for commercial and experimental sat]

. , 20n Telegraph Imts; 80p motors and dynamos tS
sires; 15p fiaah-liirhts and miniature lampai Hip Mirroscbpea, lijrt*
ing plants, launch-lighting outfits, miniature rail wars, medical wilt.
macJxanical tools, books and general electrical supplies. SAVI
MONEY on ANYTHING ELECTRICAL byhavingthis bigeanu«.

J. J. DUCK, 433-.-. St. Clair St., Toledo, Ohio

 

GAS ENGINE TROUBLES & INSTALLATIOl

AulomobileTrouMet At How to Remedy Them; Its*
tion. Timing &Valvf-*etiing: Automobile Driving Sef
Taught; Questions fit Antweri for Automobile S-iio-
ents; Automobile Motors & Mechanism: ABC of the
Motorcycle; Motor Boats, Conslmclion cV Operiui*.
Flying Machines, Construction 6c Operation.

Ten Practical and Reliable Books. Any single beck.
Cloth $1. Flexible Leather $ I 50. -All dealers. Ofpostpaid on receipt of price. Circular free-

uh«. C. i homp»onUo.,Ptb., U26S.rrabeth Ave., Uept D, thfcap

RANGER BICYCLES
Have imported roller chains, sprexkets and f:SAn: Scm
'Departure Coaster-BraMes and Hubs: Puncturt Frmf
Tires; highest grade equipment and many adrsacsat
'eatures possessed by no otherwheels. Guaranteed jm.

FACTORY PRICEScSE^To'TcS
wheels. Other reliable models from 112 up. A k»
good second-hand machines S3 to 68.

10 DAYS' FREETRIAL W/K*
prepaid, anywhere In U.S., without a cent in «*tei«x
DO NOT BUY a bicycle or a pair of tires from
anyone at any price until you get our big ne*%
and specialprices and a marvelous •«<-*> r/7ir» . A p-^SM

'brings everything. Write itnom. TIKI f«^ee4lrtsa
Bear Wheels, lamps, parts, sundries, half unut/ tv>»

 

V».ti*r Wbm,Ib- 'amp*, parts, sundries, hal/uruajpri
Rider A cent * everywhere are coining money «eB-

^ff ourbtcycles. tires and sundries. Writ* today.

MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. 6-244. CHICAGO

CpCC 11 POST CARDS SENT
* IXtil-, wltb 3 Mos. Sabcriptlon r lOc ) to

THE PHILATELIC WEST AND COLIECTOR'S WORLD

SlPt RI0R, NEBRASKA, U.S.A.

The oldest, largest monthly Collectors' Paper. Orsr
100 pages, each issue replete with interesting reading and
advertising, Illustrated, pertaining to Stamps, Curioa,

Coins. Post Cards, Entire Covers, Minerals, Old Books,
Old Weapons. Relics of all kinds, Fiscals, etc. Over 3.608
pages issued in two years.

An unlimited expensive meritorious feature Is the publi
cation in each number of illustrations of leading collectors
and dealers of the world. A possessor of complete files has a i
valuable and interesting collection worthy of preservation. |

TWELVE NUMBERS, 50 cents, Includes s

FREE 21-WORD X NOTICE.

L T. BR0DST0NE, Publisher, Superior, Nebraska, U.S.A.

Send for Specimen Copy. Trial Offer of 6 mos., over 600

pages, 25 cents, and 25 post cards, colored, all different
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GET A BABY GASOLINE ENGINE

to run the washing machine, churn, grindstone, dynamo
or small lathe. It will develop over h.p. and will drive
any machine that a man can. The pi ice of the engine is
from $16 to $20. according to equipment, all accessories
included and fully guaranteed. Send for folder, it tells.

RGIN WHEEL & ENGINE CO., ELGIN, ILL.

pi _ • • are yon up-to-date in hov
M InrrriPia TIC 11 not, *XnAy ourDOgcE
Lit'C^U IVlCAllOjiTi'i: drawings of all

>- to- date in house-wiring?
urly our 90 genuine blue-

.■• print drawings of all up-to-date
labor-saving diagrams and conncc-

001 for win 11-' bells, lights, annunciators, gas lights, burglar alarms,
Jfphones, Are alarms, etc. ,—everything known in house- wiring to dat«,

• time and material. These drawings are bound in the form of a
tiibte book (9x12) for convenience in using on the job. No one in-
Tested in house- wiring can afford to be without these drawings, as they
rt i house-wiring education in themselves. Send for them, and if they
so't make you more efficient as a wireman and save you a hundred timea
elr cost as a contractor, return them and money will be refunded.
I) cents, postpaid.

PATKNT SPECIALTY COMPANY
62 Sanchez Street Hon Francisco, Cal.

PATENTS

THAT PROTECT AND PAY

BOOKS. ADVICE, SEARCH AND IPpPC1
LIST OF INVENTIONS WANTED I » IV E. C,

\ or model for free search Highest Reference,
Best Results Promptness Assured

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer

622 F Street, H.W. Washington, D.C.

PATENTS SECURED

OR FEE RETURNED. Send Sketch for FREE RE
PORT as to Patentability. GUIDE BOOK and WHAT
TO INVENT with valuable List of Inventions Wanted
SENT FREE. One Million Dollars offered for one
invention; (16.000 for others. Patents secured by us ad
rertised free in World's Progress; Sample Free.

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.

?I4-'726 Ninth Street Washington. D.C

PATENTS SECURED "cXw^VnT"

ELMER C. RICHARDSON, 37 Tremont Street, Boston

Associated with Washington Patent Attorneys
 

The Most Wonderful and Fascinating Study of the Age

T?VERYBODY should have a copy of the new "Voltamp Elec-
trlcal ProductMi" our 112-page CatiUog.—now ready. The

moat complete and interesting book ever issued. Full of illustrations
sad descriptions of VOLTAMP Novelties,—Motors, Dynamos,

" "Wireleas" Instruments. Spark Coils, Lamps, Flash-
Elect: '

Telegraph and
light*. Transformers, etc. Everrthinfi.
-ntsT. The greatest line of MINIATURE ELECTRIC RAIL-

laformers, etc. Everything Electrical for the expert-

WAY8 ever shown. Catalog with valuable coupon sent only for 6
cants in stamps or coin. (No Postals answered.)

VOLTAMP ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Wife Blrjg., BALTIMORE, MD.

A STORY BOOK FREE
 

Very Interesting and Instructive to those wanting the very best edge
tools made. A postal addressed to Mack Co., 18 Brown's
Rare. floche*t«*r, N. Y., sole makers for more than thirty yean
of the famous D. R Barton tools, will bring It with their (
[In writing mention this magazlne.l

Seven Big Volumes of

Electrical Knowledge

This is the greatest electrical reference library, for

the expert and student. These books are published

especially for the ambitious man who is training him

self for advancement—for the wide-awake man who

is likely to be called upon for work outside of his

regular line—for the man who needs at his elbow, for

ready reference, an accurate down-to-date work on

Electricity. Seven volumes, 2,200 pages with over

2,000 full-page illustrations, diagrams, formulas, etc.,

printed in large, clear type on special quality paper.

Sent Absolutely Free—Express Prepaid

The complete seven volumes, not a sample volume, will be
sent, express prepaid, for scswn days' free extminatlon; return
able at our expense, if the books do not contain the information
you want. If yon keep the books, pay |1 .HO seven days after
receipt and then $'2.00* month until you have paid the 'special
introductory price of fltt.rio. The Tshle of Contents below will
give you some idea of the tremendous scope of the work— but
only an examination of the books will reveal their full value to

you.
Just fill in and mail the coupon. It won't cost you a cent to

examine the books. We know they'll be worth many times
their cost to you. Mail the coupon now before the busy season
begins and you will receive your books promptly.

What You Can Learn From These Great Boohs

Theory—Calculation, Design and Construction of Generators
and Motors—Electrical Measurements—Electrical Wiring—
Electric Welding Types of Generators and Motors— Manage
ment of Generators and Motors—Storage Batrenea—Electric
Lighting— Alternating-Current Machinery—Station Appli
ances—Power Stations—Power Transmission—Central Station
Engineering—Electric Railways, including Single-Phase—
The Electric Telegraph—Telephone Equipment, Systems and
Operation — Wireless Telegraph and Telephone — Telauto
graph, Telegraphone, etc. ^^^^^^^^

Free with every order

Received before April 1st, 1912

the book*.

American School of

Correspondence

 

With every set Is Included a year's'Consaltlng
Membership entitling you to the advice of our
business and engineering experts free. This
will give you practical help in handling
working problems which are too apeciflo
to be taken up In detail in the
cyclopedia. There will be no limit
to thia aervice. Asfngle problem
solved for you might be worth \jy Yie*S£ send me
more than the first coat of f _ r Cyclopedia of Ap

plied Electricity for
Fevcn days* free exam

ination. 1 will send SI. 80
Ithin seven days and (3

month until I have paid
otherwise I will notify

and hold the books subject
order. Title not to i
paid.
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PRACTICAL 25c BOOKS

Telephones and Microphones. Making and
using simple forms of telephones and microphones,
with 29 illustrations.
Model Steam Engine Design. A handbook for

the Designer of small Model Steam Engines, including
original tables and calculations for speed, power, pro-
Sortions of pumps, compound engines, and valve
iagrams. By Robert M. De Vignier. Contents

of Chapters: 1. Various Types. Speed of Model En-
?'nes. 2. Power Calculations. Materials. 3. Feed
umps. 4. Compound Engines. 6. The Valve Dia-

Sram. 6. Engine Layout. Patterns. 102 pages, 34
lustrations.
Model steam Engines. How to Understand

Them and How to Run Them. By H. Greenly. In
cluding examples of stationary, locomotive, portable
and marine engines. With different kinds of boilers
and methods of getting up steam, as well as engine
details and valve mechanisms, etc. 87 pages and 56
illustrations.
Model Hallways, by W. J. Bassett-Lowke.

Contents : Choice of size and gauge ; clockwork, steam,
and electric locomotives; miniature railways; the'
model locomotive; tin rail formations; scale model
permanent way ; model railway signals and signalling ;
model stations, rolling stock, etc.
Brass and Iron Founding. By Joseph E. Dan-

gerfield. The leading operations are described
step by step in connection with casting from patterns
made as in " Pattern Making," for the construction of
a lathe as in " Building a Lathe," with a few other
examples.
Pattern Making. By Joseph E. Dangerfield.

Methods explained step by step in
the actual patterns.

connection with

Building a Lathe. By A. W. Burford, A.M.I.C.E.
The minutiae of preparing, assembling and finishing
the casting as per "Brass and Iron Founding," from
patterns built as per "Pattern Making," to form a
workmanlike lathe for a mechanic.
How to Build a Gasolene Motor. By James

F. Gill, B. Sc. Mechanical and electrical details made
clear, and the steps in building a motor cycle fully
given.
How to Build a Blcyole. By H. R. S. Williams.

Step by step in the building of a machine for foot
power, and of one for use with a petrol motor as de
scribed in " How to Build a Gasoline Motor."

Mechanics for Young America, How to build*

boats, water motors, wind mills, searchlight, burglar -
alarm, ice boat, water bicycle, cabins, camps, clocks,
fishing tackle, kites, model railway, etc.

The Beginner's Guide to the Lathe. An
elementary instruction book on turning in wood and
metal, by P. Marshall, 76 pages, 75 illustrations.

Metal Working Tools and Their Uses. A
handbook for young mechanics and apprentices.
Shows how to use simple tools required in metal work
ing and model making. Illustrated.

Tools and Their Uses. Describes the more com
mon tools for wood and metal working, with instruc
tions how to keep in order, to sharpen, and to use
them, with a number of hints on home-made tools.
Illustrated
Standard Screw Threads. A Guide to Stand

ard Screw Threads and Twist Drills. (Small sizes.)

Illustrated.

Threads and Thread Cutting, by Colvin-
Stabel. This clears up many of the mysteries of
thread-cutting, such as double and triple threads, in
ternal threads, catching threads, use of hobs, etc.
Contains a lot of useful hints and several tables.

Turning and Boring Tapers, by Fred H.
Colvin. A plainly written explanation of a subject
that puzzles many a mechanic. This explains the dif
ferent ways of designating tapers, gives tables, shows
how to use the compound rest and gives the tapers

mostly

Drafting of Cams, by Louis Rouillion. The
laying out of cams is a serious problem unless you
know how to go at it right. This puts you on the
right road for practically any kind of cam you are
likely to run up against. It's plain English, too.
Mechanical Drawing, simply explained. Use

of instruments, reading and setting out drawings, ink
ing in and finishing, drawings for reproduction, letter
ing, with 44 illustrations.
How to Bead a Workshop Drawing. By W.

Longland. The methods and conventions of mechan
ical drawings explained and illustrated for students,
young draughtsmen and machinists.
Domestic Electrical Work, by W A. Witt,

becker. Concise and practical directions for plumb
ers, tinners and hardware dealers on how to wire
buildings for bells, alarms, annunciati rs, and for gas
lighting from batteries. With 22 diagrams Demands
no previous knowledge of electricity
The Slide Bule and How to Use It, by Fred

T. Hodgson. This is a compilation of explanations,
rules and instructions suitable for mechanics and
others interested who wish to master the use of this
time-saving, calculating instrument.
The Engineer's Slide Bule and Its Applica

tions, by William Tonkes. A complete investiga

tion of the principles and uses of the Engineer's Slide
Rule.
Practical Electrics. A universal handy book on

everyday electrical matters, including connections,
alarms, batteries, bells, carbons, induction and resist
ance coils, dynamos, measuring, microphones, motors,
telephones, phonographs, photophones, etc. 136 pages,
126 illustrations. •
Gas and OH Engines. A practical handbook on,

with instructions for care and running. Illustrated.
A full explanation of the parts and working of these
popular motive powers.
Soldering, Brazing, and the Joining of

Metals. By Thos. Bolas, F.C.S., F.I.C. Full in
structions for making and using soft and hard solders,
and for joining many kinds of metal under varying
conditions. With illustrations of the tools, various
methods of soldering, brazing, etc.
Brazing and Soldering, by James F. Hobart.

A complete course of instruction in all kinds of hard
and soft soldering. Shows just what tools to use, how
to make them ana how to use them.
How a Steam Engine Works. ByW. E. M.

Curnock. The principles, terms, and calculations
that underlie the designing and working of steam en
gines are clearly explained, with diagrams.
The Locomotive, simply explained. A first intro

duction to the study of locomotive engines, their
designs, construction and erection, with a short cate
chism, and 26 illustrations.
Simple Scientific Experiments. How to per

form entertaining and instructive experiments with
simple home-made apparatus, with 59 illustrations.
Simple Chemical Experiments. A series of

instructive experiments in inorganic chemistry. By
T. Thorne Baker. Describes how to fit up a labo
ratory and apparatus cheaply, and how to make numer
ous interesting and instructive experiments.
Simple Photographic Experiments. A series

of instructive experiments in Practical Photography.
By T. T. Baker. 68 pages, 14 illustrations.
The Slide Valve, simply explained, by W. J. Ten-

nant. Revised edition, considerably enlarged. A
first-rate little book fo: locomotive ana stationary en
gineers, firemen and all interested iu the slide valve.
83 pages, 41 illustrations.
The Fireman's Guide to the Care and Manage

ment of Boilers, by Karl P. Dahlstrom, MJi.,
covering the foliowingsubjects : Firing and Economy
of Fuel; Feed and Water Line; Low Water and
Priming; Steam Pressure; Cleaning and Blowing
Out; General Directions. A thoroughly practical
book.

SAMPSON PUBLISHING COMPANY

221 COLUMBUS AVE. BOSTON, MASS.
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Wireless Telegraphy

In response to many requests, we publish below a list
of books on wireless telegraphy, with the prices at which
wetcan furnish them,.postpaid.

BISHOP, LEON W.

The Wireless Operator's Pocketbook of Informa
tion and Diagrams.—Thoroughly describes latest
transmitting and receiving instruments. 150
illustrations. All tables necessary for wireless
operators, one showing how to compute roughly,
sending and receiving distances. Full leather,

flexible, pocket size $1.50
Leatherette $1.25 Cloth 1.00

MASSIE, W. W., and UNDERBILL, C. R.
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony Popularly Ex-

1.08

MAVER, W. ,M
Wireless Telegraphy 2.00

TESLA, H.
Experiments with Alternate Currents of High Po

tential and High Frequency.—A classic work and

the authority on the subject 1-00

FLEMING. J. A.
Principles of Electric Wave Telegraphy.—A com

prehensive digest of wireless telegraphy in all of
its branches. One of the most complete and prac
tical books ever published on this subject 6.60

Elementary Manual of Radio-telegraphy and Radio-
telephony for Students and Operators 2.00

HOWGRAVE-GRAHAM, R. P.
Wireless Telegraphy for Amateurs 1.00

KENNELLY, A. E.
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony, enlarged and

reprinted l««

HARRISON, NEWTON, S3.
Making Wireless Outfits.—A concise and simple ex

planation on the construction and use of simple
and inexpensive wireless equipments, for sending
and receiving up to 100 miles, giving full details
and drawings of apparatus, diagrams of circuits
and tables. 12 mo. cloth, 50 cents; in paper
covers 25

Wireless Telephone Construction.—How to make
and use an inexpensive equipment. Cloth 50
Paper -25

TWINING, H. LaV., A3.
Wireless Telegraphy and High Frequency Elec

tricity.—A most complete manual containing de
tailed information for the construction of trans
formers of from 100 watts to 5 k.w. capacity; wire
less telegraph and high-frequency apparatus, with
chapters on their theory and operation. 1909.... 1.50

MORGAN, ALFRED POWELL.
Wireless Telegraph Construction for Amateurs.—
A manual of practical information for those who
wish to build experimental wireless instruments,
which can be considered as something more than
toys, but are still considerably less expensive than
a high-grade commercial set. No attention has
been paid to the history of the art, the space,
instead, being devoted to short but complete ex
planations of the uses of the various instruments,
as well as the structural details. 1910 1.50

HALLER, GEO. F. , and CUNNINGHAM,ELMER T.
The Tesla High-Frequency Coil. Its Construction
and Uses.—Full and explicit directions for the
construction of apparatus needed for experiment
ing with high-frequency currents. This book
fills a long-felt vacancy in scientific literature.
Intended for the advanced experimenter. 1910... 1.25

ROBINSON, Lieut. Com. S.S.
Manual of Wireless Telegraphy For Use of Naval

Electricians.—An excellent complete and in
structive book for the wireless operator 1.50

Sampson Pub. Co., Boston, Mass.
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Mechanical

Engineering

and its many branches, is

covered most thoroughly by

our New Seven Volume Edition

CYCLOPEDIA OF

I Mechanical Engineering

Gas Engine Operation and

Modern Shop Practice

In this wonderful work will be found instruction in Gas
Engine Operation and Manufacture; Machine Shop Work;
Assembling of Machinery; Tool Making and Shop Manage
ment in such simple and comprehensive form that the
student cannot fail to benefit by it. Every detail of me
chanical engineering is thoroughly analyzed and treated,
rendering the books of unusual value to the experienced
mechanic and shop manager, as you will note by reading
"Subjects Thoroughly Covered."

The Cyclopedia contains 3,992 pages and is supplemen
ted with a series of practical test questions, including over
2.327 full-page plates, illustrations, tables, formulas and
"shop kinks."

Subjects Thoroughly Covered

Machine Shop'Work—Vertical Milling Machine—Motor-Driven Shops—Shop
lighting—Forging—Electric Welding—Tool Making — Metallurgy — Marro
factor* of Iron and Steel—High-Speed Sted—Flaws in Castings—Electric
Lifting Magnets—Magnetic Gulches—Making a Machinist—The Ideal Fore
man—Pattern Making—Foundry Work—Automatic Coal and Ore Handhns
Appliances—Machine Parts—Construction of Boilers—Types of Boilers
Boiler Accessories—Steam Pumps—Air Compressors—The Steam Engine
The Steam Turbine — Indicators —Valve Gears— Refrigeration— Gas Pro
ducers — Gas Engines— Automobiles — Elevators— Sheet Me
Practical Problems in Mensun
Organization—Machine Design.

t Metal Work -

WE'LL PROVE THEIR VALUE TO YOU

by sending you the complete Cyclopedia al>solutely free lor examination
—just mail the coupon. Keep the books seven days—test every formula.
You will agree that they are all we State, and more. Send $1.80 after ex
amination and $2.00 a month until you have paid the special price of $19.80.
The regular list price is $34 00. If the books do not meet with your re
quirements, advise us and we will remove them at our expense.

ANOTHER GREAT OFFER W1"! s« '■J?"*!•
y—.-'../ onsumnar Member'

ship entitling you to the advice of our business and engineering experts
free. This will give you practical help In handling working problems
which are too specific to he taken up in detail in the Cyclopedia. A single
problem solved for you might be worth more than the first cost of the books.

American School of Correspondence

Chicago, U. S. A.

Please send set Cyclopedia of Mechanical Kngineering for 7 days' In c
examination. I will send $1.80 within 7 days and $2.00 a month until I have-
paid $19.80, or notify you and hold the books subject to your order. Title
not to pass until fully paid.

Name .

E&Mf-U

Address .....

Occupation .

f_m i-lovrr ...
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Edited by

PAUL N. HASLUCK

IW ARTICLES

If You Want to Make Anything

Consult These Volumes

I by

100 Practical Experts

 

■ ■

 

EVFRY Mechanic. Engineer. Scientist. Farmer. H..ndym.'m and Man with a Hohby should own a set of these books. The work ts not only of
priceless value to Mechanics, Electricians and Scientists, hut contains thousandi of articles written lor the Handyman about the house, laim and
shop ; lor anyone who likes to make things, (rom n mitch-h^' ler to a suite of furniture—from a wheelbarrow to a carriage or motor body. The

\my who is Iearninn how to use his brains and handi will find these volumes a never ending inspiration. Read the description below ; then let us
Bend you th= set fur examination l>efore you purchase.

This Famous Mechanical Library Sent You for Examination on Receipt of $1.00

Sign your name to the coupon 1
set is returnable AT OUR EXP

Casscll's Cyclopaedia of Mechanics

1 let us send you this complete five volume work at once on approval. If you don't keep the books, the
and we w ill refund your $1 00, plus any expenses.

is an authoritative work, well printed and handsomely bound fn five volumes.
alcal and techn:by a staff of skilful and talented nicclianical and t

mecha.

Written
hnical writers, under the direct

:al subjects, every item the paid contribution of an expert. The complete work
.n.iexru amdes; over i.'. 5 '0.000 words. The five volumes number 1760 pages fn ill; each
(tout extra durable cloth binding1, with lettering in gold. We know you will lie initiated by the
lination is the only method of sale that will do it Justice. That U why we nuke you this
at our expense, without obligat'on to keep them unless you are satisfied,
actkal tiiei_hanic w ill find in this work thousands of articles such as : Spindle molder for
power : cramps used in drilling holes ; chucks for holding small tools in lathe : electric
ingswivcls; reducing high pressure of electric circuit; tail vice for wood-worker"
trie motors : tool for cutting round holes in sheet metal ; tube ignition for small

editorship of Paul S. Ituluck. the foremost I
contains over 6.'.i<0 illus'ralions and SO. t>00 separately
Toliinie measuring i:iches; Mronvrlv l-uund in
scope .nid completeness of this work. A leisurely ex.ii
out-ami out offer to pint e the five volume? in your honv

For lhc Practical Mechanic
motor connections; boiler covrr compound; lor^
bench: ttuing emery wheels; regulating sikti! of e!e
oil engine: oxy.»c«!rnt blow pipe or torch for welding and cutting metals: rustless coating lor iron patterns • use. ol shorn col

Some General Subject-Beadings i!^k'^^';'rifcihV7"p,ioral,ranzc.a"d "mPrehensi,ene»on

Cas-Gauges - Gilding - Class - Granite - Guns ami Firearms- 1 Iratin^Api aratuT- 1 Ln^^ GENTLEMEN.— I enclose
-Ivory-jcwelers' Work- Lamps- Lantern Slides- Leatlier Working -?e,"es- 1 r ,, ,v I , hr' h.;re",'n *100 «" "*T*
r .tin ..-Machinery-Marl.le-M.t.il Working-Metal, and Mc-.al|Ur„-v-M,„IHl Z— M Ol I I, >^ Wndl, send me onto** K
Machine,-Paints-l-aprr-Ha.ins-PhotolTaphr-Plpes-l'l.,,,er-|.lu,„ | ,j rV.JtS^- I'o .i 111v 1aS»^^ ""i* M *K ««°>'nMion. one
Appliance. - r,ess« - Printing - rumps - Refining - Refrigeration - Rnnfing-R ,,,cs-s ,„d- \S, cTl\'"' ."' Cyclopedia
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—Stoves—Tanning—Taxidermy—Terracotta—Tiling—Timber—Tools— Upholstery — Valves understood that I may examine the work
— Veneering—Water—Wirex nrking -H o..d« ork mg upnoistery sapes^- fiye d..ys. and II I do not wish to keep It.
Examine This Great Set Ol »• "»"' >« "'„■;» tM« t»™. five yolomewnrk. f,r». ^ } '"tt,1? nollly you and hold subiect to your
Rjwxltc it (1IID kxnrnc. know that you will b. pleased with |t« [uridine, pane r and order. If I keep it, I agree to pay you Si .00
Hooks al UUK txpense printing, rot) the woaioyrTtd fuixdoi InlomaaJoaiTeeir"^^ five days and the haU
tain*. We want you to examine it thoroughly, 'or we know you will be ouirklv mi month until o»;dprea^w.th its orsctiral yalu.. The price nf thia complete work in live votfme. per month until paid,

bed. la $18.00. Just mail ua the coupon opposite with SI. 00 1 —

■
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rib. Co.
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of $16.00 in instalments of S-
It is forther understood that yon
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_ . _hiect to oor order, and we ae.

to return tie- dollar you have sent on. It you keep the hooka, pay ua Id. IK
Within live days, and the balance *2.00 a roooth until paid.

SAMPSON PUBLISHING CO

921 Columbut* Ave., Boston, Mag*
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Send this coupon or copy of ft
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TELEPHONY

In response to many requests, we publish below a list
of books on telephony, with the prices at which we can
furnish them, postpaid.

TELEPHONE.
By Wm. J. Hopkins. Outlines of the development

of transmitters and receivers. 83 pages and well
illustrated $1.00

TELEPHONES AND MICROPHONES.
Making and using simple forms of telephones and

microphones, with twenty-nine illustrations 25

TELEPHONE TROUBLES, and How to Find Them.
By Hyde. Details every trouble that is likely to

bother the user of a telephone, and treats the

subject in a non-technical manner 25

TELEPHONE AND -TELEGRAPH ENGINEER'S
POCKET-BOOK.

400 pages full of information of the most practical
kind. A particularly good book for the money ... .50

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.
B. H. C. Cushing, Jr. and W. H. Radcliffe. A guide

for telephone wiremen and contractors, covering
every phase of telephone wiring and installation,
showing the latest methods of constructing and
maintaining two lines, party lines and intercom*
munication for factories. 175 pftgas, lOOillus... . 1-00

TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION, INSTALLATION,
WIRING, OPERATION.

This book, by W. H. Radcliffe and H. C. Cushing,
is intended for the amateur, wireman or the engi
neer; also for the contractor who desires to do
this work for others. The equipments and meth
ods of wiring presented, have been selected with
great care from those which have been in use for
a sufficient length of time to have proved their
practical value and become thoroughly standard
ized. Told in simple language with 125 illustra
tions, showing apparatus, circuits and systems .... 1 .00

PRACTICAL TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK AND
GUIDE TO TELEPHONIC EXCHANGE.

By T. S. Baldwin. Chapters on the use of the tele
phone, series and bridging phones, especially

adapted for the farm telephone. Fully illus 1.00

TELEPHONY.
By Arthur V. Abbott. A manual of the design,

construction and operation of telephone ex
changes. Fully illustrated. Sold in a set of six
volumes for 6.00
Sold separately, per part 1.50

Part t.—The Location of Central Offices.
Part 2.—The Construction of Underground

conduits.
Part 3.—The Construction of Cable Plants.
Part 4.—The Construction of Aerial Lines.
Part 5.—The Sub-station.
Part 6.—Switchboards and the Central Office.

TELEPHONY.
By Kempster B. Miller and Samuel G. McMeen.

Consulting Electrical Engineers and Telephone
Experts. 960 pages, 675 illustrations. A com
plete working guide to modern telephone practice,
including sub-station equipment, instruments,
lines, circuits, sets, exchanges, party-line systems,
protection, manual switchboards, automatic sys
tems, power plants and buildings, telegraph work
and railway work, pole-line construction, etc 4.00

TELEPHONE PRACTICE. f 43
K. B. Miller. This book has been recommended
here in the office by the telephone men working
in the service of the New England Telephone
Company. It is thoroughly reliable and an ex
cellent publication 4.00

TELEPHONY.
By Wm. C. Boyrer, formerly Division Engineer New
York and New Jersey Telephone Company. This
is a very complete and well-written book. 488
pages with 350 illustrations. Bound in half
morooco 3.00

MODERN AMERICAN TELEPHONY.
By Arthur B. Smith. This interesting hand-book is

well illustrated and strongly bound in black
leather. Two of its most interesting chapters
treat of wireless telephony and the automatic
system of switching 2.00

Sampson Pub. Co., Boston, Mass.

 

[That Coupon

gave me my

start

"It's only a little while ago that I was just

where you are now. My work was unpleas

ant; my pay was small. I had my mother

to take care of, and it was tough sledding

trying (o make ends meet. I hadn't had

much schooling. I didn't know enough to

fill any better job than the one I had.

"One day I saw an advertisement of the

American School. It told how other men got

better positions and bigger salaries by taking

their courses. I didn't see how a correspondence

course could benefit me, but as long as it didn't

cost anything to mark the coupon I thought it

was worth investigating at least. I marked the

coupon and sent it in on the next mail.

"That was two yean ago, and now I'm drawing
more every week than I used to get in a month. "

If you want a better position, if you want to get
into congenial work, if you want a salary that's

•fA while —

SIGN AND MAIL THE COUPON NOW

American School of Correspondence

CHICAGO. U. S. A.

Opportunity Coupon

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE

Chicago, U. S. A.

Pleas* send me your Bulletin anil advise me how 1 cap qualify
for the position marked **X." EA.M 4-11

Lawyer
Fire In*. Engineer
Telephone Eipert
Muting Picture Op'r
Honk beeper
Stenographer

.Automobile Operator
III ■ lit 1 -man

.Architect

.Hnlldfng Contractor
, .Structural Engineer
..Civil Engineer
..Electrical Engineer
, . Fler. Light A Power 8«pt.
..Mauler Mechanic
. . Sanitarr Engineer
. .Steam Engineer
. Reclamation Engineer

,f*a| Arennntant
Cert Til Public Ace'nt

. Ku«ine** Manager
College Preparatory

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION .
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Ftht Young Draftsman

ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES

OF INDUSTRIAL DRAWING

Presenting the subject of Industrial Drawing in

simple and concise form. Especially adapted to

the use of the student who has not had time to take

an extended course. - Price* $1.00

CAMS and the PRINCIPLES

of their CONSTRUCTION

A comprehensive treatise on the planning, design

ing and drafting of this highly important adjunct

to modem machinery. - Price, SI.60

These two contributions to the field of literature
on drafting by George Jepson, Instructor in
Mechanical Drawing in the Massachusetts Nor
mal Art School, Master of Columbus Avenue
Evening Drawing School, Boston, and Medallist
Science and Art Department (Great Britain)
should prove a welcome addition to the student's
library.

Sampson Publishing Co.

»ai Columbus Avenue Boston, Mass.

ANY ELECTRICIAN

or MECHANIC

Can Make Good Money in

Spare Hours

As local representative to demonstrate
most successful electrical instrument for
the deaf.

Alio Installing Ear-Phone

Outfit* in Churches,

Hall* and Theatre*.

Write or call with references.

GLOBE EAR-PHONE CO.

88 TREMONT ST. BOSTON, MASS.

 

Telegraphy Taugh

in the shortest possible time

The Omnigraph Automatic Trans
mitter combined with standard key and
sounder. Sends your telegraph mes

sages at any speed, just as an expert operator would.
Five styles 98.00 up ; circular free.

OMNIQRAPH MPQ. CO., 41 Cortlandt St., New York

 

t

3

"BUSINESS POWER'

| •* New member of Haddock'*
Power-Book Library. The
Master Builder of Finan

cial Ability and Commanding Business Personality. A practical anaijRu
and instruction book in the underground factors of present-day fortune
building, with actual directions for those who seek commercial chieftain
ship. The greatest book on business power and su' ceas ever formulated.
Nothing like it in literstnre. An encyclopedia of rare, scientific roles,
methods and resultsproducing plans /or every successful busineas man,
for the leaders in money-making, for those whn are big men—or wish ta
be. This volume is brand new, in a virgin field never before entered;
and mark this—it will be the big thing in business literature for years to
come. Get the new book at once. Money refunded if book returned
registered in five days. Send for circulars. Prl« e 93.25.

POWER-BOOK LIBRARY. Alhambra SU., Los Angeles, CaL

PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOKS

Dark Room Dime Series

1. Retouching for Amateurs. Elementary instructions

on removing defects in negatives, and improving
your home portraits.

2. Exposure Tables and Exposure Record. Tables for

calculating exposure under all conditions, with a
note-book to preserve data of exposure conditions.

3. How to Take Portraits. Describes the making of
backgrounds and apparatus, lighting, posing, ex
posure and development of home portraits, indoors
and out.

4. How to Hake Enlargements. Simple directions for
making enlargements without special apparatus,
and instructions for making an enlarging lantern
and a fixed focus enlarger.

6. A Manual of Photography. A first book for the be
ginner, but valuable to everybody, because written
out of long experience.

0. Practical Development. An up-to-date treatise on
all the phases of this perplexing subject. Describes
the construction of developers and their action under
all circumstances.

7. Popular Printing Processes. The manipulation of

the simpler processes, blue-print, printing-out, and
development papers.

8. Hints on Composition. Some simple considerations
of elementary principles of picture construction.

Photo Beacon Dime Series

1. Development. By Alfred Watkins.

2. Photographic Printing Processes. By Louis H. Hoyt,

3. Beginner's Troubles. By J. Edgar Ross.

4. Elements of Pictorial Composition. By P. Dundas

Todd.

5. Isochromatlc Photography. By R. James Wallace.

Any of the above, postpaid, 10 cents each.

Photo Beacon Exposure Card. By F. Dundas Todd.

The simplest exposure calculator ever devised.

90th thousand now selling. 25 cents.

First Step In Photography. By F. Dundas Todd. 25 cents.

Second Step in Photography. By F. Dundas Todd.

50 cents.

A Reference Book of Practical Photography. By F.

Dundas Todd. 50 cents.

Pictorial Landscape Photography. By John A. Hodges.

75 cents.

AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHY, 213 Pope Bldg., Boston, Mass.
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CHRISTIANITY is the greatest fact in history. The early Christians endured martyrdom

rather than forsake Principle. A picture shown in Ridpath's History depicts 87,000

people assembled in the Coliseum at Rome to witness the Christians given to the lions. In

such a scene may be read the inevitable doom of the Empire that ruled the world.

The blood of the Martyrs is the seed from which Christian civilization sprang. If you would

know the history of mankind—every sacrifice for principle, every struggle for liberty, every

conflict and every achievement, from the dawn of civilization down to the present time—

then embrace] this splendid opportunity to place in your home the world-famed publication,

Ridpath's History World

ELECTRICIAN AND MECHANIC readers are invited to send for our 46-page free booklet

of sample pages. A coupon of inquiry is printed on the lower corner of this page for your

convenience. Tear off coupon, write your name and address carefully, and mail We will name

our low price and easy terms of payment only in direct letters to those sending the coupon. Dr.

Ridpath's widow derives her income from the royalty on this History, and to print our low price

broadcast might cause great injury to future sales. This work can be procured only through us,

and is sold exclusively by mail, shipment being made direct from factory to consumer. Tear off

the coupon now and mail to us at once before you forget it.

6000 Years of History

RIDPATH takes you back to the dawn of history long before the Pyramids of Egypt were

built: down through the romantic troubled times ot Chaldsa's grandeur and Assyria's

magnificence; of Babylonia's wealth and luxury ; of Greek and Roman splendor ; of

Mohtmmedan culture and refinement ; of French elegance and British Dower, to the dawn of yesterday,
He covers every race, every nation, every time and holds you spellbound by its wonderful eloquence.
Nothing more interesting, absorbing and inspiring was ever written.

Ridpath's Graphic Style

FREE

COUPON

RIDPATH'S enviable position as a historian is due to his wonderfully beauti- /^Y n1T»p5'

ful style, a style no other historian has ever equaled. He pictures the Association
great historical events as though they were happening before your eyes; he carries vou /o/.-J1, k skvkr. Pres.

with him to see the battles of old ;torn*t kings and queens and warriors J to sit in the /4. / ^iV.^",, i.",
Roman Senate; to march against S iladin and his dark-skinn d followers ■ to sail /»y I.H11.AOO, ill.

the south irn seas with Drake; to circumnavigate the globe with Magellan ■ to AT/ Ploaae mail. without co« tome,

watch that thin line of Greek spearm to work havoc with the Persian hordes on / / SE2J»?!?S!.0wi!rt8tf£2
the field of Marathon ; to know Napoleon as vou know Roosevelt. He com- JSEtB&SS*fSr££cjJoT
nines aasorbintr interest with supreme reliability, and milees the heroes of history real living /-V / Oueco FlUabeth Socrates Ccutiid
u?J3r IF^E: »!»>!" them he reaves the rise and fall of empires In such a fasclnat- /■ST/ Shakespeare, map of China' and Japan.
Jl a y 1 h"">rv becomes as absorbingly Interesting as the greatest ol fiction. Hun- / S diagram of Panama Canal, etc.. and write
nreaj ... read this have decided to buy Rldpath s some day. X*?/ me full particular, of your special oSer to

Western Newspaper Association

CHICAGO

Electrician and Mechanic readers.
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SALE AND EXCHANGE

Advertisements under this heading, without display, will
cost 3 cents per word; 25 words or less, minimum charge
of 75 cents. Black-faced type, 4 cents per word : minimum

$1.00.
Cash must accompany each order, c

will not be inserted.

AERONAUTICS

5 CENTS brings our new, up-to-the-minute catalog. 40 pages,
fully illustrated, includes rules for holding model contests.
None free. IDEAL AERO SUPPLY CO., 84-86 West Broad
way, New York.

AUTOS AND MOTORCYCLES

AUTOMOBILE ENGINES, boilers and parts. Send for
Hat. J. L. LUCAS & SON, Bridgeport, Conn.

FOR YOU—Ford runabout thoroughly overhauled, has
magneto, fair tires. A good little car, price $225. A snap
for somebody. HENRY E. HANSEN, Bagley, Minn.

WANTED.—A motorcycle engine to attach to bicycle, in
good condition. Must be cheap. G. WALLINGFORD,
L.B. 92, McLoud, Okla.

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

1.0.8. AMD A.S.O. SBTS and odd volumes of
books on engineering*, wireless, mechanics, shop-
work, etc., new and second hand. Few I. O. 8
scholarships for sale. Bargain. OEOBOE F.
WILLIAMS, Box 408, Mew Orleans, La.

MECHANICAL BOOKS—Any subject; catalog for Btamp.
CRESCENT BOOK STORE, A 329 S. Halsted St., Chicago,
IU.

BRAND NEW—HARPER'S "ELECTRICITY BOOK
FOR BOYS," never opened, sent on receipt of one dollar.
CLARENCE H. PFEfFER. Ridgewood. NTj.

FOR SALE—Copies "Electrician and Mechanic," September
1907 to January 1909, and others. Also copies "Modern
Electrics.'' HOWARD S. MILLER, 959 Lancaster Avenue,
Syracuse, N.Y.

COINS AND STAMPS

STAMPS—All for 10 cents. One set each: 2 Honduras.
2 Ecuador, 2 Nicaragua, 2 Salvador, 500 Quaker Hinges, SO
unused Cuban stamps. QUAKER STAMP CO.. Toledo, 0.

OLD COINS BOUGHT AND SOLD. Buying catalog. 10
cents. New 55-page 1912 Selling Catalog, to Collectors only,
"Free," WILLIAM HESSLEIN, Malley Bldg., New Haven,
Conn.

COINS—20 different foreign 25 cent; large U.S. cent 5 cents;
5 different Confederate state bills, 15 cents; 150-page illus
trated premium coin book, 25 cents; 1,000 old U.S. stamps
25 cents. F. L. TOUPAL CO., Dept. 57, Chicago Heights, 111.

ELECTRICAL

ELECTRIC WIRING AND LIGHTING.—Knox-Shad,
192 pages; 150 illustrations. A working guide in all matters
relating to electric wiring and lighting. Includes wiring for
direct and alternating current by all methods approved by the
fire underwriters; and the selection and installation of electric
lamps for the lighting of buildings and streets. The utmost
care has been used to bring the treatment of each subject within
the range of common understanding, making the book especially
suitable for the self-taught, practical man. Published by
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE, Chicago,
111.

ELECTRICAL

FOR SALE—70-watt D.C. dynamo, 15 volts; also set oi
A.C.S. Automobile Engineering books. Want drawing in-
struments. TASSO MORGAN. Wilmington. Ohio.

"DON'T WASTE MONEY. Why throw away those old
dry batteries when they can be renewed?" Let us tell you
£?w™FormaU- 2S cents- STEWART LABORATORY,
631 West End Ave., New York.

WANTED—To exchang
motor for single phase A.C
DaievUle, Ala.

an A.C. 1 h.p. 110-volt
H h.p. motor. SAM

HIGH-GRADE DRY BATTERIES, flashlight and
medical. Demonstrate formala. Assembly and com
pletion of 1gni tors. Endurance and recuperation
unexcelled. 825.00. Exclusive territory guaranteed.
J. DOTJOAN, 834 Smith Street, Winnipeg, r

HELP WANTED

500 MEN, 20 to 40 years old. wanted at once for electric rail,
way motormen and conductors; $60 to $100 a month;
experience necessary; fine opportunity; no strike;
immediately for application blank. Address, S.O.M. Care o;
PMctrician and Mechanic.

WANTED—Cabinetmaker's workbench, 6 ft. x 2 ft., two
screws, good order, must be cheap. Box 82, Cecilton, Md.

WANTED—Experienced organizers to get members for
Order of Owls. Good commissions. Any territory. JOHN
TALBOT, South Bend. Ind.

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE WANTED.—Splendid in
come assured right man to act as our representative after learn
ing our business thoroughly by mail. Former experience
unnecessary. All we require is honesty, ability, ambition and
willingness to _ learn a lucrative business. No soliciting or
traveling. This is an exceptional opportunity for a man ic
your section to get into a big paying business without capital,
and become independent for life. Write at once for full par
ticulars. Address E. R. MARDEN, Pres., The National Co
operative Real Estate Company, L4S3 Marden Bldg.. Wash
ington, D.C.

WE TRAIN DETECTIVES. Yon can be one.
Splendid opportunities. Travel. Earn tSlOO to 8300
monthly. This fascinating profession taught
practically and scientifically by mall at a nominal
cost. AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CRIMINOLOGY,
Dept. 8., Detroit, Mich.

WANTED IN BANKS—Honest, ambitious men. Splendid
opportunities. Pleasant work, short hours, good salary. Be
a banker. We teach you in a few months by mail. Write for
catalog. AMERICAN SCHOOL OF BANKING.,. 135
McLene Bldg., Columbus, O.

MALE HELP—I will start you earning $4.00 daily at home
in spare time silvering mirrors; no capital ; free instructive book
let, giving plans of operation. G. F. REDMOND, Dept. A.C..
Boston, Mass.

WANTED—A man or woman to act as our information
reporter. All or spare time. No experience necessary. $50
to $300 per month. Nothing to sell. Send stamps for par
ticulars. Address SALES ASSOCIATION, 784 Association
Building, Indianapolis, Ind. (8)

GATHERING INFORMATION in your locality pays good
money. All or spare time. Either sex. Nothing to sell.
NATIONAL INFORMATION BUREAU, Sta. ATColumbus.
Ohio.

FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOK, tells about over 360,000
protected positions in United States service. More thaa
40,000 vacancies every year. There is a big chance here for
you. Sure and generous pay. Lifetime employment. Easy
to get. Just ask for booklet A89. No obligation. EARL
HOPKINS, Washington, D.C.

BECOME A DETECTIVE—Earn $150 to $300 per month
travelling over the world. Send stamp for particulars. Write
FREDERICK WAGNER, 1243 Lexington Ave..;N.Y.
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FOR SALE or EXCHANGE—S h.p. Locomobile steam
engine and boiler complete. Best offer. Cheap. EDWARD
H. DOUGLAS, 41 Summer Place. Newark. N.J.

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE TUITION BY MAIL—Civil service, mechanical
drawing, stationary engineering, electric wiring, agriculture,
poultry, normal, bookkeeping, shorthand and typ
courses. For free tuition, apply CARNEGIE
Rogers, Ohio, (tf)

YALE pocket addii
MFG. CO.. Dept. F, 1

30 cents, postpaid. YALE

SHETLAND PONIES FOR SALE BY E. L. Andrews' Sons,
Bristol, Tenn. Send two cent stamp for Illustration and price

FREE—"Investing for Profit" magazine. Send me your
name, and I will mail you this magazine absolutely free. Before
you invest a dollar anywhere, get this magazine. It is worth
S10.00 a copy to any man who intends to invest $5.00 or more
per month. Tells you how $1,000 can grow to $22,000. How
to judge different classes of investments, the real power of

This magazine six months free if you write
today. H. L. BARBER, Publisher, Room 446, 20 W. Jackson
Boulevard, Chicago, 111. (12)

3 SHIRTS TO MEASURE, $5.00. Express prepaid.
Better grades, $2.50 and $3.00 each. Superior quality.
High grade Workmanship. Faultless laundry work and
perfect fit assured. Send for samples with measuring in
structions and booklet. "Shirt Tales!" Money returned if
not satisfied. FRANK W. HADLF
Norwalk. Conn.

3LEY. Mfr., Dept. E.,

PERFECTION POCKET ADDING MACHINE—Light
ning seller. Agents wanted. CINCINNATI SPECIALTY
MFG. CO., Dept. O, Cincinnati, Ohio. (12)

$50 per week and up; how ar up depends on you; $21,500
in three years by one manager; $6,000 in one year by another;
$4,000 by another in six months: must have $500 to invest.
WESTERN OXYGENATOR CO., Beatrice, Neb.

5 FORMULAS. 24 cents. How to make rubber cement,
bluing, artificial gas, and liquid for fish bait; makes fish bite
fine, 10 cents each. J. B. WILLIAMS. Hobard. Okla.

HAVE you read "How to Succeed"? It is the greatest satire
ever written on the get-rich-quick mania; 15 cents postpaid.
A. RUHNAU, Dept. 80. 280 Columbus Ave.. New York.

PICTORIAL POST CARDS.—Picturesque America, con
sisting of fifty magnificent views of the most noted subjects
and places in the United States; lithographed in colors. 11
for 10 cents. C. D. MYERS & SON, 1958 52d St., Brooklyn,

N.Y.

CLEVELAND SPECIALTY AND MANUFACTURING
C0.t> Cleveland, Ohio. Manufacturers of magnet winders,
tapping machines, water motors and fans. Inventions de
veloped. Special articles to order.

PATENTS

THE LARGEST NUMBER of successful clients is our proof
of Patents that protect. For facts about prizes, rewards, etc.,
send 8c in stamps for our new 1 28-page book of intense interest
to inventors. R. S. and A. B. LACEY, Dept. 94, Washing
ton, D.C. Estab. 1869.

MONEY IN IDEAS—Edison, geatest inventor, tells "How
to Invent" in booklet, sent free, by HENRY N. COPP, Reg
istered Patent Attorney, 56, Washington. D.C.

C. L. PARKER, Patent Attorney, ex-examiner, U.S. patent
office, 952 G St., Washington, D.C. Inventor's handbook
'Protecting. Exploiting and Selling Inventions," sent free

PATENTS

INVENTORS—Secure patents without attorney fees by
filing own applications. All necessary papers prepared
experts ready for filing, $10.00. Free particulars. WA "
INGTON SPECIFICATION CO.. Washington, D.C.

PATENTS SECURED or fee returned. Send sketch for
frit expert search and report as to patentability. Books on
inventions and patents, and reference book, sent free. JOHN

S. DUFFIE & CO.. Dept. 4, Washington, D.C.

THE PATENTOME tells all about patents and how to
them. Free on request. Established 1865. AND
& SON, Patent Solicitors, 731 G Street, Washington. D.C.

PATENTS OF VALUE. Prompt and efficient service. No
misleading inducements. Expert in mechanics. Book of
advise and Patent Office rules free. CLEMENTS & CLEM
ENTS. Patent Attorneys, 707 Colorado Bldg., Washington,
D.C.

PATENTS BOOKS on How to Obtain and Sell Patents,
containing exhaustive information on these subjects with 100
mechanical movements, mailed free on request. F. G.
DIETERICH & Co.. 604 Ouray Bldg., Washington, D.C.

PATENTS THAT PROTECT. Careful, honest work la
every case. Patent your ideas—they may bring you wealth.
64-page book free. FITZGERALD & CO., 809 F St., Wash
ington, D.C. Established 1878.

PHOTOGRAPHY

LENSES—Everything photo-
Get our latest bargain Hat;

KODAKS. CAMERAS,
graphic, we sell and exchange. - u
save money C. G. WILLOUGHBY, 814 Broadway, New

York, (tf)

WE BUY, SELL AND EXCHANGE. Bargains in micro
scopes, telescopes, field glasses, cameras, etc Catalog and
bargain list free. KAHN & CO., established 1850. 26 John
St., New York. N.Y. (s)

LEARN TO TRANSFER PHOTOS to watch-cases, china-
ware, sofa pillows, etc. Five excellent formulas and complete
instructions. 25 cents. A. E. BENSON. Stewartville, Minn.

WIRELESS

TUNING COILS, $1.00; detector stands, 25 cents:
plete aluminum aerials, 50 cents; catalog sent free. EDGAR
FERGUSON, 265 Ninth St., Brooklyn. N.Y.

DON'T BKMAIN AN AMATEUR. Become a pro-
fesalonal. Our Instruction Is up-to-the-minute, live
and practical. Let us show you. KENOSHA WIRE
LESS SCHOOL, Kenosha, Wis.

WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS, TAKE NOTICE.—
Free—Nickel plating formula sent upon receipt of 2-cent stamp.
T. J. M. DALY. 1001 Falls Bldg.. Memphis. Tenn.

WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS in Canada, save customs
duty and money by buying your wireless instruments made in
Canada and guaranteed first-class work. G. S. CROWTHER.
1414 Pembroke St.. Victoria, B.C.

SALE OR EXCHANGE—Complete Guilford Wireless Re
ceiving Set, also Clapp-Eastham receiving transformer and
variable condenser. Other transformers, crystal detectors and
variable condensers. All in excellent condition, prices reason
able. H. D. KEMP, 264 Newbury St.. Boston, Mass.

WANTED—Good second-hand six-inch Induction Coil for
wireless or x-rays. State price and describe construction. Ad
dress, GALPIN RADFORD, Yukon, Canada.
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SECOR

 

PERMANENT

Visible Writing.

Positive Type Bar Control— the

"Why" of Permanent Alignment.

Inbuilt Decimal Tabulator and Billing

Device.

Ribbon Feeds only when Type Bars

Move—a Great Saver of Ribbons.

Removable and Reversible Platen.

Type Protector on Each Type Bar.

Line Finder at Printing Point.

Complete Keyboard Control that makes

for Speed.

ALIGNMENT

Paragraphing Keys.

Back Space Key.

Automatically Reversed Two-Color

Ribbon.

Uniform, Light Touch.

Fast Escapement.

Automatically Adjusted jGear-Driven

Carriage.

Removable Escapement.

Independent and Flexible Paper Feed.

THE SECOR TYPEWRITER CO.

General Sales Offices :: 302-304 Broadway, New York

Factory at Derby, Conn., U.S.A.
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ATTENTION!

WIRELESS AMATEURS

Learn Wireless Telegraphing

UNDER the direction of Expert Wireless Instruc
tors licensed by the U.S. Government. We offer
- limited nmmber of live Wireless Amateurs

anu cvt'iunK, in morse ana
Special Wireless Class begins Monday, April 1st.

Enroll Alow. Call or Write for Information.

Boston School of Telegraphy

18 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

"BWAENCO" INTRODUCTORY INDUCEMENTS

Until April 23. 1912

"Bwsenco" Special Sending Helix, wound with
H inch brass ribbon, double sliders, four large
binding posts. Size, ll^i a 7 x in

"Bwaenco" Improved Adjustable Spark Gap

"Bwaenco" Variable Tubular Condenser, best and
\ reliable

$2.50
J5

Mineral Bargains, Silicon, Carborun
dum. Bornite, Peroxide of Lead, per ounce. . .

"Bwaenco" Mineral Bargains, Galena, Iron Pyrites.
(Perron) Franklinite, per i

"Bwsenco" Mineral Bargains,
Pyrites "

No 8-14-,

ounce
Zincite and Copper

set
erll
or Helix Wire, per lb.

No. 24-28, per lb. .50; Ho. 18-22, per lb.
Aerial or "

2.00

.20

.10

.35

.40
50

Brooklyn Wireless and Electrical Novelty Co., Inc.
1M Broadway. Brooklyn Nhw York City

Note—To tln.se who can call we suegeet at least
one viait, and thereby be convinced that we are

"The Real Wircleaa Bargain Houee." "Bwaenco" mark of merit
Send stamp for big bargain Bulletin No. Ill, no postals answered

Back Numbers

AMATEUR WORK

AND

ELECTRICIAN and MECHANIC

We can supply a few of the following vol

umes at price* given below:

AM ATKI'K WORK

VOLUME CLOTH BOUND UNBOUND

1 Nov. '01 to Oct. fJl $0.00 ( None)
J Nov. '02 to Oct. '03 1.00 a 10

3 Nov. '03 to Oct. '04 2.00 1.60
4 Nov. '04 to Oct. '06 2 50 1.00
t Nov. '05 to Oct. '06 1.00 1.60

« Nov. '06 to Apr. '07, 6 mos. 1.60 1.00

ELECTRICIAN AND MECHANIC

VOLUME BOUND UNBOUND

17
IS
19
20
21
22

■

uly '06 to June '07 $10.00 (None) no single copies
uly '07 to une '08 3.00 $2.60 " " ,l

uly '08 to Tune '09 3.00 1JO
uly '09 to une '10 3.00 1.60

uly '10 to Dec. '10 1.36 .60 (6 numbers)
an. '11 to June 11 1.38 .60 (" " )
uly 11 to Dec. 11 125 JO (" " )

All single numbers previous to January, 1909, are out
of print, nut we can sell for a limited time a few copies
at 50c per copy to meet the demand for early numbers.

Single copies for 1909, 26c each.

Sampson Publishing Co.

221 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

 

LATHES

Screw Cutting

Foot or Power

9 to 13 inch

CATALOG FREE

SOUTH BEND MACHINE TOOL CO , 424 Madison St., South Bend, Ind.

This Electric Flashlight

WITH A or.

TUNGSTEN LAMP 03C

Throw, a very powerful ray of light
and Is so compact that you hardly notice
it in your pocket. Beautifully finished,
nickel-trimmed, and ready for use the

minute yon receive it. Write to us at once about our
derful agents' proposition, full particulars ac '
We carry a full line of Electrical Novelties.

FOREIGN ELECTRICAL, EXCHANGE
109 N. Wabash Ave. Dept. 7 Chicago, m.

 

Experimental Material of Every Sort

Supplies for home, office, factory or power plant. Small

parts for meters, bridge sets, wireless and other apparatus

and instruments. If you need small parts

tus, write us ; we can save you money.

Lists for 2 cent stamp

WOODSIDE ELECTRII

NEWARK, N.J.

WIRELESS

Our Wireless Catalogue

fine wireless instruments. Our prices will delight you.
Send 2c stamp for large wireless catalogue filled with wire
less information

INDEPENDENT WIRELESS CO.

302-304 Broadway New York City, N.Y.

A Most Valuable Book

How to Run and Install

GASOLINE ENGINES

By C. VON CHUN

Trouble S&oer

Postpaid, 25 cts. Money refunded if not satisfactory.

C. VON CDLIN, 705 W. 178 Street, New York, N.Y.

W« Want You to Become Familiar With

The Reece Threading Tools

Including: SCREW PLATES, TAPS, DIES, etc

^^ULi^m sPeclal Trial Offer

IjW " Reece Premier" No. 1 T Tap
Wrench and one each No. 2-B6,
8-48, 4-36, 6-32, 8-32, 10-24, 12-24

ff^H and 14-SO "Heand : Machine
Screw Taps. Sent postpaid to
any address on receipt of $1.15

11 6- rage Catalogs* Free

E. P. REECE CO. Greenfield, Mass.
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RARE

OPPORTUNITY

SAMPSON PUBLISHING CO..
221 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen: Enclosed find $1.85, for which please

enter my subscription for Electrician & Mechanic for

twelve months beginning with the issue for

and forward me free of

charge premium book No

Name

Street or Box

City or Town

State

Canadian Postage, cents extra
Foreign Postage, 60 cents extra
Must be added on this offer

C'lt out and use the coupon above

BY a fortunate combination of circumstances, we have obtained, cn very favorable terms,

a small lot of standard technical books published by one of the best firms in the United

States. These books are mostly bound in full leather, pocket size, average 300

pages, and are all standard treatises on their subjects. The selling price of most of them

is $1.50, though one or two are retailed at a little less. We cannot and will not sell

them singly at less than the publisher's price, but while this lot lasts, we will practically give

them away as premiums.

This is our offer to you: The subscription price of Electrician and Mechanic is $1.50;

the price of any one of these books (with one or two exceptions) is $1.50. Send us your sub

scription at once, with a money order for $1.85, and we will mail you Electrician and Mechanic

for a year, and send you any book you may select free. Use the card attached and be sure

and give the number of the book you want. Write at once, as our supply of the books islimited.

Regular
No. Price
11. Pattern Making and Foundry Practice. By L. H. Hand il-s0

12. The Twentieth Century Toolsmlth and Steelworker. By H. Hoi ford 1-5°

13. How to Become a Successful Motorman. By Sidney Aylmer Small ••5°

14. Electric Railway Troubles and How to Find Them. By Paul E. Lowe

15. Complete Examination Questions and Answers for Marine and Stationary Engineers

By Calvin F. Swingle. M.E >•»

16. Steam Boilers—Their Construction, Care and Operation, with Questions and Answers 1-50

17. Automobile Hand-Book. By L. Elliott Brookes I-50

18. Modern Wiring Diagrams and Description. By Horstman and Tousley 1-50

19. Practical Armature and Magnet Winding. By Horstman and Tousley 1-50

20. Electrical Wiring and Construction Tables. By Horstman and Tousley 1-50

21. Modern Electrical Construction. By Horstman and Tousley '-50

22. Dynamo Tending for Engineers, or Electricity for Steam Engineers. By Horstman and Tousley. .... 1.50

23. Practical Telephone Testing. By W. G. and D. R. Middleton • • lJa

24. Easy Steps to Architecture. By Fred T. Hodgson 1-50

25. Easy Lessons in the Art of Practical Wood-Carving. By Fred T. Hodgson 1-50

26. Concretes, Cements, Mortars, Plasters and Stuccos—How to Make and Use Them

By Fred T. Hodgson 1-50

27. The Twentieth Century Bricklayer and Mason's Assistant. By Fred T. Hodgson 1-50

28. Practical Up-to-date Plumbing. By Geo. B. Clow 1-50

29. Hot-Water Heating, Steam and Gas Fitting. By Wm. Donaldson 1-50

30. The Slgnists Book of Modern Alphabets. By F. Delamotte 1-50

31. The Up-to-date Electroplating Handbook. By James H. Weston 1-00

32. Cyclopedia of Painting. By Geo. D. Armstrong I-50

33. Operator's Wireless Telegraph and Telephone Hand-Book. By Victor H. Laughter 1.00

SAMPSON PUBLISHING CO., BOSTON, MASS.




